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Abstract
AMPA-type ionotropic glutamate receptors (AMPARs) mediate the majority of excitatory
neurotransmission in the mammalian CNS, and their abundance at synapses can
directly alter synaptic strength. Alterations in synaptic strength are believed to underlie
the mechanism by which we learn and encode memory, while aberrant glutamatergic
signaling is thought to contribute to several neurodegenerative diseases. It is wellestablished that AMPAR-containing vesicles can be transported from the cell body to the
synapse by members of the kinesin family of molecular motors that drive vesicle
transport along microtubules. While many motors have been implicated in the targeting
of AMPARs to synapses, much less is known about the mechanisms and specific
adaptor proteins that recruit AMPARs into vesicles earlier in the biosynthetic trafficking
pathway. In this thesis, I investigated the role of the AP2 clathrin adaptor protein
complex in regulating the abundance of AMPA-type glutamate receptors in the ventral
nerve cord (VNC) of C. elegans. In Chapter 2, I found that the abundance of the AMPAtype glutamate receptor GLR-1 was reduced in the VNC and increased in the
interneuron cell bodies of multiple loss of function AP2 mutants. Defects in GLR-1
abundance in the VNC of AP2 mutants could be rescued in the mature nervous system,
and do not appear to depend on the role of AP2 in synaptic vesicle recycling.
Surprisingly, genetic analysis of apm-2, the µ2 subunit of AP2, with the clathrin adaptin
unc-11/AP180 suggests that apm-2 functions upstream of endocytosis in the VNC.
Preliminary evidence suggests that AP2 may directly interact with GLR-1 via the APM-2
(µ2) subunit, and mutation of a conserved residue in GLR-1 demonstrated to be critical
for the interaction of AP2 µ2 with mammalian AMPARs results in reduced levels of GLR1 in the VNC and increased GLR-1 levels in the cell body. Further, I found that GLR-1
accumulates in the cell bodies of multiple loss-of-function AP2 mutants, not at the
plasma membrane as might be expected for an endocytic adaptor, but instead in
syntaxin-13 positive endosomal compartments. These results raise the intriguing
possibility that AP2 may regulate the forward trafficking of GLR-1 in the biosynthetic
pathway by mediating GLR-1 transport events between intracellular compartments of the
cell body and/or GLR-1 loading into transport vesicles for motor-driven transport to the
VNC. In Chapter 3, I investigated the genetic interaction of apm-2 with other regulators
of GLR-1 including the kinesin motor klp-4/Kif13, the AP1 unc-101/µ1 subunit, and
clathrin heavy chain. The results in this thesis uncover a novel regulation of AMPA-type
glutamate receptors in C. elegans, and set the stage for future mechanistic studies.
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Section 1: Ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluRs)
Glutamatergic signaling at excitatory synapses
Communication between neurons is the fundamental mechanism by which we sense,
consolidate, and respond to information in the outside world. Transmission of
information between neurons occurs at highly specialized points of contact known as
synapses. Synapses can relay information via electrical or chemical signals. At
electrical synapses, ions flow bi-directionally between neurons via hydrophilic channels
("gap junctions") formed by connexon ion channels (Pereda et al., 2013). At chemical
synapses, a presynaptic neuron releases chemical molecules known as
neurotransmitters into an extracellular synaptic cleft that separates a pair of pre- and
postsynaptic neurons. These neurotransmitters can bind to and activate ligand-gated
ion channels that are localized in the postsynaptic membrane. This binding event
triggers a conformational change in the receptor which promotes ion influx and an
alteration in the electrochemical composition of the postsynaptic neuron (Carr and
Munson, 2007). The postsynaptic neuron then becomes poised to propagate the signal
depending upon the type of electrochemical change. Integration of these synaptic
events across the billions of neurons that make up the central nervous system (CNS)
underlies the highly complex cognition and behaviors central to the survival of
mammalian organisms.

Each neuron in the CNS can form thousands of chemical synapses, and the adult
human neocortex alone contains roughly 1.5 x 1014 chemical synapses (Pakkenberg et
al., 2003). At chemical synapses, presynaptic nerve terminals contain neurotransmitterfilled synaptic vesicles that are clustered near the plasma membrane. Neurotransmitters
are small organic molecules such as acetylcholine, biogenic amines (dopamine and
serotonin) and amino acids (glutamate and γ-aminobutyric acid) that bind to and activate
3
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ligand-specific receptors on the postsynaptic membrane. Neurotransmitter release
occurs when cation influx from voltage-gated ion channels depolarizes the presynaptic
membrane, triggering an action potential and subsequent fusion of synaptic vesicles with
the presynaptic membrane. Depending upon the neurotransmitter type, binding to
postsynaptic neurotransmitter receptors will result in an increased or decreased
probability of triggering an action potential in the postsynaptic neuron by depolarizing
(excitatory neurotransmitter) or hyperpolarizing (inhibitory neurotransmitter) the
postsynaptic membrane. The cycle of electrochemical activation then halts or continues,
thus altering the propagation of transmission in the neuronal circuit (Figure 1.1).

Glutamate is the major excitatory neurotransmitter in the vertebrate CNS, and its
signaling is mediated through metabotropic (mGluRs) and ionotropic (iGluRs) glutamate
receptors localized in the postsynaptic membrane (Meldrum, 2000). mGluRs are Gprotein coupled receptors (GPCRs) whose activation triggers intracellular signaling
cascades that can indirectly activate ion channels on the scale of seconds to minutes
(Riedel et al., 2003). Conversely, binding to iGluRs triggers direct receptor activation
and ion influx on the millisecond scale. Due to their role in mediating fast excitatory
neurotransmission, iGluRs are key players in processes which underlie learning and
memory (Bredt and Nicoll, 2003; Malenka and Bear, 2004; Riedel et al., 2003; Shepherd
and Huganir, 2007) and several neurological diseases such as Fragile-X mental
retardation, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and Alzheimer’s Disease (Lau and Tymianski,
2010; Meldrum, 2000; Raol et al., 2001; Syntichaki and Tavernarakis, 2003; Szydlowska
and Tymianski, 2010). Therefore, elucidating the mechanisms that regulate iGluRs is
critical for understanding and improving human neurological function in normal
physiological and disease conditions.
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Figure 1.1

Figure 1.1. Chemical synapses. At chemical synapses, neurotransmitter-filled
synaptic vesicles (SVs) are clustered near the plasma membrane of a presynaptic nerve
terminal. In response to an action potential, SVs fuse with the plasma membrane,
releasing neurotransmitters into the synaptic cleft. Binding of neurotransmitters to
neurotransmitter receptors on the postsynaptic membrane can trigger ion influx and alter
the electrochemical composition of the postsynaptic neuron. This electrochemical
change alters the probability that the postsynaptic neuron will fire an action potential and
propagate the signal.
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Ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluRs), synaptic plasticity, and disease
iGluRs are heterotetrameric protein complexes which function as glutamate-gated ion
channels. Since the molecular cloning of the first iGluR subunit in 1989, a large family of
iGluRs has been discovered (Hollmann et al., 1989). These receptors can be divided
into two major groups based on their pharmacological properties including N-Methyl-Daspartate (NMDA) receptors and non-NMDA receptors, which include both α-amino-3hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) and kainite (KA) receptors. In the
mammalian nervous system, NMDA receptors (NMDARs) consist of NR1 and NR2 or
NR3 subunits, while AMPA receptors (AMPARs) and kainite receptors (KARs) are made
up of GluR1-4 and GluK1-5 subunits, respectively. In contrast to non-NMDARs,
activation of endogenous NMDARs requires both binding of glutamate and D-serine or
glycine as well as depolarization of the postsynaptic membrane (Paoletti and Neyton,
2007). Conversely, AMPARs and KARs can be activated directly by glutamate or AMPA
and kainite, respectively. Activation of NMDARs triggers the influx of Na+ and Ca2+ and
efflux of K+, while AMPAR or KAR activation triggers Na+ influx and K+ efflux, as well as
Ca2+ influx depending upon subunit composition (Collingridge and Lester, 1989).

Each iGluR subunit (~900 amino acids) is composed of an extracellular N-terminal
domain (NTD), an extracellular ligand binding domain (LBD), four transmembrane
domains (TMDs), and an intracellular C-terminal domain (CTD) (Figure 1.2) (Nakagawa,
2010). The NTD (~370 amino acids) is involved in receptor subunit oligomerization
(Ayalon and Stern-Bach, 2001; Leuschner and Hoch, 1999). A linker region (~17 amino
acids) connects the NTD to the LBD (~270 amino acids), which consists of S1 and S2
sub-domains and is homologous to LIVBP, an amino acid binding protein expressed in
bacteria (O’Hara et al., 1993). Upon glutamate binding, the LBD undergoes a
conformational change that activates the receptor (Nakagawa, 2010). Three TMDs form
6
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Figure 1.2

Figure 1.2. Structure of iGluR subunits and the heterotetrameric channel. (A)
Each iGluR subunit is composed of an extracellular N-terminal domain (NTD), four
transmembrane domains (TBDs), a ligand binding domain (LBD) that consists of the S1
and S2 subdomains, and an intracellular C-terminal domain (CTD). (B) Assembled
iGluRs are composed of four subunits which usually consist of two homodimers, each
composed of different subunits. iGluRs are permeable to Na+ and K+, and depending
upon their subunit composition, also Ca2+.
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between S1 and S2, including a reentrant loop (M2) which lines the inner pore formed by
the four TMDs (~180 amino acids). The fourth TMD is located immediately after S2
followed by the CTD (~30-50 amino acids), which contains important protein-protein
interaction subdomains and regulatory sites that can be phosphorylated or ubiquitinated
to control receptor kinetics and localization.

As mediators of fast excitatory synaptic transmission, the abundance and kinetics of
synaptic AMPARs directly alters the strength of synaptic signaling. Changes in synaptic
strength are believed to be the mechanism by which we learn and encode memory
traces (Martin et al., 2000; Shepherd and Huganir, 2007). It was first demonstrated in
1973 that synaptic strength could be elevated for an extended period of time by acute
high frequency stimulation of excitatory synapses in the hippocampus, a brain center for
learning and memory storage (Bliss and Lomo, 1973). This type of synaptic plasticity is
known as long-term potentiation (LTP). A connection to glutamatergic signaling was
later demonstrated when it was shown that pharmacological blockade of NMDAR
activation could prevent the induction of LTP (Artola and Singer, 1987; Bredt and Nicoll,
2003; Collingridge, 1987; Collingridge et al., 1983; Harris et al., 1984; Sastry et al., 1984;
Wigström and Gustafsson, 1984), while inhibition of AMPARs prevented the
maintenance of this enhanced synaptic strength (Muller et al., 1988). The molecular
basis for activity-induced changes in the function of AMPARs during LTP was later
shown to involve both an increase in AMPAR conductance (Benke et al., 1998) and
rapid delivery of AMPARs to synapses (Shi et al., 1999). In addition to LTP, it was later
discovered that the strength of excitatory synapses can become weaker in response to
chronic low frequency stimulation of NMDARs (Dudek and Bear, 1992). This process is
known as long-term depression (LTD), and results in a long-lasting reduction in AMPARmediated excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) and downregulation of synaptic
8
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AMPARs (Bredt and Nicoll, 2003; Carroll et al., 1999a, 1999b; Lissin et al., 1998;
Lüscher et al., 1999; O’Brien et al., 1998; Turrigiano et al., 1998).

Given the central role of iGluRs in excitatory transmission and learning and memory, it is
not surprising that alterations in glutamatergic signaling are found in a number of
neurological disease states. For example, in mice lacking functional FMRP protein,
which underlies the Fragile-X genetic disorder, LTD in the hippocampus and cerebellum
is enhanced, with a corresponding reduction in the abundance of synaptic AMPARs
(Huber et al., 2002; Koekkoek et al., 2005; Nakamoto et al., 2007). Treatment of brain
slices with β-amyloid (Aβ), which accumulates in plaques in the brains of Alzheimer’s
Disease patients, has been shown to reduce the number of synaptic AMPARs, leading
to a decrease in AMPAR-mediated synaptic currents and LTP (Shepherd and Huganir,
2007). In amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), iGluRs in motor neurons become
overactivated as a result of defects in the astrocytic glutamate transporters that remove
excess glutamate from the synaptic cleft (Kwak and Weiss, 2006). This leads to
excessive Ca2+ buildup in the postsynaptic neuron which can trigger the activation of
proteases, endonucleases, and kinases that promote several deleterious processes
resulting in excitotoxic cell death (Szydlowska and Tymianski, 2010). Similar pathways
are activated during ischemic stroke, in which a blockade of blood flow to the brain
deprives neurons of the ATP needed to maintain ion concentration gradients, resulting in
excessive release of glutamate and overactivation of iGluRs (Szydlowska and
Tymianski, 2010). Although much work remains, it is clear that elucidating the
mechanisms that regulate glutamatergic synapses will bring us closer to understanding
the underlying pathology of many neurological conditions and help us forge new
therapeutic avenues.
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An overview of iGluR regulation in the biosynthetic trafficking pathway
As glutamate is the major excitatory neurotransmitter in the CNS, the abundance of
synaptic iGluRs and in particular, AMPARs, must be carefully regulated. This regulation
occurs at multiple steps through alterations in receptor biosynthesis, subunit
composition, receptor trafficking, synaptic stabilization, endocytosis, and post-endocytic
events including recycling and degradation (Figure 1.3). Through a diverse set of
molecular machinery that function as modulators at each of these steps, the abundance
and function of synaptic iGluRs can be finely tuned to support the complex functions of
the vertebrate CNS. While the local events of AMPAR endocytosis and recycling at
synapses have been intensely studied, less is known about regulatory events occurring
earlier in the biosynthetic pathway. A strong body of work however has determined that
molecular events occurring in the cell body that include iGluR i) transcription, ii) mRNA
regulation, ii) protein biosynthesis, iii) post-translational modifications, iv) exit from the
ER and Golgi, and v) vesicle-mediated transport, are key determinants of iGluR
abundance at synapses.
iGluR transcription, post-transcriptional modifications, and mRNA regulation
Expression of AMPAR subunit mRNA transcripts is limited to neurons, specific glia, and
precursor oligodendrocytes of the CNS (Bergles et al., 2000; Gallo et al., 1992; Patneau
et al., 1994). This transcriptional specificity is linked to the promoter region of AMPAR
DNA and has been most studied in the GluR2 promoter which contains an RE1-silencing
transcription factor (REST) site that inhibits GluR2 expression in non-neuronal cells
(Borges and Dingledine, 2001; Myers et al., 1998). Although AMPAR mRNAs are
translated in the cell body, AMPAR transcripts have been shown to localize to dendrites
of hippocampal neurons where they can be translated locally in response to changes in
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Figure 1.3

Figure 1.3. Overview of AMPAR trafficking. AMPARs are 1) synthesized and
assembled in the ER, and are subsequently transported through the Golgi stacks where
they can be 2) recruited into vesicles at the TGN for trafficking by the kinesin family of
molecular motors. After fusion with the plasma membrane, AMPARs are stabilized at
the synapse by interactions with synaptic scaffold molecules. Once at the synapse,
AMPARs 3) undergo repeated rounds of clathrin-mediated endocytosis followed by 4a)
recycling back to the synaptic membrane or 4b) degradation via the MVB/lysosome
pathway.
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synaptic activity (Grooms et al., 2006; Ju et al., 2004; Kacharmina et al., 2000; Smith et
al., 2005). This was first demonstrated in 2004 by the Malenka group which used a
strategy of dendrite transection in combination with AMPAR subunit tags consisting of
tetracysteine motifs that bind to biarsenical dyes that fluoresce at specific wavelengths
(Ju et al., 2004). Interestingly, chronic blockade of synaptic activity enhanced local
translation of GluR1 mRNA in dendrites (Ju et al., 2004). This suggests that local
AMPAR translation of dendritic mRNAs may be one mechanism to alter the strength of
excitatory synapses in response to changes in synaptic activity (Turrigiano et al., 1998).

In addition to regulation of AMPAR transcript localization, GluR1-4 precursor mRNAs
can be alternatively spliced to generate two different spliced versions of each subunit
known as flip and flop (Bredt and Nicoll, 2003; Sommer et al., 1990). Flip and flop
isoforms differ in the structure of their ligand binding domains (LBDs), and in response to
glutamate, AMPAR flop isoforms desensitize much faster than flip versions (Sommer et
al., 1990). Expression of these splice variants is spatiotemporally regulated with flop
transcripts low at birth and increasing in abundance later in development, while flip
mRNA levels remain relatively constant (Monyer et al., 1994). Generation of the flop
transcripts can be stimulated by the ASF/SF2 and SC35 splice factors in a manner that
depends on regulatory elements in a flop-specific exon (Crovato and Egebjerg, 2005).
In C. elegans, the SPEN family RNA-binding protein GRLD-1 has been shown to
regulate the splicing of the AMPAR homolog glr-1 by removing the first two introns
(Wang et al., 2010). Interestingly, alternative splicing of NMDAR transcripts has been
shown to alter the trafficking of NMDARs from the endoplasmic reticulum and their
synaptic abundance, suggesting that alternative splicing of iGluRs may be one way to
alter synaptic strength (Mu et al., 2003).
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Besides alternative splicing, AMPAR mRNA is subject to RNA editing, a process in
which ribonucleotides in mRNA are deaminated by ADAR enzymes prior to splicing
(Seeburg, 2002). This is observed for the GluR2 subunit in which a specific arginine
residue (R607) in the reentrant loop (M2) of the receptor is genomically encoded as a
glutamine (CAG), while nearly all GluR2 mRNA transcripts encode an arginine (CAA) at
this site (Burnashev et al., 1992; Seeburg et al., 1998; Sommer et al., 1991). This “Q/R
editing” renders AMPARs with subunits containing this residue impermeable to calcium
(Burnashev et al., 1992; Hume et al., 1991; Verdoorn et al., 1991). Additionally, R607
appears to prevent the efficient exit of GluR2 from the ER, providing a reserve pool of
GluR2 to form AMPAR tetramers with GluR1 and GluR3 (Greger et al., 2002). As
transcripts for GluR1 and GluR3 subunits encode a glutamine residue at this site, these
observations suggest that subunit composition of AMPARs is one mechanism by which
iGluR function can be regulated.

Biosynthesis of iGluRs and exit from the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER)
As with most transmembrane proteins, biosynthesis of iGluR subunits takes place at the
membrane of the rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER). The nascent polypeptide chain is
then co-translationally inserted into the ER lumen through the translocon. Subunit
assembly begins in the ER where the N-terminal domain (NTD) has been shown to
mediate formation of subunit dimers with subsequent tetramerization facilitated by the
transmembrane domains (TMDs) and the S2 segment of the ligand-binding domain
(LBD) (Ayalon and Stern-Bach, 2001; Greger et al., 2006, 2007; Kuusinen et al., 1999).
Although AMPARs can be assembled from four different subunits, the majority of
mammalian AMPARs are made up of GluR1/2 and GluR2/3 subunit combinations
(Shepherd and Huganir, 2007). At birth, most NMDARs in the CNS are made up of
NR1/2B with NR1/2A combinations eventually replacing them over the course of
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development (Monyer et al., 1994; Sheng et al., 1994; Zhong et al., 1995). As different
subunit combinations give rise to varying receptor kinetics, this may be one way for the
cell to control the function of iGluR-mediated signaling.

Exit of iGluRs from the ER is a highly regulated process involving not only subunit
composition as described earlier, but also quality control mechanisms and proteinprotein interactions. In addition to the “Q/R editing” site that regulates retention of
iGluRs in the ER (Greger et al., 2002), it has also been shown that mutations which
abolish glutamate binding to the ligand binding domain (LBD) of iGluRs reduce the levels
of synaptic iGluRs and increase their retention in the ER (Coleman et al., 2010;
Grunwald and Kaplan, 2003). Although glutamate has not been observed in the ER in
previous studies, this suggests the presence of an ER quality control mechanism to
ensure that non-functional receptors do not make it to the synapse. Indeed, AMPARs
have been shown to associate with the BiP and calnexin chaperones that function in the
ER to facilitate protein folding (Rubio and Wenthold, 1999). In C. elegans, export of the
AMPAR homolog GLR-1 from the ER depends on the unfolded protein response (UPR),
a conserved signaling system which upregulates the expression of ER-resident
chaperone proteins in response to ER stress (Shim et al., 2004; Spear and Ng, 2001).
In UPR mutants, GLR-1 accumulates in the ER and is nearly absent from neurites (Shim
et al., 2004). One other quality control pathway is the ER-associated degradation
(ERAD) pathway which targets misfolded proteins in the ER for cytosolic degradation by
the ubiquitin proteasome system (McCracken and Brodsky, 2003). The F-box protein
Fbx2 ubiquitinates target proteins in the ERAD pathway and has been shown to degrade
NMDAR NR1 subunits in response to chronic increases in synaptic activity (Kato et al.,
2005).
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The C-terminal domain (CTD) of most iGluR subunits contains a PDZ (PSD95/DLG/Z01) binding motif that mediates several important protein-protein interactions.
Although many PDZ proteins function as scaffolds to help organize the high protein
density of the postsynaptic terminal, several PDZ protein interactions appear to be
required for efficient exit of iGluRs from the ER. PDZ proteins contain a stretch of ~ 90
amino acids that binds to short peptide sequences (S/T-X-V/I or F/Y-X-V) in target
proteins with very high affinity (Feng and Zhang, 2009; Garner et al., 2000). Mutation of
a single residue in the PDZ domain of rat GluR2 (I883E) blocks all interactions with PDZ
proteins and leads to a three-fold increase in the amount of ER-retained GluR2 (Greger
et al., 2002). Interestingly, mutation of a residue which specifically blocks GluR2 binding
to the PDZ proteins GRIP1 (Glutamate receptor interacting protein) and ABP (AMPARbinding-protein) but not its other PDZ protein partner, PICK1, has no effect, suggesting
that PICK1 may be specifically required for the efficient exit of GluR2 from the ER.
While the PDZ domain of GluR1 appears to be important for its synaptic targeting in
response to changes in synaptic activity (Hayashi et al., 2000), it is not clear whether the
PDZ domain is important for GluR1 exit from the ER. However, the PDZ protein SAP97
(Synapse-associated protein 97) has been shown to interact with immature GluR1
containing N-linked high mannose carbohydrates which are only found in the ER, and to
colocalize with GluR1 in ER-like structures by EM (Sans et al., 2001).

In addition to interaction with PDZ proteins, AMPAR binding to members of the
transmembrane AMPAR regulatory proteins (TARPs) appears to be important for
efficient exit from the ER in specific cell types. TARPs are auxiliary subunits that bind
directly to AMPAR subunits to modulate receptor kinetics and sometimes trafficking in
the biosynthetic pathway (Jackson and Nicoll, 2011). Stargazin/γ-2, one of six TARP
members with four transmembrane domains and a large intracellular C-terminal tail that
15
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contains a PDZ binding motif, has been shown to interact with all four AMPAR subunits
as well as the PDZ protein PSD-95 (Chen et al., 2000). In cerebellar granule cells
lacking stargazin function, synaptic AMPARs are nearly absent, and there is a 40%
increase in the amount of GluR2 with N-linked high mannose carbohydrates
characteristic of immature receptors in the ER (Tomita et al., 2003). Additionally, FRET
analysis demonstrated that stargazin interacts with GluR1 in cytosolic reticular structures
reminiscent of the ER, suggesting with previous data that stargazin may regulate
AMPAR exit from the ER (Bedoukian et al., 2006). Interestingly, overexpression of single
TARPs including γ-3, γ-4, or γ-8 can rescue the reduced AMPAR-mediated synaptic
currents in cerebellar granule cells lacking stargazin function, suggesting that TARPs
may have redundant functions in regulating the synaptic targeting of AMPARs (Tomita et
al., 2003). In C. elegans however, the levels of synaptic GLR-1 appear to be normal in
worms with single mutations in several TARPs, although receptor gating and kinetics are
drastically altered (Wang et al., 2008, 2012; Zheng et al., 2004).

iGluR Events in the Golgi
As with most transmembrane proteins, iGluRs undergo initial glycosylation events in the
ER and subsequent glycosylation modifications in the Golgi Apparatus. In addition to
glycosylation, iGluRs in the Golgi can be covalently attached to fatty acids such as
palmitoyl groups by palmitoyl acyl transferases. Palmitoylation, like protein
phosphorylation, can have significant effects on target protein trafficking and function
(Shipston, 2011). All four AMPAR subunits can be palmitoylated at two sites, which
differentially affects their trafficking. Palmitoylation of transmembrane domain 2 (TMD2)
by the Golgi-localized palmitoyl acyl transferase, GODZ, blocks AMPAR surface
expression and leads to AMPAR retention in the Golgi (Hayashi et al., 2005).
Palmitoylation of the C-terminal domain (CTD) by contrast, is necessary for activity
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induced downregulation of synaptic AMPARs (Hayashi et al., 2005). Interestingly,
depalmitoylation of GluR1 increased the interaction of GluR1 with the cytoskeletal
protein 4.1N which stabilizes AMPARs at the synaptic membrane (Hayashi et al., 2005).
NR2A and NR2B subunits can also be palmitoylated in an activity-dependent manner to
regulate the surface expression of NMDARs (Hayashi et al., 2009). These results
suggest that the cycle of palmitoylation and depalmitoylation may be a tunable lever to
regulate the trafficking of iGluRs from the Golgi as well as synaptic iGluR stabilization.

In addition to regulating exit of AMPARs from the ER, stargazin also appears to be
involved in AMPAR exit from the Golgi via interaction with nPIST. nPIST is a Golgienriched protein that contains a PDZ binding motif, AC domain, several coiled coil
domains, and a linker region which contains sequence important for interaction with
stargazin. Transfection of hippocampal neurons with a dominant negative nPIST
construct which can bind stargazin but lacks other regulatory domains, results in a
reduced number of synaptic GluR1 receptors (Cuadra et al., 2004). Interestingly, nPIST
also localizes to the postsynaptic terminal where it can bind PSD-95 (Cuadra et al.,
2004). These results suggest that nPIST may serve as a chaperone to mediate the
delivery of stargazin-AMPAR complexes from the Golgi to synapses, where it assists in
synaptic stabilization via interaction with PDZ proteins.

Vesicular trafficking of iGluRs to synapses
In order to carry out the complex functions of the nervous system, neurons are highly
polarized cells that contain very specific protein machineries in presynaptic and
postsynaptic nerve terminals. Presynaptic terminals are located in axons while
postsynaptic terminals are located along the length of dendrites (typically many per
neuron). Trafficking of proteins from the cell body to the synapse requires traversing
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long distances, which can be up to 1m long in axons of the human spinal cord. Several
possible models exist to explain how iGluRs are targeted to the synapse including: i)
receptor insertion at the plasma membrane of the cell body and extrasynaptic regions,
followed by diffusion along the dendritic membrane to synaptic sites, ii) vesicle-mediated
trafficking along microtubules followed by receptor insertion directly at the synapse, and
iii) local translation of mRNA in dendrites followed by synaptic delivery (Shepherd and
Huganir, 2007). Data supporting all of these models exists and it is likely that distinct
trafficking mechanisms are utilized under different developmental and neuronal activity
conditions.

Axons and dendrites contain a cytoskeletal network of microtubules that function as rails
for the transport of protein cargo. Vesicular transport is largely mediated by a family of
molecular motors that include the kinesin and dynein proteins which use the chemical
energy of ATP to generate motile force via conformational changes in their motor
domains (Hirokawa et al., 2009). Kinesins comprise a large family of motor proteins
consisting of forty-five members in mammals, many of which are expressed in the CNS
(Hirokawa et al., 2010). Most kinesins move cargo along the growing “plus” end of
microtubules, while dyneins move target proteins toward the “minus” end. In axons,
microtubules are typically oriented with their plus ends towards the axon presynaptic
terminal, while in dendrites microtubule orientation is generally mixed in regions proximal
to the cell body and plus end out in distal tips, although cell type and organism specific
differences have been reported (Hirokawa et al., 2009). Thus, in dendrites, both plusend and minus-end directed motors can play roles in the anterograde trafficking of
iGluRs to synapses.
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Several motors have been implicated in the trafficking of iGluRs to synapses. Motors
often use adaptor proteins to transport their cargo, and the kinesin KIF5 has been shown
to interact directly with the PDZ protein GRIP1 to mediate the targeting of GluR2 to
synapses in dendrites (Setou et al., 2002). KIF5 forms a complex with both GRIP1 and
GluR2 in dendrites, and in neurons expressing a dominant negative KIF5 that binds
GRIP1 but lacks important regulatory domains, GRIP1/GluR2 complexes are reduced at
the synapse. Expression of a dominant negative version of another kinesin, KIF17, on
the other hand has no effect. Interestingly, GRIP1 appears to steer KIF5 away from
axons and into dendrites, while the axon-localized adaptor JSAP1 steers KIF5 into
axons (Setou et al., 2002). These results suggest that synaptic cargo is trafficked by
specific motor proteins, and that adaptor proteins can function as important regulators of
kinesin localization to ultimately affect cargo localization.

GRIP1 also appears to function in another motor complex to regulate the targeting of
AMPARs to synapses (Wyszynski et al., 2002). GRIP1 binds to the liprin-α family of
proteins that interact with LAR receptor protein tyrosine phosphatases (LAR-RPTPs) and
play roles in synaptogenesis. Liprin-α antibodies can pull down both GRIP1 and
GluR2/3, and they all colocalize in dendrites of hippocampal neurons. Overexpression
of a liprin-α construct that can’t bind GRIP1 reduces the abundance of GluR2 at
synapses and along dendrites, suggesting that the interaction of liprin-α with GRIP1 is
required for synaptic targeting of AMPARs. Interestingly, the kinesin motor KIF1A was
later shown to form a complex with liprin-α, GRIP1, and GluR2/3 in rat brain, consistent
with the idea that a KIF1A-liprin-α-GRIP1 motor complex transports AMPARs to
synapses (Shin et al., 2003).
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Another member of the kinesin superfamily, KIF17, has been shown to regulate the
transport of NMDARs in hippocampal neurons. KIF17 forms a complex with NR2B and
the PDZ scaffold proteins mLin-10, mLin-2, and mLin-7 in rat brain (Setou, 2000). KIF17
binds directly to mLin-10, and transfection of hippocampal neurons with a KIF17
construct which binds mLin-10 but lacks a motor domain, blocks the association of
KIF17 with vesicles containing NR2B (Setou, 2000). Additionally, while KIF17 can move
purified vesicles containing NR2B along microtubules in vitro, it fails to do so when the
mLin-10 binding site is mutated. These results suggest that the KIF17-mLin-10-mLin-2mLin-7 motor complex transports NR2B-containing receptors along dendrites.
Interestingly, knockdown of KIF17 with antisense oligonucleotides reduces expression of
NR2B protein by 35%, while treating cells with an NMDAR antagonist results in a
homeostatic increase in the levels of NR2B and KIF17 (Guillaud et al., 2003).
Additionally, mice lacking KIF17 function also have reduced levels of NR2B and defects
in LTP, LTD, and memory (Yin et al., 2011). These results suggest an important
mechanism by which a motor and its cargo can be co-regulated to modulate synaptic
function.

While several motors have been implicated in the vesicular transport of iGluRs from the
cell body to the synapse, less is known about how iGluRs are recruited into vesicles in
the cell body for transport between organelles and eventual targeting to the synapse.
Recruitment of transmembrane cargo into vesicles throughout the endocytic and
biosynthetic pathway, is largely mediated by a family of highly conserved proteins known
as adaptor protein (AP) complexes.
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Section 2: Adaptor protein (AP) complexes
AP complexes are key mediators of transmembrane cargo recruitment in multiple
vesicular transport pathways
The trafficking of transmembrane proteins between organelles occurs in transport
vesicles that bud from donor membranes and fuse with target membranes. Proper
sorting of cargo into transport vesicles is largely mediated by a family of adaptor protein
(AP) complexes. Their main function is to recruit cargo via sorting motifs and clathrin, in
many cases, into budding vesicles that traffic between organelles of the endocytic and
secretory pathways (McMahon and Boucrot, 2011; Owen et al., 2004; Robinson, 2004;
Traub, 2009). Five AP complexes have been identified in mammals including AP1 - AP5
(Dell’Angelica et al., 1999; Hirst et al., 2011; Keen, 1987; Simpson et al., 1997), while
three AP complexes are encoded in the genomes of Drosophila, C. elegans, S.
cerevisiae, and S. pombe that include homologs of AP1 - AP3 (Boehm and Bonifacino,
2001; Grant and Hirsh, 1999; Hirst et al., 2013; Lee et al., 1994; Shim and Lee, 2005;
Shim et al., 2000). In addition to the AP complexes, sequence analysis suggests that
the COPI-F subcomplex is an evolutionarily related protein complex that is involved in
retrograde trafficking from the Golgi to the ER (Owen et al., 2004; Schledzewski et al.,
1999).

Each AP complex is composed of two ~90 kDa subunits (γ, α, δ, ε, or ζ and β1-5), one
~50 kDa subunit (µ1-5), and one ~20 kDa subunit (σ1-5) (Boehm and Bonifacino, 2001;
Hirst et al., 2011) (Figure 1.4). The homologous subunits of each AP complex for AP1 AP4 are ~21-83% identical, while the subunits of AP5 are < 10% identical with other AP
subunits. In addition, several AP complex subunits are encoded by multiple genes or
undergo alternative splicing, allowing for assembly of alternative AP complexes. In
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Figure 1.4

Figure 1.4. Structure and composition of AP complexes. (A) Structure of AP2
clathrin adaptor protein complex. The "trunk" domains of α and β2 and the whole µ2 and
σ2 subunits make up the AP2 "core". The trunk domains of α and β2 interact directly
with PI(4,5)P2 and/or PI(3,4,5)P3, while the appendage domains interact with CLASPs
(Clathrin associated sorting proteins) and accessory proteins involved in CME (Clathrinmediated endocytosis). The hinge and appendage domains of β2 interact directly with
clathrin. µ2 interacts with PI(4,5)P2 and directly with sorting motifs such as YXXφ and
basic motifs. σ2 forms a binding surface with the α subunit for the [D/E]XXXL[L/I] sorting
motif. (B) Subunit compositions of AP1 - AP5. Each AP complex is composed of two
~90 kDa subunits (γ, α, δ, ε, or ζ and β1-5), one ~50 kDa subunit (µ1-5), and one ~20
kDa subunit (σ1-5).
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mammals, these include multiple isoforms for the γ, µ1, σ1, α, µ3, β3, and σ3 subunits
(Hirst et al., 2013).

AP complexes bind to specific phospholipids on the cytosolic face of various organelle
membranes and/or proteins such as the ARF (ADP ribosylation factor) family of small
GTPases that are associated with these membranes. As such, they exhibit distinct
distributions within the cell to regulate cargo sorting in specific vesicular transport
pathways (Figure 1.5): i) AP1 mediates bidirectional cargo trafficking between the transGolgi network (TGN) and multiple types of endosomes, as well as cargo targeting to the
plasma membrane; ii) AP2 regulates endocytic events at the plasma membrane, as well
as the generation of lysosomes from autolysosomal membranes during
macroautophagy; iii) AP3 functions in cargo transport events between early endosomes
and organelles of the MVB/lysosome pathway; iv) AP4 traffics cargo between the TGN
and endosomes, and also promotes lysosome generation from autolysosomal
membranes during macroautophagy; and v) AP5 has recently been localized to late
endosomes and lysosomes, although the specific cargo trafficking pathway(s) it
regulates are currently unclear (Boehm and Bonifacino, 2001; Hirst et al., 2013; Ohno,
2006; Robinson, 2004; Rong et al., 2012). In addition to cargo recruitment, some AP
complexes also recruit clathrin to form clathrin-coated vesicles (CCVs) at the cell surface
or membranes of the TGN and endosomes (Brodsky, 2012). Clathrin is a selfpolymerizing protein composed of three heavy chains and three light chains that form a
polyhedron lattice and mechanical scaffold around budding vesicles (McMahon and
Boucrot, 2011). Because clathrin is incapable of interacting directly with phospholipids,
it depends on other proteins such as AP complexes or CLASPs (Clathrin associated
sorting proteins) to recruit it to budding vesicles. While AP1 and AP2 mediate the
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Figure 1.5

Figure 1.5. AP complex localization. AP complexes mediate the recruitment of
transmembrane cargo into vesicles for transport within the biosynthetic and endocytic
pathways. Recruitment of specific cargo is achieved by interaction of AP complexes
with specific sorting motifs within the cytosolic regions of their cargo. Via interactions
with specific membrane phosphoinositides and/or recruitment factors such as the ARF
family of GTPases, each AP complex localizes to distinct organelle membranes to
mediate transport in specific vesicular transport pathways. In addition to the plasma
membrane, AP2 also localizes to autolysosomes to mediate lysosome formation (not
shown). Adapted from (Hirst et al., 2011).
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formation of CCVs, AP3 - AP5 are believed to function independently of clathrin (Hirst et
al., 2011, 2013; Robinson, 2004).

Recruitment of specific cargo by AP complexes is largely mediated by the direct
interaction of specific AP subunits with sorting motifs present in the cytosolic regions of
target cargo. These motifs are typically short stretches of amino acids such as i) YXXφ
(φ = any hydrophobic residue, X = any residue), ii) [D/E]XXXL[L/I] ("di-leucine motif"), iii)
II ("di-isoleucine motif"), and iv) K/R ("basic motif") residues (Chapman et al., 1998;
Haucke et al., 2000; Kastning et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2002; Robinson, 2004). Since
these sorting motifs can be recognized by multiple AP complexes, vesicular trafficking in
multiple pathways can be achieved. The mystery of why AP complexes floating around
the cytosol do not interact with cargo at organelles inconsistent with their known
localizations was unclear until several structural studies on AP2 emerged in the late
1990s and early 2000s (Collins et al., 2002; Nesterov et al., 1999; Owen, 1998; Owen et
al., 1999, 2000, 2001; Traub et al., 1999).
Recruitment of AP complexes to target membranes
A breakthrough in addressing how AP complexes are recruited to target membranes
came when the entire structure of the AP2 "core" was solved in complex with a
polyphosphatidylinositol headgroup (IP6) analog (Collins et al., 2002). The AP2 core
consists of large N-terminal "trunk" domains of the α and β2 subunits plus the µ2 and σ2
subunits in their entirety. In addition to the trunk domain, each α and β2 subunit
contains a hinge linker region that is connected to a C-terminal appendage domain
(Figure 1.4). The trunk domains of α and β2 harbor binding sites for
phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PI(4,5)P2) and PI(3,4,5)P3, while the appendage
domains of α and β2 are known to recruit accessory proteins involved in clathrin-
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mediated endocytosis (CME) by binding to DφF motifs (Collins et al., 2002; Gaidarov et
al., 1996; McMahon and Boucrot, 2011). The β2 subunit interacts directly with clathrin
via the Lφ[D/E]φ[D/E] clathrin box in the β2 hinge as well as other regions in the
appendage domain (ter Haar et al., 2000; Owen et al., 2000). While it was known that
the C-terminal domain of the µ2 subunit interacted directly with YXXφ sorting motifs
contained within the cytosolic regions of many transmembrane proteins, it was not
known how this binding event was restricted to the plasma membrane where AP2 was
shown to function. Several studies at the time showed that phosphorylation of a single
highly conserved threonine residue (T156) by AAK1 (α-appendage binding kinase) in the
linker region of µ2 that connects it to β2, increased the affinity of AP2 for transmembrane
cargo containing the YXXφ sorting motif (Conner and Schmid, 2002; Fingerhut et al.,
2001; Ricotta et al., 2002). Additionally, interaction of the AP2 α subunit with
phosphoinositides that are mostly restricted to the plasma membrane including PI(4,5)P2
and PI(3,4,5)P3, appeared to be critical for targeting AP2 to the plasma membrane
(Chang et al., 1993; Gaidarov and Keen, 1999).

In a key structural study, Collins et al. demonstrated that the binding site for the YXXφ
sorting signal in µ2 was buried due to interactions with the β2 subunit, and that a small
conformational change induced by a posttranslational event such as phosphorylation in
the C-terminus of µ2 would be sufficient to expose this binding site (Collins et al., 2002).
This led them to propose a model in which AP2 exists in one of two conformations. In
the "closed" inactive conformation, the YXXφ binding site of µ2 is inaccessible, but after
phosphorylation of T156, AP2 transitions to the "open" active conformation, capable of
interacting with transmembrane cargo. Since targeting to the plasma membrane
appeared to be dependent upon interaction of AP2 α with phosphoinositides enriched
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there, this provided an explanation for how AP2 could interact with its target proteins
specifically at the plasma membrane. A follow-up structural study in which AP2 was cocrystallized with peptides containing YXXφ and [D/E]XXXL[L/I] sorting motifs
demonstrated that AP2 undergoes multiple subunit repositioning events from the
"closed" conformation. First, α and β2 interact with PI(4,5)P2, and then µ2 interacts with
PI(4,5)P2, resulting in the repositioning of AP2 towards the "open" conformation
(Jackson et al., 2010). Phosphorylation of µ2 is likely to push AP2 to the fully "open"
conformation, but AP2 binding to the plasma membrane appears to be the most
important determinant, because this event results in the exposure of the [D/E]XXXL[L/I]
binding site on the σ2 and α subunits (Chaudhuri et al., 2009; Doray et al., 2007; Kelly et
al., 2008).

The recruitment of AP1 to the TGN and endosomes relies on a different determinant, in
this case interaction with ARF1, a member of the ARF family of small GTPases that
recruits trafficking proteins at specific organelle membranes (D’Souza-Schorey and
Chavrier, 2006). ARFs are composed of a myristoylated N-terminal amphipathic helix,
two effector switch domains, and an interswitch region between them. ARF activation
occurs when a bound GDP is exchanged with GTP (Donaldson and Jackson, 2011). As
with other GTPases, loading of GTP is mediated by GEFs (Guanine nucleotide
exchange factors), while GTP hydrolysis and conversion to GDP is catalyzed by GAPs
(GTPase activating proteins). Once activated by GTP loading, a conformational change
occurs that leads to insertion of a myristoylated N-terminal amphipathic helix into the
membrane of specific organelles and a reorientation of its switch and interswitch
domains to form a binding site for specific ARF effectors (Donaldson and Jackson,
2011). Although the AP1 γ-subunit contains binding sites for PI(4)P (Heldwein et al.,
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2004; Wang et al., 2003), a TGN and endosome enriched phosphoinositide, these sites
do not appear to be sufficient for membrane recruitment of AP1. Numerous studies
have indicated that in addition to PI(4)P binding, AP1 recruitment by ARF1 is critical for
its association with the TGN and endosomes (Le Borgne et al., 1996; Crottet et al.,
2002; Lee et al., 2008; Seaman et al., 1996; Stamnes and Rothman, 1993; Traub et al.,
1993).

Indeed, a recent structural study in which AP1 was co-crystallized with GTP-bound
ARF1 confirmed the results of these studies and further demonstrated that ARF1-GTP
alone, in the absence of bound cargo or PI(4)P, can drive AP1 from a "closed" to "open"
conformation (Ren et al., 2013). Interestingly, two ARF1-GTP molecules function to
activate two AP1 complexes simultaneously at different interaction sites, one on the AP1
β1-subunit with the switch regions of ARF1 and the other on the γ-subunit with the Cterminal region of ARF1. These cumulative structural studies suggest that although
phosphoinositide binding to AP complexes is important for localizing AP complexes to
specific membranes, it is not always sufficient for driving AP complexes into the active
conformation. Indeed, results from follow-up studies suggest that AP3 and AP4
recruitment to intracellular membranes is dependent on ARF1, while some studies
suggest that ARF6, a plasma membrane localized ARF, may function in AP2 recruitment
to the plasma membrane (Boehm et al., 2001; Krauss et al., 2003; Montagnac et al.,
2011; Ooi et al., 1998; Paleotti, 2005; Poupart et al., 2007).

Regulation of iGluR trafficking by multiple AP complexes
Several AP complexes have been demonstrated to play important roles in regulating the
localization of iGluRs in various model systems. These AP complexes regulate several
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aspects of iGluR trafficking including iGluR endocytosis, polarized sorting to dendrites,
and lysosomal targeting.

AP2 regulates the clathrin-mediated endocytosis of mammalian AMPARs
After AMPARs are inserted into the synaptic membrane via SNARE-mediated vesicle
fusion, they are stabilized by interactions with PDZ domain containing scaffold proteins
that cluster iGluRs, organize signaling complexes, and regulate the cytoskeletal network
(Bredt and Nicoll, 2003). Stabilization is only transient however, as AMPARs are highly
dynamic, and undergo repeated rounds of internalization into endocytic vesicles followed
by reinsertion into the synaptic membrane (recycling) or degradation via the MVBlysosome pathway (Shepherd and Huganir, 2007). Internalization is facilitated by a
highly conserved molecular machinery that carries out the clathrin-mediated endocytosis
(CME) of transmembrane proteins in almost all eukaryotic cell types. Formation of
clathrin-coated endocytic vesicles depends on many different proteins and occurs in a
sequential fashion involving i) vesicle nucleation, ii) cargo recruitment, iii) clathrin lattice
assembly, iv) vesicle scission, and v) clathrin uncoating (McMahon and Boucrot, 2011).

In the first nucleation step, i) FCHO (FCH domain only) proteins bind to PI(4,5)P2 rich
regions of the plasma membrane to generate initial membrane curvature via their F-BAR
domains. These FCHO proteins recruit scaffolds such as EPS15 (EGFR pathway
substrate 15), EPS15R (EPS15-related), and intersectins that in turn, help recruit the
AP2 clathrin adaptor. ii) AP2 interaction with PI(4,5)P2, and PI(3,4,5)P3 then exposes the
cargo binding domains of µ2 and α/σ2, enabling them to interact with specific sorting
motifs. In addition to AP2, another family of clathrin adaptors known as the CLASPs
(Clathrin associated sorting proteins) also function to recruit clathrin and cargo into
budding vesicles. These CLASPs, which include AP180/CALM, Stonin, epsin, β29
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arrestin, ARH, NUMB, and DAB2, are often recruited to sites of vesicle endocytosis by
interactions with the appendage domains of the α and β2 subunits of AP2. iii) Clathrin
recruitment is facilitated by the β2 subunit, and a clathrin lattice forms around the
budding vesicle. iv) BAR-domain containing proteins localized to the narrowing "neck" of
the budding vesicle, such as amphiphysin, endophilin, and sorting nexin 9 (SNX9), then
recruit the dynamin GTPase which self-polymerizes and cleaves the budding vesicle
from the plasma membrane via GTP hydrolysis. v) The clathrin coat can then be
removed by the ATPase HSC70 (Heat shock cognate 70) and its cofactor auxilin, after
which the vesicle is poised to fuse with its target endosome compartment (Grant and
Donaldson, 2009; McMahon and Boucrot, 2011). Although these steps outline the basic
framework of CME, specific mechanistic details vary between cell types.

The role of clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME) in AMPAR trafficking was first
demonstrated when it was observed that inhibiting components of the endocytic
machinery blocked the decrease of surface AMPARs induced by chronic activation of
iGluRs (Carroll et al., 1999b). AMPARs internalized in response to chronic iGluR
activation increasingly colocalized with AP2 and other endocytic components over time,
and overexpression of a dominant negative dynamin blocked AMPAR endocytosis in
response to AMPA, glutamate, or insulin (Carroll et al., 1999b; Man et al., 2000). They
further found that inhibiting NMDARs could block the internalization of AMPARs in
response to glutamate, as well as prevent LTD (Carroll et al., 1999b). Additionally,
interfering with dynamin binding to the endocytic machinery specifically in postsynaptic
neurons blocked the decrease in synaptic strength in response to LTD induction (Wang
and Linden, 2000). These results suggest an important role for NMDAR activation
coupled with the clathrin-mediated endocytosis of AMPARs in synaptic plasticity. In
addition to agonist induced endocytosis, it was later shown that AMPARs are also
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endocytosed constitutively under basal conditions (Ehlers, 2000; Lin et al., 2000; Man et
al., 2000).

The role of AP2 in regulating AMPAR endocytosis was then more carefully dissected in
two follow-up studies that characterized the binding of AP2 to AMPARs, and examined
AP2-mediated AMPAR endocytosis under different neuronal activity conditions (Kastning
et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2002). In these studies, immunoprecipitation of rat brain lysates
with antibodies to GluR2 or GluR3 pulled down subunits of AP2 but interestingly, not
AP1. To determine whether the interaction was direct, one study expressed and purified
a recombinant C-terminal cargo-binding region of µ2 and assessed whether it could bind
to the C-terminal tail of GluR2 (Kastning et al., 2007). While µ2 interacted with a wildtype version of the GluR2 tail, mutating individual lysine (K844A or K847A) or arginine
(R845A) residues in a stretch of basic residues ablated this interaction. Interestingly,
this "basic motif" is similar to the AP2 binding site of the Ca2+ sensor synaptotagmin
(Grass, 2004). The interaction of µ2 with GluR2 could be competed by peptides
containing KR residues, but not those with YXXφ or di-leucine motifs, suggesting that the
binding site of µ2 for basic motifs may be distinct from that with other sorting motifs
(Kastning et al., 2007). In hippocampal neurons expressing HA-tagged versions of
GluR2 subunits, the surface/total ratio of GluR2 was unaffected by mutations in the µ2
binding site under basal conditions, but significantly increased compared to wild-type
GluR2 in response to acute treatment with NMDA but not AMPA (Lee et al., 2002).
Further, transfection of hippocampal slices with peptides that specifically disrupt the
interaction of µ2 with GluR2 blocked the induction of LTD in response to chronic low
frequency stimulation (Lee et al., 2002). These results suggest that AP2 plays a specific
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role in the internalization of AMPARs in response to NMDA treatment or induction of
LTD, but not under basal conditions.

It is important to note that the studies described above were conducted in neuronal cell
cultures in vitro, utilizing strategies that inhibited but did not ablate AP2 function such as
inhibitory peptides to disrupt AP2 binding to AMPAR subunits or mutagenesis of the AP2
binding site of AMPAR subunits to disrupt AP2 function. Therefore, investigation of
AMPAR regulation in an AP2 null mutant background in an intact organism has not been
examined. This has been complicated by the fact that AP2 knockout in mice and flies is
embryonic lethal (González-Gaitán and Jäckle, 1997; Mitsunari et al., 2005). In this
thesis, we take advantage of viable null mutations in several AP2 subunits in C. elegans
to investigate the role of AP2 in the trafficking of AMPA-type glutamate receptors in vivo
(see Chapter 2).

AMPAR-containing endocytic vesicles that bud from the plasma membrane are trafficked
to endosomes through a process that involves a number of proteins including the actinbased motor protein myosin-6, which forms a complex with AP2. In mammalian
neurons, AMPARs are localized to the membrane of the postsynaptic density (PSD), an
electron-dense membrane specialization that contains a network of proteins that carry
out the complex functions of neuronal transmission (Feng and Zhang, 2009). The major
cytoskeletal component of the PSD is F-actin, the railway on which myosin motor
proteins traffic cargo-containing transport vesicles, organelles, and mRNA. In
hippocampal neurons lacking myosin-6 function, treatment with agents that normally
induce AMPAR endocytosis have no effect on the surface/total AMPAR ratio compared
to vehicle treatments (Osterweil et al., 2005). Interestingly, myosin-6 interacts in a
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complex with AP2, GluR2, and the PDZ scaffold SAP97. These results suggest that the
myosin-6 motor links to AMPAR cargo via associated endocytic proteins.

Interestingly, two studies have demonstrated that AP complexes can function as
adaptors to link motors to their target cargo. In epithelial cells, the kinesin motor KIF13A
interacts directly with the β1 subunit of AP1, which together form a complex with the
mannose-6-phosphate receptor (M6PR) (Nakagawa et al., 2000). In addition to
recruiting newly synthesized lysosomal enzymes at the Golgi for trafficking to
prelysosomal compartments, M6PRs are also trafficked to the plasma membrane where
they interact with M6P recognition signals of target ligands that will be endocytosed.
Overexpression of KIF13A drives M6PRs to the cell periphery, but mutating the AP1
binding region of KIF13A blocks this effect. Additionally, expression of a peptide
containing the AP1 binding domain of KIF13A reduces the levels of surface M6PR. In
another study, AP1 was shown to form a complex with the accessory protein γ-BAR and
the kinesin motor KIF5 to regulate the positioning of endosomal vesicles derived from
the trans-Golgi network (Schmidt et al., 2009). These studies demonstrate that AP
complexes can play important roles in cargo trafficking by linking molecular motors to
their target cargo. Whether AP complexes function in a similar manner to target
AMPARs to synapses has not been characterized, and will be explored in Chapter 3.

Polarized sorting of iGluRs to dendrites is regulated by AP1 and AP4
The polarized sorting of postsynaptic cargo to dendrites can be achieved through
multiple mechanisms including i) direct delivery from the cell soma (TGN) to dendrites,
or ii) indirect delivery to both axonal and dendritic membranes followed by selective
retention in dendrites and selective endocytosis and subsequent trafficking in axonal
compartments. Internalized axonal cargo can be sorted in the endosomal system for
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degradation or re-targeting to dendrites (transcytosis) (Lasiecka and Winckler, 2011).
AP1 and AP4 have both been shown to play key roles in the sorting of transmembrane
proteins in epithelial cells, which share similar polarized features as neurons (Bonifacino,
2014). This polarity includes an apical domain that faces the lumen of organs, a lateral
domain that contacts neighboring cells, and a basal domain that lines a basement
membrane. Parallels have been drawn between the "basolateral" domain of epithelial
cells and the "somatodendritic" domain of neurons, such that specific transmembrane
cargo sorted to the basolateral domain of epithelial cells is sorted to the soma and
dendritic regions of neurons (Dotti and Simons, 1990; Jareb and Banker, 1998). In
many cases, interaction of AP complexes with cytosolic sorting motifs such as YXXφ and
[D/E]XXXL[L/I] are key determinants of this polarized trafficking (Bonifacino, 2014).

AP1 has been shown to play a role in the sorting of the AMPA-type glutamate receptor
GLR-1 to postsynaptic processes of particular C. elegans neurons (Margeta et al.,
2009). In C. elegans, the AP1 µ1 subunit occurs in two isoforms, encoded by two
separate genes, unc-101 and apm-1, both of which are highly expressed in the nervous
system (Shim et al., 2000). In unc-101 loss-of-function mutants, a GFP-tagged GLR-1
subunit becomes mislocalized to axonal processes of the RIA and AVE interneurons
(Margeta et al., 2009). The increased axon/dendrite ratio of GLR-1 in unc-101 mutants
is due to both an increase in axon-localized GLR-1 and a decrease in dendrite-localized
GLR-1. Although reduced in dendritic processes, GLR-1 is still present there,
suggesting that other AP complexes may contribute to its dendritic targeting. Whether
GLR-1 accumulates in axons of other glr-1 expressing neurons in unc-101 mutants has
not been investigated, and will be partially addressed in Chapter 3.
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Interestingly, two other postsynaptic cargoes, including the acetylcholine receptor ACR16 and the ROR-type receptor tyrosine kinase CAM-1, are similarly mislocalized in unc101 mutants, suggesting that AP1 complexes containing the UNC-101 µ1 subunit may
be a general adaptor by which postsynaptic cargoes reach their target sites. Indeed,
unc-101 mutants also display a similar missorting phenotype for the odorant receptor
ODR-10 which is normally localized to sensory cilia on dendrites of olfactory neurons
(Dwyer et al., 2001). UNC-101 may play a role in the transcytosis of GLR-1 from axons
to dendrites, as YFP-tagged UNC-101 localizes to presynaptic sites, and overexpression
of a dominant negative dynamin which disrupts clathrin-mediated endocytosis
phenocopies the GLR-1 missorting phenotype of unc-101 mutants. Further, this
phenotype is not additive when the two loss-of-function mutations are combined
(Margeta et al., 2009). Alternatively, it is possible that UNC-101 functions at the TGN to
prevent dendritic cargo from being loaded into axonal carriers, as has been reported for
defective AP complex function in other studies (Farías et al., 2012; Matsuda et al.,
2008). Taken together with the role of AP1 in sorting transmembrane cargo to the
basolateral domain of epithelial cells, these results suggest that AP1 may be a key
component of a generalized sorting mechanism in polarized cell types.

In mammals, the AP1 µ1 subunit also exists in two distinct isoforms, µ1A and µ1B, both
of which play roles in the polarized sorting of transmembrane cargo. AP1 µ1B is an
epithelial specific isoform that regulates the targeting of cargo to the basolateral domain,
while µ1A is ubiquitously expressed (Fölsch et al., 1999; Ohno et al., 1999). A recent
study characterized the role of µ1A in the sorting of glutamate receptors in rat
hippocampal neurons. This study found that µ1A specifically interacted with the NMDAR
subunits NR2A and NR2B and the metabotropic glutamate receptor subunit mGluR1, but
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interestingly not the AMPAR subunits GluR1 and GluR2, as previously reported (Farías
et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2002). The binding of µ1A to these subunits depends on a highly
conserved tryptophan residue (W408) in µ1A , which is required for binding to
transmembrane cargo containing YXXφ sorting motifs such as the TfR. Overexpression
of µ1A (W408S) results in the missorting of NR2A, NR2B, and mGluR1 to axons of
hippocampal neurons, without affecting GluR1 or GluR2. Additionally, neurons
expressing µ1A (W408S) displayed a reduction in the number of synapses, suggesting
that µ1A interaction with these receptor subunits may be an important determinant of
synapse density. These results, in conjunction with the studies in C. elegans, suggest
that regulation of AMPARs by AP1 may be organism or cell type specific.

AP4, a TGN and endosome associated adaptor protein, also appears to regulate the
polarized sorting of iGluRs in neurons. In hippocampal neurons in which the β4 subunit
of AP4 was knocked out, GluR1 and GluR2 accumulate in axons, although they are
localized normally to dendrites (Matsuda et al., 2008). EM analysis indicated that axons
from β4 knockout neurons were unusually swollen and often contained autophagosomelike organelles. Colocalization of GluR1 and GluR2 with GFP::LC3, a marker for
autophagosomes and autolysosomes, indicated that AMPARs accumulated in LC3+
compartments in axons of β4 knockout neurons. This suggests that in the absence of
AP4, missorted AMPARs are targeted for degradation via macroautophagy. The
regulation of AMPARs by AP4 appears to depend on the interaction of the AP4 µ4
subunit with the TARP γ3 that has been shown to regulate the targeting of AMPARs to
synapses (Tomita et al., 2003). These results suggest that the polarized sorting role of
AP4 is conserved in neurons, and functions in the dendritic targeting or axonal retrieval
of AMPARs via interaction with TARPs. Alternatively, it is possible that the role of AP4
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in macroautophagy contributes to the missorting of AMPARs. Whether macroautophagy
may contribute to the regulation of AMPA-type glutamate receptors in C. elegans will be
addressed in Chapter 2.

Results from a recent study suggest that AP4 plays a key role in macroautophagy.
Macroautophagy is a cellular process used to degrade various components including
proteins, organelles, and bulk cytoplasm (Boya et al., 2013). Although once thought to
be activated solely under conditions of high cellular stress such as starvation, increasing
evidence suggests that macroautophagy occurs under normal growth conditions
(Meléndez and Neufeld, 2008; Yang and Klionsky, 2009). During macroautophagy, a
double membrane "phagophore" forms around target components to be degraded,
expanding into an autophagosome that will eventually fuse with a lysosome to form an
autolysosome in which lysosomal hydrolases degrade target substrates. In order to
regenerate the pool of cellular lysosomes, the cell carries out a process known as
autophagic lysosome reformation (ALR), and AP4 has recently been shown to play a key
role in ALR (Chen and Yu, 2013; Rong et al., 2012). In response to starvation, AP4 is
recruited to autolysosomal membranes where it interacts with lysosomal proteins to
initiate the budding of nascent lysosomes from tubules of autolysosomes (Rong et al.,
2012). RNAi to AP4 results in the accumulation of enlarged autolysosomes, presumably
due to a defect in lysosome biogenesis. Interestingly, similar phenotypes are observed
in cells in which AP2 function is disrupted, a finding that was initially surprising given that
PI(4,5)P2, a phosphoinositide once thought to be restricted to the plasma membrane, is
a major recruitment factor for AP2. Further studies from Rong et al. determined that in
response to starvation, the PIP5K1B kinase converts pools of PI(4)P to PI(4,5)P2 on
small microdomains of autolysosomal membranes. This leads to recruitment of AP2 and
clathrin lattice assembly on these PI(4,5)P2 containing microdomains which then extend
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tubules. Another kinase, PIP5KA, generates more PI(4,5)P2 on these extended tubules
and eventual budding of lysosomes is facilitated, in part, by AP4-mediated recruitment of
lysosomal proteins. Whether the roles of AP2 or AP4 in macroautophagy contribute to
AMPAR regulation has not been explored, and will be investigated at the end of Chapter
2.

AP3 regulates the lysosomal targeting of iGluRs
Internalized AMPARs are differentially sorted between recycling and degradation routes
in response to distinct synaptic activity changes (Ehlers, 2000; Lee et al., 2004). In the
degradation pathway, the ubiquitin proteasome system (UPS) can target AMPARs for
degradation via the MVB (Multi-vesicular body)/lysosome pathway or 26S proteasome
(Ehlers, 2000; Zhang et al., 2009). A recent study found that AP3 is a key regulator of
AMPAR targeting to lysosomes via interaction with Stargazin/γ2 under certain conditions
of neuronal activity. In response to NMDA treatment, a Flag-tagged AP3 µ3 subunit
increasingly colocalizes with and binds to HA-tagged Stargazin in hippocampal neurons
(Matsuda et al., 2013). Transfection of a Stargazin construct that lacks its AP3 binding
domain inhibits LTD and results in a reduction in the amount of GluR2 localized to late
endosomes and lysosomes in the presence of lysosomal inhibitors. Instead, there was
an increase in the amount of recycled GluR2 to the cell surface in neurons expressing
this mutant construct. These results suggest that AP3 is an important regulator of
AMPAR targeting to lysosomes in response to NMDA.

AP2 is a key component of synaptic vesicle (SV) recycling
In order to sustain neurotransmission after exocytosis and fusion of synaptic vesicles
(SVs) with the plasma membrane, key SV proteins and membrane components must be
endocytosed and reincorporated into nascent SVs. Among these SV proteins are: i) the
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V-ATPase proton pump which establishes the proton-motive force necessary for
neurotransmitter uptake into SVs, ii) a vesicular transporter that facilitates
neurotransmitter uptake into SVs (VGlut at glutamatergic synapses), iii) synaptotagmin,
a protein that senses Ca2+ during Ca2+ induced exocytosis of SVs, and iv)
VAMP/synaptobrevin, a SV-associated SNARE that forms an intertwined helical bundle
with plasma membrane SNAREs to drive SV fusion with the plasma membrane (Dittman
and Ryan, 2009). Endocytosis of SV proteins and membrane components is
predominantly mediated by the clathrin endocytic machinery, although under certain
conditions, an alternative "kiss and run" pathway may function to mediate the fast
retrieval of SVs that fuse only transiently and incompletely with the presynaptic
membrane (Jung and Haucke, 2007). EM micrographs of the frog neuromuscular
junction were the first evidence to suggest that SV recycling involves the formation of
"coated pits" that presumably derive their membrane and protein coats from the plasma
membrane after SV exocytosis, fusion, and endocytosis (Heuser and Reese, 1973).
Clathrin was identified three years later as a coat protein component of purified vesicles
from pig brain (Pearse, 1976), and was later shown to associate with SVs (Maycox et al.,
1992). Since then, many studies have demonstrated that loss of function in key
components of the clathrin endocytic machinery result in a decrease in the pool of SVs
and/or defects in SV recycling (Saheki and De Camilli, 2012). Thus, clathrin-mediated
endocytosis is a major mechanism to recycle SVs at presynaptic nerve terminals.

Although it was assumed that AP2 played a predominant role in SV recycling and had
been shown to interact with synaptotagmin (Zhang et al., 1994), a direct role of AP2 in
SV recycling was not examined until 1997, first in the Drosophila model system. In this
study, genetic disruption of the AP2 α subunit was shown to impair muscle contractions
of fly larvae and lead to an inability of presynaptic terminals to endocytose the FM1-43
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dye (González-Gaitán and Jäckle, 1997). Additionally, EM micrographs revealed a near
complete lack of SVs, suggesting that AP2 is absolutely required for SV recycling in
Drosophila. A later study in C. elegans found that loss of function mutants for the AP2
µ2 subunit, encoded by the apm-2 gene, have ~50% fewer SVs at presynaptic nerve
terminals (acetylcholinergic and GABAergic), suggesting that AP2 contributes to, but is
not essential for, SV recycling in C. elegans (Gu et al., 2008).

A partial loss in the pool of SVs was initially surprising given results from the Drosophila
study and the role of AP2 as a central hub for clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME)
(McMahon and Boucrot, 2011). One possibility was that AP2 complexes lacking the µ2
subunit retained partial functionality, or alternatively that some other mechanism
compensated for the lack of AP2. A recent study showed that AP2 does not necessarily
have to act as an obligate tetramer and can function as a heterodimer in C. elegans (Gu
et al., 2013). Although several studies have suggested that loss of one AP subunit
destabilizes the entire AP complex, the Jorgensen lab found that simultaneous loss of
function in both the µ2 (apm-2) and α (apa-2) subunits leads to an additive reduction in
the number of SVs compared to either mutant alone (Gu et al., 2013). Additionally, in
apm-2 mutants, the α and σ2 subunits were only partially degraded and remained bound
to one another, while in apa-2 mutants, the β and µ2 subunits were partially degraded
and localized normally to neuronal processes (Gu et al., 2008, 2013). These results
suggest that in the absence of single AP2 subunits, AP2 remains in a partial complex
and retains some functionality in C. elegans. Interestingly, a previous structural study
demonstrated that in the "open" active conformation of mammalian AP2, the α and σ2
subunits are in close contact as are β2 and µ2, but the two "hemicomplexes" are only
loosely associated (Jackson et al., 2010). These results suggest that AP2 function as an
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obligate heterotetramer may be organism or cell type specific. Whether AP2
hemicomplexes contribute to other cellular processes in C. elegans, such as the
trafficking of AMPA-type glutamate receptors, will be addressed in Chapter 2.

In mammalian neurons, knockdown of the µ2 subunit of AP2 by shRNA reduces the pool
of SVs by 70%, and leads to an ~2-fold reduction in the rate of endocytosis for several
SV proteins including synaptotagmin, VGlut, and VAMP2/synaptobrevin 2 (Kim and
Ryan, 2009). As shRNA to µ2 reduced the levels of the α subunit by over 90%, these
results suggest that AP2 functions as an obligate tetramer to regulate SV endocytosis in
mammalian neurons. Although the pool of SVs and the rate of SV protein endocytosis
were reduced, SV recycling was still functional in the absence of AP2. Interestingly,
knockdown of the AP1 γ subunit further slows the rate of SV endocytosis in neurons
transfected with µ2 shRNA, but has no effect alone. These results suggest that in the
absence of AP2, AP1 can partially compensate to facilitate SV recycling but does not do
so under normal conditions. Whether AP1 localizes to the plasma membrane and what
other additional cellular machinery are required for this function of AP1 will be an
interesting future endeavor.

Section 3: C. elegans GLR-1
The C. elegans model system
The human central nervous system (CNS) is extraordinarily complex, composed of ~100
billion neurons, each of which can form thousands, tens of thousands, or up to 100,000
synapses depending upon the cell type. This has great advantages in terms of
information processing, cognitive function, and execution of complex behaviors. Trying
to understand the mechanics of nervous system function in mammals, on the other
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hand, is an extraordinary task that we are only beginning to chip away at. In this case,
model organisms with much simpler nervous systems and genetic tractability such as C.
elegans and Drosophila melanogaster have proved instrumental in elucidating
fundamental molecular and cellular mechanisms operating in the nervous system.

The C. elegans model system has been used to study animal function for nearly forty
years since Sydney Brenner and then his fellow Nobel laureates Robert Horvitz and
John Sulston, recognized its extraordinary potential. Despite the apparent simplicity of
this tiny 1mm soil nematode, ~60-80% of human genes have C. elegans homologs, and
many key basic biological mechanisms that function in mammals were elucidated in C.
elegans (Kaletta and Hengartner, 2006). Additionally, the invariant 959 somatic cells of
this small worm form many different tissue types and organ systems similar to mammals
including muscle, intestine, hypodermis, reproductive system, glands, and nervous
system (Kaletta and Hengartner, 2006).

The C. elegans nervous system contains exactly 302 neurons and ~7000 total synaptic
connections that have been mapped through serial reconstruction of electron
micrographs (White et al., 1986). These neurons include i) sensory neurons that
respond to environmental cues such as taste, touch, smell, and temperature, ii)
interneurons that integrate synaptic input received from sensory neurons by synapsing
onto other neurons, and iii) motor neurons that synapse directly onto muscle to drive
movement of the organism. This relatively simple nervous system, with over 300,000
times fewer neurons and hundreds of billions fewer synapses than the mammalian CNS,
makes it ideal for studying nervous system function. Although simpler, its nervous
system is still capable of supporting relatively complex behaviors, allowing researchers
to address how the molecular machinery of neurons functions in specific neural circuits
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to support distinct behaviors. In addition to its simple nervous system, several other
characteristics make it an ideal model organism including its completely sequenced
genome, wide availability of genetic mutant strains, invariant cell number and position,
and short life cycle. Additionally, its transparent body and genetic tractability enable the
tracking of fluorescent protein tagged molecules in specific cell types in vivo.

GLR-1 is an AMPA-type iGluR
The C. elegans genome encodes ten iGluRs, comprising two NMDA-type (NMR-1 and
NMR-2) and eight non-NMDA-type (GLR-1 through GLR-8) receptors (Brockie et al.,
2001). Of these iGluR homologs, GLR-1 is most similar to mammalian AMPARs with
~56% amino acid identity to GluR1 (Brockie et al., 2001). Among the highly conserved
regions are i) the four transmembrane domains (TMDs), ii) the ligand binding domain
(LBD), iii) the "Q/R" site which encodes a glutamine (Q) in GLR-1, rendering receptors
with this subunit permeable to Ca2+, and iv) important regulatory sequences in the
cytoplasmic C-terminal tail (Brockie et al., 2001; Chang and Rongo, 2005; Mellem et al.,
2002; Strutz-Seebohm et al., 2003; Zheng et al., 1999; Zuo et al., 1997).
Electrophysiological, behavioral, and genetic studies suggest that GLR-1 forms
homotetramers as well as heterotetramers with another AMPA-type iGluR subunit, GLR2, both of which are expressed in overlapping populations of neurons (Chang and
Rongo, 2005; Mellem et al., 2002).

Glr-1 is expressed in a population of interneurons that include the command
interneurons of the locomotory control circuit that control forward and backward
locomotion (AVA, AVB, AVD, AVE, and PVC interneurons) (Figure 1.6) (Brockie et al.,
2001; Hart et al., 1995; Maricq et al., 1995; Rongo et al., 1998). In fact, one group
originally identified the glr-1 gene in a screen for mutants with defects in backward
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Figure 1.6

Figure 1.6. C. elegans reversal circuit in response to "nose touch". GLR-1 is
expressed in a population of interneurons that include the command interneurons that
regulate locomotion in response to light touch on the head of the worm ("nose touch").
In response to nose touch, the ASH sensory neuron releases glutamate, which binds to
postsynaptic GLR-1 receptors expressed in the AVD, AVE, AVA, AVB, and PVC
command interneurons. These neurons integrate this signal by synapsing onto
eachother as well as onto the DA and DB motor neurons that synapse onto muscle to
control forward and backward locomotion. In addition to chemical synapses (→),
electrical synapses (⊥) also connect the command interneurons with eachother and with
DA and DB motor neurons. Adapted from (Zheng et al., 1999).
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locomotion in response to light touch on the nose of the worm ("nose touch"), attesting to
the genetic power of C. elegans (Hart et al., 1995). The cell bodies of glr-1 expressing
interneurons are mostly clustered in ganglia of the head, but some are also localized in
the tail (White et al., 1986). Many of these neurons extend a single axodendritic process
into the "nerve ring" of the head and along the ventral midline of the worm to form a
bundle of fibers known as the ventral nerve cord (VNC). Along the VNC are synapses
formed between i) sensory neurons↔interneurons, ii) interneurons↔interneurons, and
iii) interneurons↔motor neurons. GLR-1 is localized postsynaptically at synapses
between sensory neurons↔interneurons and interneurons↔interneurons (Brockie et al.,
2001; Rongo et al., 1998). Since the identification of glr-1, this gene has been shown to
be required for several glutamate-dependent locomotion behaviors (Chao et al., 2004;
Mellem et al., 2002; Zheng et al., 1999), and various forms of associative learning,
memory, and habituation (Emtage et al., 2009; Morrison and van der Kooy, 2001; Rose
et al., 2003; Stetak et al., 2009; Vukojevic et al., 2012).

Analysis of GLR-1 distribution and trafficking has been aided greatly by the creation of a
GFP-tagged subunit that can be visualized in vivo due to the transparent body and
genetic tractability of C. elegans. In 1998, Chris Rongo from the Kaplan lab generated
and expressed a GFP-tagged GLR-1 genomic construct under control of the glr-1
promoter (GLR-1::GFP) in which GFP was inserted into the cytoplasmic tail of GLR-1
(Rongo et al., 1998). Expression of this construct results in the distribution of fluorescent
"puncta" along the nerve ring and VNC in addition to GLR-1::GFP accumulations in the
cell bodies of glr-1 expressing interneurons (Figure 1.7). Approximately 80% of
fluorescent puncta in the VNC are closely apposed by presynaptic markers, suggesting
that GLR-1::GFP is localized to postsynaptic sites (Burbea et al., 2002; Rongo et al.,
1998). Additionally, the number of GLR-1::GFP puncta in the VNC of wild-type worms is
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Figure 1.7

Figure 1.7. Expression of GLR-1::GFP under the glr-1 promoter in C. elegans. (A)
Expression of GLR-1::GFP in cell bodies and ventral nerve cord (VNC) of a wild-type L1
stage worm expressing GLR-1::GFP (nuIs24). Note expression in the cell bodies of the
head and tail, and the punctate distribution of GLR-1::GFP in the VNC. (B)
Magnification of the boxed region in (A) with reduced gain.
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in close agreement with the number of known glutamatergic synaptic inputs to the VNC
(White et al., 1986). Furthermore, expression of GLR-1::GFP rescues the behavioral
deficits of glr-1 null mutant worms, suggesting that this receptor also forms a functional
glutamate-gated ion channel (Rongo et al., 1998). Thus, GLR-1::GFP is a reliable tool to
study the distribution and trafficking of AMPA-type iGluRs in a living system. Combined
with the genetic tractability of C. elegans and the design of mutagenesis screens, many
genes and molecular mechanisms have been identified to regulate GLR-1 in vivo.
Importantly, many of these genes and mechanisms have been shown to operate
similarly in mammalian neurons.

Regulation of GLR-1 in the biosynthetic trafficking pathway
Similar to the regulation of mammalian iGluRs, the distribution of GLR-1 at synapses is
regulated by events occurring early in the biosynthetic trafficking pathway. To date,
several genes and molecular mechanisms have been identified to function at these early
steps by mediating i) glr-1 splicing, ii) GLR-1 exit from the ER, and iii) trafficking of GLR1 from the cell body to the synapse.

Regulation of glr-1 splicing
While not much is known about the glr-1 transcriptional machinery, a recent study found
that a member of the conserved RNA-binding family of SPEN proteins, GRLD-1
(Glutamate receptor level decreased-1), regulates the splicing of glr-1 transcripts. Grld-1
was identified in a screen for mutants with altered expression of a YFP-tagged GLR-1
(GLR-1::YFP) in AVE interneurons (Wang et al., 2010). In grld-1 mutants, GLR-1::YFP
expression in dendrites was ~70% reduced, with a similar reduction also observed in
AVE cell bodies. Interestingly, this effect seems specific for AVE, as no expression
defects were observed in RIA neurons or when GLR-1::YFP was expressed under the
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glr-1 promoter. Worms with grld-1 mutations were defective for GLR-1 dependent
backward locomotion in response to nose touch, and exhibited a severe reduction in
glutamate-gated currents in AVE interneurons. Interestingly, GFP-tagged GRLD-1
localizes to the nucleus of AVE, and expression of glr-1 cDNA but not a genomic glr-1
construct (+/- the glr-1 3' UTR) can rescue the GLR-1 expression deficits of grld-1
mutants. Furthermore, expression of glr-1 genomic DNA lacking introns 1 and 2 were
sufficient for rescue, but not when these introns were included. These results suggest
that GRLD-1 is an important splicing factor for glr-1 transcripts, specifically by removing
the first two introns.

GLR-1 exit from the ER
A study in C. elegans was the first to show that receptor mutations altering the function
of iGluRs affect their synaptic abundance. Expression of GFP-tagged GLR-1 subunits
with homologous mutations in the LBD that were shown to reduce glutamate binding to
mammalian AMPARs, resulted in significant reductions in GLR-1 levels in the VNC, and
severe defects in backward locomotion in response to nose touch (Grunwald and
Kaplan, 2003). These effects were similar when the homologous neutral glutamine (Q)
of the "Q/R" site in GLR-1 was mutated to a negative aspartic acid (D), a mutation that
was previously shown to reduce all ion permeability (Dingledine et al., 1992). Consistent
with previous data demonstrating that misfolded or misassembled proteins are often
retained in the ER and subsequently degraded, Grunwald and Kaplan found that these
GLR-1 mutants accumulated in the ER. These results suggest that an ER quality control
mechanism monitors whether GLR-1 receptors are functional (i.e. capable of binding
glutamate and fluxing ions) prior to exiting the ER.
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To further characterize the ER quality control mechanism that regulates GLR-1, a followup study examined GLR-1 trafficking in mutants lacking core components of the
conserved UPR (Unfolded protein response) pathway, a system that upregulates
resident ER chaperones in response to ER stress in mammals (Kaufman et al., 2002).
In multiple UPR mutants, GLR-1 levels in the VNC are decreased significantly, and GLR1 accumulates in ER positive compartments of the cell body (Shim et al., 2004).
Additionally, these mutants show severe defects in backward locomotion in response to
nose touch, suggesting that synaptic levels of GLR-1 are also reduced. Interestingly,
only mature worms nearing the last stage of their life cycle, and not newly hatched
worms, exhibited these defects. These results suggest that the export of GLR-1 from
the ER is reliant upon the UPR pathway in an ER stress-independent but age-dependent
manner.

A recent study found that a member of the conserved cornichon family of proteins, cni-1,
also controls the export of GLR-1 from the ER, in this case by limiting GLR-1 exit. Cni-1
loss of function mutants exhibited increased backward locomotion in response to nose
touch and enhanced glutamate gated currents, consistent with increased levels of
synaptic GLR-1 (Brockie et al., 2013). Conversely, overexpression of cni-1 led to a
reduction in glutamate gated currents and decreased the amount of GLR-1::GFP in the
VNC. Additionally, kymograph analysis demonstrated that the anterograde trafficking of
GLR-1 was increased in the VNC of cni-1 mutants. CNI-1 localizes to the ER, and cni-1
mutants had reduced levels of GLR-1 in ER compartments of the cell body.
Interestingly, when expressed in C. elegans, the levels of a GFP-tagged mammalian
GluR1 subunit were altered in a similar manner as GLR-1::GFP in cni-1 mutants. These
results suggest a conserved role for cornichon proteins in regulating the exit of AMPAtype iGluRs from the ER. Indeed, the mammalian cornichon homologs CNIH-2 and
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CNIH-3 have been shown to interact with AMPARs (Schwenk et al., 2009), although
cornichon redundancy in mammals has made it challenging to interpret their role in
AMPAR trafficking and function (Brockie et al., 2013).

Trafficking of GLR-1 from the cell body to the synapse
Several genes have been identified that regulate the trafficking of GLR-1 in the cell body
and/or VNC including genes that encode kinases and, not surprisingly, kinesin motor
proteins. The first of these identified was the type II Ca2+ and calmodulin dependent
protein kinase CaMKII/UNC-43, a serine/threonine protein kinase and key regulator of
synaptic strength in mammals (Lisman et al., 2012; Rongo and Kaplan, 1999). Rongo
and Kaplan first made the observation that as wild-type worms age, the total number of
GLR-1 containing clusters in the VNC increases but the density of these clusters (i.e. #
puncta per given length) remains the same (Rongo and Kaplan, 1999). Interestingly,
GLR-1 density was maintained in mutant worms with various body lengths, suggesting
the existence of a homeostatic mechanism to maintain a constant density of
postsynaptic elements during development. In unc-43/CamKII loss of function mutants
however, the density of GLR-1::GFP puncta was reduced in the VNC and GLR-1::GFP
abundance increased in neuronal cell bodies, consistent with the idea that unc-43
regulates the transport of GLR-1 from the cell body to the VNC. Mutants with loss of
function in VDCCs (Voltage dependent Ca2+ channels) phenocopy the GLR-1 deficit of
unc-43 mutants in the VNC, and mutation of single VDCCs in the background of unc-43
does not further reduce the density of GLR-1 containing synapses in the VNC. These
results suggest that Ca2+ influx through VDCCs is one source of the Ca2+ required for
activating CamKII/UNC-43 to regulate the number of GLR-1 containing synapses.
Interestingly, unc-43 or VDCC gain of function mutants have a similar GLR-1 VNC
phenotype as unc-43 loss of function mutants, suggesting that unc-43 may function to
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both promote and inhibit synapse formation, consistent with previous reports in
mammals (Mayford et al., 1995; Stevens et al., 1994).

A second kinase shown to regulate the transport of GLR-1 from the cell body is CDK-5,
another serine/threonine protein kinase that is predominantly active in the nervous
system due to the restricted expression of its activator protein p35 (Dhavan and Tsai,
2001; Lai and Ip, 2009). Several phosphorylation targets of CDK-5 have been identified
that are known to play a role in excitatory synaptic transmission including NMDARs, PDZ
proteins, components of the SV machinery, signaling molecules, and regulators of the
cytoskeletal machinery (Lai and Ip, 2009). In worms with loss of function in cdk-5 or
p35, GLR-1 levels are reduced at synapses in the VNC and increased in the cell body,
consistent with the idea that cdk-5 regulates the trafficking of GLR-1 from the cell body
to the synapse (Juo et al., 2007). The GLR-1 phenotype of cdk-5 mutants can be
rescued by cDNA encoding wild-type cdk-5 but not a kinase dead version, suggesting
that the kinase activity of cdk-5 is required for regulating GLR-1. The PDZ synaptic
scaffold protein LIN-10 was identified as one target, as CDK-5 was shown to
phosphorylate LIN-10 in vitro, and mutation of the potential serine/threonine
phosphorylation sites to alanines blocks the increase in LIN-10::GFP observed in the
VNC of cdk-5 mutants. LIN-10 is likely only one target of CDK-5 as combining lin-10
loss of function in the cdk-5 mutant background leads to an intermediate GLR-1
phenotype in the VNC. These results suggest that cdk-5 regulates the transport of GLR1 from the cell body to the synapse, in part, through the PDZ scaffold LIN-10.

To identify other CDK-5 targets that regulate GLR-1 abundance in the VNC, the Juo lab
conducted an EMS mutagenesis screen to identify mutants that suppressed the
increased GLR-1 abundance observed in the VNC of worms overexpressing cdk-5.
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Mike Monteiro, a previous graduate student in the lab, identified a novel and previously
uncharacterized kinesin motor, KLP-4, as a potential CDK-5 target in the regulation of
GLR-1 trafficking. KLP-4 is a "plus end" directed motor and member of the kinesin-3
family that is most homologous to Drosophila KHC-73 and mammalian KIF13. In klp4/Kif13 loss of function mutants, GLR-1 levels are reduced in the VNC, to a similar
extent in the wild-type or cdk-5 mutant background, suggesting that klp-4 and cdk-5
function in the same pathway to regulate GLR-1 (Monteiro et al., 2012). Consistent with
this idea, cdk-5 overexpression has no effect on GLR-1 abundance in the klp-4 mutant
background. Monteiro et al. assessed the movement of GLR-1 from the cell body to the
VNC using kymograph analysis, and found a reduction in the total number of GLR-1
puncta moving in the "anterograde" direction (cell body → VNC) as well as the overall
distance these puncta traveled in klp-4 mutants compared to wild-type worms. This
phenotype was identical to cdk-5 loss of function mutants, suggesting that klp-4 and cdk5 function in the same pathway to regulate the anterograde trafficking of GLR-1 from the
cell body to the VNC. Interestingly, GLR-1 did not accumulate in the cell body of klp-4
mutants. However, blocking the lysosomal degradation of GLR-1 did cause it to
accumulate there in klp-4 mutants. These results suggest that in the absence of the
KLP-4 motor, GLR-1 is degraded, similar to results seen with the NMDAR NR2B subunit
in the absence of KIF17 function in mammals (Yin et al., 2011). Whether CDK-5 directly
phosphorylates KLP-4 to regulate its activity is an open question, but there are several
potential CDK-5 phosphorylation sites in KLP-4, and a recent study found that CDK5
phosphorylates the mammalian homolog of KLP-4, KIF13B, to promote the association
of KIF13B with its TRPV1 channel cargo in mammals (Xing et al., 2012).

In addition to KLP-4, another kinesin motor, UNC-116, was recently identified to regulate
the trafficking of GLR-1. UNC-116 is the C. elegans homolog of mammalian KIF5, a
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motor that has also been shown to regulate the trafficking of AMPARs (Setou et al.,
2002). While the discovery of a C. elegans gene that performs the same role as its
previously identified mammalian counterpart may not seem like a noteworthy finding, the
Maricq group used a series of elegant imaging techniques to uncover several interesting
aspects of UNC-116 mediated regulation of GLR-1 that may have implications in
mammalian neurons (Hoerndli et al., 2013). Hoerndli et al. expressed photoactivatable
or photoconvertable fluorescent protein tagged GLR-1 constructs in AVA, and found that
in addition to trafficking from the cell body to synapses, GLR-1 also traffics between
"proximal" and "distal" (relative to the soma) synapses. In the absence of unc-116
function, GLR-1 movement in AVA processes halted completely. Interestingly, Hoerndli
et al. found that not just anterograde but also retrograde movement was abolished. This
might initially seem surprising for a "plus end" directed motor, but the Maricq group later
found that microtubule orientation in AVA processes was mixed, enabling a "plus end"
directed motor to move cargo in both directions. Interestingly, they found that GLR-1
accumulated at "proximal" synapses but was reduced at "distal" synapses in unc-116
mutants, suggesting a model in which GLR-1 is transported to "proximal" synapses by
diffusion but is dependent upon UNC-116 for transport to and from distal synapses.
They then observed that loss of function in klp-4 blocks the increase in GLR-1 at
"proximal" synapses in unc-116 mutants, and suggest that KLP-4 functions to regulate
the total pool of GLR-1 that reaches the neuronal process but that UNC-116 is the main
motor for trafficking GLR-1 once it gets there. One model suggests that KLP-4 may
function to regulate the transport of GLR-1 containing vesicles to the cell periphery
where they are exocytosed and fused with the somatic membrane, and subsequently
transported by diffusion to "proximal" synapses, but further studies are required to test
this idea (Rongo, 2013).
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Regulation of GLR-1 endocytosis in the VNC
In addition to the clathrin endocytic machinery, the internalization of AMPARs is
regulated by the covalent attachment of ubiquitin directly to receptor subunits, a process
first demonstrated in C. elegans (Burbea et al., 2002). Ubiquitin is a 76 amino acid
protein that can be conjugated directly to a lysine residue via an isopeptide bond on
protein substrates (Mabb and Ehlers, 2010). Substrate ubiquitination depends upon the
sequential action of several enzymes including ubiquitin-activating enzymes (E1s),
ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes (E2s), and ubiquitin ligases (E3s). E3 enzymes function
in a substrate specific manner, and are encoded by hundreds of genes in the
mammalian genome (Mabb and Ehlers, 2010). Ubiquitin conjugation can involve single
ubiquitins (mono-ubiquitination) which can target proteins for endocytosis and/or
MVB/lysosome mediated degradation, or multiple ubiquitins (poly-ubiquitination) which
can target proteins to the 26S proteasome for degradation (Mabb and Ehlers, 2010).
Ubiquitination is a reversible process, and is mediated by members of the deubiquitinase
(DUB) family of ubiquitin proteases.

In 2002, Burbea et al. made the observation that overexpressing ubiquitin reduced the
abundance of GLR-1 at synapses in the VNC (Burbea et al., 2002). Using a double-IP
experiment, they found that GLR-1 was a direct ubiquitination target. To determine the
sites of GLR-1 ubiquitination, Burbea et al. mutated all four cytoplasmic lysines to
arginines in the GLR-1 C-terminal tail (GLR-1(4KR)::GFP), and found that this prevented
GLR-1 ubiquitination and increased the abundance of the receptor at synapses in the
VNC compared to wild-type GLR-1::GFP. This result is consistent with the idea that
GLR-1 ubiquitination is required for the endocytosis of GLR-1 in the VNC. Interestingly,
mutation of these homologous residues in mammalian GluR1 also blocks GluR1
ubiquitination and endocytosis in response to treatment of neurons with AMPA,
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suggesting an important conserved regulatory mechanism (Lin et al., 2011; Schwarz et
al., 2010). Since the identification of ubiquitination as a posttranslational modification of
GLR-1, several E3 ligases have been identified in C. elegans that regulate GLR-1
abundance in the VNC including homologs of the anaphase-promoting complex (APC),
Skp1/Cullin/F Box (SCF), Cullin 3, RPM-1/Highwire, and ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme
variant (UEV1), although it is not clear if these ligases ubiquitinate GLR-1 directly (Dreier
et al., 2005; Juo and Kaplan, 2004; Kramer et al., 2010; Park et al., 2009; Schaefer and
Rongo, 2006). Progress in identifying the DUBs that remove ubiquitin from GLR-1 has
been made however, with the recent identification of the USP-46 DUB protein (Dahlberg
and Juo, 2014; Kowalski et al., 2011).

In addition to identifying ubiquitination as an important regulator of GLR-1 endocytosis in
the VNC, Burbea et al. also identified AP180/unc-11 as a key component of GLR-1
internalization (Burbea et al., 2002). AP180 is a CLASP (Clathrin associated sorting
protein) that is specifically expressed in the nervous system where it has been shown to
regulate the endocytosis of key SV proteins, overall size of SVs, and endocytosis of
AMPA-type glutamate receptors (Burbea et al., 2002; Koo et al., 2011; Morgan et al.,
1999; Nonet et al., 1999; Vanlandingham et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 1998). In unc-11
mutants, GLR-1 levels were increased in the VNC, consistent with the idea that
AP180/UNC-11 functions as an endocytic adaptor protein to recruit GLR-1 into vesicles
budding from the synaptic membrane. Interestingly, loss of function in unc-11 blocks the
effect of overexpressing ubiquitin, suggesting that GLR-1 ubiquitination and endocytosis
function in a common pathway. Additionally, there is no further increase in the levels of
GLR-1(4KR)::GFP in the ventral nerve cord of AP180/unc-11 mutants (Burbea et al.,
2002). These results suggest a model in which GLR-1 AMPA-type receptors in C.
elegans are first ubiquitinated and then internalized from the synaptic membrane by the
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clathrin endocytic machinery in a common pathway. As AP2 and CLASPs both mediate
the recruitment of specific cargo during clathrin-mediated endocytosis (Harris et al.,
2001; McMahon and Boucrot, 2011; Saheki and De Camilli, 2012; Traub, 2009), these
results suggest that AP180/UNC-11 may be the main clathrin adaptor required for
recruiting GLR-1 into CCVs in the VNC.

In addition to clathrin-mediated endocytosis, GLR-1 internalization can also be facilitated
in a clathrin-independent manner. Although not very well characterized, this pathway
has been shown to rely on the presence of lipid rafts and cholesterol (Le Roy and
Wrana, 2005). In 2007, the Rongo lab showed that depleting C. elegans growth media
of cholesterol led to a 70% increase in the number of animals with large GLR-1::GFP
puncta in the VNC compared to wild-type controls, consistent with the idea that
cholesterol is required for one GLR-1 endocytosis pathway in the VNC (Glodowski et al.,
2007). Interestingly, while mutation in AP180/unc-11 can block the increase in GLR-1
observed in the VNC of loss of function mutants for lin-10, a gene that regulates the
postendocytic trafficking of GLR-1, depleting cholesterol has no effect. Instead,
cholesterol depletion specifically blocks the increase of GLR-1 in the VNC of loss of
function mutants for rab-10, a member of the Rab family of small GTPases that mediates
recycling of transmembrane proteins from early endosomes (Chen et al., 2006).
Additionally, GLR-1::GFP accumulation in the VNC of lin-10; rab-10 double mutants is
additive, suggesting that lin-10 and rab-10 function in separate pathways. These results
suggest that endocytosis of GLR-1 in the VNC is mediated by both clathrin-dependent
and independent mechanisms that function in parallel pathways.

Modulation of GLR-1 function by TARPs
Many ion channels, particularly those of the voltage-gated class, are associated with
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small auxiliary subunits that are stable components of the channel complex and can
regulate channels in various ways. These include gating kinetics, exit from the ER,
subcellular trafficking, and surface delivery (Jackson and Nicoll, 2011). In the last fifteen
years, intense research efforts have uncovered a key role for the TARPs
(Transmembrane AMPAR regulatory proteins) as auxiliary subunits of AMPARs in both
mammalian and C. elegans neurons (see Section 1). In mammals, these TARPs have
been shown to i) bind AMPARs and form stable complexes at the plasma membrane, ii)
modulate receptor gating and pharmacology, and iii) function as chaperone proteins in
the transport of AMPARs to specific subcellular compartments (Jackson and Nicoll,
2011). In C. elegans however, the role of currently identified TARP-like proteins appears
to be restricted to modulation of GLR-1 function.

In 2004, the Maricq lab conducted a screen for mutants which suppressed the hyperreversal phenotype of worms expressing a gain of function GLR-1 construct (A/T) that
results in constitutive channel activation and altered gating kinetics (Zheng et al., 1999).
Zheng et al. identified the sol-1 gene which encodes a TARP-like protein with one
transmembrane domain, four extracellular "CUB" domains, and a very small intracellular
C-terminal tail (Zheng et al., 2004). Sol-1 loss of function mutants exhibited defects in
backward locomotion in response to nose touch similar to that seen for glr-1 mutants.
Interestingly, while GLR-1 mediated currents were nearly abolished in AVA neurons of
sol-1 mutants, GLR-1 was localized normally in the VNC and on the surface of neuronal
processes. SOL-1 interacts directly with GLR-1 and they both colocalize in the VNC.
These results suggest that SOL-1 is required for the function of GLR-1, but not its
localization, in contrast to mammalian Stargazin/γ2 which also functions in the synaptic
targeting of AMPARs from the ER (Chen et al., 2000; Tomita et al., 2003). Further
studies demonstrated that SOL-1 specifically affects the desensitization of GLR-1 by
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slowing the rate at which it becomes deactivated in response to glutamate binding
(Walker et al., 2006a; Zheng et al., 2006). Interestingly, expression of GLR-1 and SOL-1
in a heterologous system is not sufficient to elicit GLR-1 mediated currents, suggesting
that there are other factors required for functional GLR-1 receptors. Indeed, the Maricq
lab subsequently identified STG-1, a TARP-like protein weakly related to Stargazin/γ2,
as this missing component (Walker et al., 2006b).

Analysis of stg-1 function in vivo however failed to reveal defects in backward
locomotion in response to nose touch or GLR-1 mediated currents in stg-1 loss of
function mutants (Wang et al., 2008). To identify whether TARP-like proteins may
function redundantly to control GLR-1 function in C. elegans, the Maricq lab conducted
another screen to identify mutants that suppressed the hyper-reversal phenotype of
worms expressing the gain of function GLR-1 (A/T) channel in the stg-1 mutant
background (Wang et al., 2008). Using this strategy, Wang et al. identified stg-2, a gene
that encodes another TARP-like protein weakly homologous to Stargazin/γ2.
Electrophysiological analyses indicated that GLR-1 mediated currents were nearly
absent in stg-1; stg-2 double mutants, without affecting the distribution of GLR-1 in the
VNC or its localization on the surface of neuronal processes. While the specific roles of
STG-1 and STG-2 are not entirely clear, it is apparent that both TARP-like proteins
function redundantly to regulate GLR-1 function (Walker et al., 2006a; Wang et al.,
2008).

These results suggest that the TARP-like proteins identified in C. elegans specifically
modulate the function of GLR-1 without affecting its trafficking. As mammalian TARPs
have been shown to function redundantly to regulate the synaptic targeting of AMPARs,
it is possible that existence of multiple C. elegans TARPs ensures that GLR-1 is properly
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localized when one TARP is missing. Although GLR-1 distribution in the VNC has been
analyzed in stg-1; stg-2 double mutants, the contribution of sol-1 to GLR-1 transport in
the absence of these genes has not been investigated. This will be addressed in
Chapter 2. Additionally, a recent study identified another gene that encodes a TARP-like
protein in C. elegans, sol-2. SOL-2 is a single pass transmembrane protein with two
CUB domains and a forty-one residue intracellular tail, and functions to regulate GLR-1
mediated behavior and function (Wang et al., 2012). While total and surface levels of
GLR-1 are unaltered in the VNC of single sol-2 mutants, the contribution of SOL-2 in a
redundant capacity to regulate the transport of GLR-1 to the VNC has not been
addressed.

Which adaptors function to recruit GLR-1 into vesicles for delivery between
organelles in the cell body and for targeting to the synapse?
While several motors have been implicated in the vesicular transport of iGluRs from the
cell body to the synapse, less is known about how iGluRs are recruited into vesicles in
the cell body for transport between organelles and eventual targeting to the synapse.
Recruitment of transmembrane cargo into vesicles is largely mediated by members of
the highly conserved AP complex family. The C. elegans genome encodes three AP
complexes, AP1 - AP3. While AP1 has been shown to regulate the transcytosis of GLR1 from axons to dendrites in specific interneurons, GLR-1 is still present in dendritic
processes of AP1 unc-101/µ1 mutants (Margeta et al., 2009), suggesting that other AP
complexes may contribute to the dendritic targeting of GLR-1. Additionally, whether
UNC-101 performs this role in other glr-1 expressing interneurons has not been
investigated. In mammalian neurons, AP3 has been shown to shunt AMPARs away
from the recycling pathway and towards the degradation route in an activity-dependent
manner, consistent with its known role in cargo transport between endosomes and the
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MVB/lysosome pathway (Dell’Angelica, 2009; Matsuda et al., 2013). In mammals, AP2
is required for the activity-induced endocytosis of AMPARs via direct interactions with
the GluR2 subunit (Carroll et al., 1999b; Kastning et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2002; Man et
al., 2000; Matsuda et al., 2013). However, these studies were done in neuronal cell
culture systems using strategies that inhibited but did not ablate AP2 function.
Additionally, these studies utilized assays that exclusively examined AMPAR
endocytosis and not AMPAR trafficking to dendrites. Therefore, regulation of AMPARs
in an AP2 null mutant background in an intact organism has not been investigated, and it
is not known whether AP2 contributes to regulating the total pool of AMPARs in
dendrites.

In Chapter 2, I characterized a role for AP2 in regulating the abundance of the AMPAR
homolog GLR-1 in the ventral nerve cord (VNC) of C. elegans. Surprisingly, I found that
GLR-1 abundance was reduced in the VNC of multiple loss of function AP2 mutants, in
contrast to the loss of function phenotype for other regulators of clathrin-mediated
endocytosis (Burbea et al., 2002). This phenotype could be rescued in the mature
nervous system, and did not appear to depend on the role of AP2 in synaptic vesicle
recycling. Genetic analysis of apm-2, the µ2 subunit of AP2, with the clathrin adaptin
unc-11/AP180 suggests that apm-2 functions upstream of endocytosis in the VNC, and
GLR-1 accumulated in the cell bodies of multiple loss of function AP2 mutants.
Preliminary evidence suggests that AP2 may directly interact with GLR-1 via the APM-2
(µ2) subunit, and mutation of a conserved residue in GLR-1 demonstrated to be critical
for the interaction of AP2 µ2 with mammalian AMPARs results in reduced levels of GLR1 in the VNC and increased GLR-1 levels in the cell body. Interestingly, in AP2 mutants,
GLR-1 did not accumulate at the plasma membrane of the cell body as might be
expected for an endocytic adaptor, but instead in syntaxin-13 positive endosomal
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compartments. These results raise the intriguing possibility that AP2 may regulate the
forward trafficking of GLR-1 in the biosynthetic pathway by mediating GLR-1 transport
events between intracellular compartments of the cell body and/or GLR-1 loading into
transport vesicles for motor-driven transport to the VNC. Additionally, preliminary
evidence is consistent with the idea that AP2 function in macroautophagy may contribute
to GLR-1 regulation. Finally, in Chapter 3, I investigated the genetic interaction of apm-2
with other regulators of GLR-1 including the kinesin motor klp-4/Kif13, the AP1 unc101/µ1 subunit, and clathrin heavy chain (chc-1). The findings in this thesis establish a
novel role for the regulation of AMPA-type iGluRs by the AP2 clathrin adaptor in C.
elegans, and lay a foundation for further characterizing this method of regulation.
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Strains
The following strains were used in this study: nuIs24 (Pglr-1::glr-1::gfp), nuIs25 (Pglr1::glr-1::gfp), nuIs108 (Pglr-1::glr-1(4kr)::gfp), pzIs12 (Pglr-1::ha::glr-1::gfp), pzEx74
(Pglr-1::apm-2), pzEx201 (Pglr-1::apm-2::mcherry), pzEx214 (Pglr-1::glr-1(r887a)::gfp),
pzEx218 (Pglr-1::klp-4::mcherry), pzEx223 (Pglr-1::glr-1::gfp), pzEx226 (Pglr-1::apm2::gfp), pzEx259 (Phsp-16.2::apm-2), pzEx267 (Pglr-1::apm-2(3k/3e)::mcherry) pzEx278
(Pvha-6::apm-1::mcherry), pzEx283 (Pglr-1::chc hub), pzEx306 (Pglr-1::rfp::lgg-1),
nuEx1329 (Pglr-1::sstomato::kdel), nuEx1330 (Pglr-1::rfp::bet-1), nuEx1331 (Pglr1::rfp::gos-28), nuEx1332 (Pglr-1::rfp::syx-16), nuEx1337 (Pglr-1::rfp::syx-13), nuEx1340
(Pglr-1::rfp::syx-5), apa-2 (ox422), apm-1 (ok2578), apm-2 (gm17), apm-2 (e840), aps-2
(tm2912), apt-9 (tm3776), atg-18 (gk378), epg-5 (tm3425), glr-1 (ky176), glr-2 (ak63),
klp-4 (tm2114), unc-11 (e47), unc-41 (e268), unc-101 (m1), unc-104 (e1265), sol-1
(ak63), stg-1 (ok3134), and stg-2 (ok2940). All strains were maintained on normal
growth media (NGM) plates at 20°C as previously described (Brenner, 1974).

Constructs, transgenes and germline transformation
Plasmids were generated using standard recombinant DNA techniques, and transgenic
strains were created by plasmid microinjection. Details are available upon request.
nuIs24, nuIs25, nuIs108, pzIs12, pzEx218, nuEx1329, nuEx1330, nuEx1331, nuEx1332,
nuEx1337, and nuEx1340 have been previously described (Burbea et al., 2002; Chun et
al., 2008; Kowalski et al., 2011; Monteiro et al., 2012; Rongo et al., 1998). Pglr-1::apm-2
was made by PCR amplifying the apm-2 coding sequence from N2 cDNA, and inserting
into the pV6 expression vector using NheI/KpnI restriction sites. pzEx74 was generated
by injecting Pglr-1::apm-2 at 25 ng/µl along with the coinjection marker
Pmyo2::nls::mcherry at 10 ng/µl. Pglr-1::apm-2::mcherry and Pglr-1::apm-2::gfp were
created by subcloning mCherry or GFP flanked by NotI restriction sites into a plasmid
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containing Pglr-1::apm-2 with a NotI restriction site engineered immediately before the
apm-2 stop codon. pzEx201 and pzEx226 were generated by injecting Pglr-1::apm2::mcherry or Pglr-1::apm-2::gfp at 25-50 ng/µl alongside the coinjection marker
Pmyo2::nls::mcherry at 10 ng/µl. Pglr-1::glr-1(r887a)::gfp was made by PCR amplifying
a plasmid containing Pglr-1::glr-1::gfp with primers containing a 'GCG' sequence at the
site corresponding to glr-1 R887 (AGG), using a Quikchange site-directed mutagenesis
kit (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). The resulting plasmid was then digested
with NcoI, and the ~2.8kb fragment containing sequence encoding R887A was then
subcloned into the NcoI digested Pglr-1::glr-1::gfp plasmid and subsequently sequenced.
pzEx214 was made by injecting Pglr-1::glr-1(r887a)::gfp at 50 ng/µl. pzEx223 was made
by injecting Pglr-1::glr-1::gfp at 50 ng/µl. Phsp-16.2::apm-2 was made subcloning the
apm-2 coding sequence from Pglr-1::apm-2 into the NheI/KpnI restriction sites of the
pPD49.78 expression vector, which contains a heat shock promoter (gift from Andrew
Fire, Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA). pzEx259 was generated by injecting Phsp16.2::apm-2 at 25 ng/µl alongside the coinjection marker Pmyo2::nls::mcherry at 10
ng/µl. Pglr-1::apm-2(3k/3e)::mcherry was made by PCR amplifying a plasmid containing
Pglr-1::apm-2::mcherry in two sequential reactions with primers containing a 'GAG'
sequence at the site corresponding to apm-2 K343 (AAG) in the first reaction, and
primers containing a 'GAA' and 'GAG' sequence at the sites corresponding to apm-2
K352 (AAA) and K354 (AAG), respectively using a Quikchange site-directed
mutagenesis kit (Agilent Technologies). The resulting plasmid was then digested with
NheI/KpnI, and the ~2.2 kb fragment containing apm-2(3k/3e)::mcherry was then
subcloned into the NheI/KpnI digested Pv6 expression vector, and subsequently
sequenced. PzEx267 was made by injecting Pglr-1::apm-2(3k/3e)::mcherry at 25 ng//µl
alongside the coinjection marker Pmyo2::nls-cherry at 10 ng//µl. Pvha-6::apm-
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1::mcherry was made by subcloning 2.9kb of sequence immediately upstream the start
codon of vha-6 (Pvha-6) into the pPD49.26 expression vector using HindIII/XbaI
restriction sites. Apm-1 coding sequence was then PCR amplified from N2 cDNA and
inserted into the pPD49.26 expression vector immediately after Pvha-6 using NheI/KpnI
restriction sites. MCherry flanked by NotI restriction sites was then subcloned into the
pPD49.26 expression vector containing Pvha-6 and apm-1 coding sequence
immediately before the apm-1 stop codon. PzEx278 was generated by injecting Pvha6::apm-1::mcherry at 25 ng/µl alongside the coinjection marker Pmyo2::nls::mcherry at
10 ng/µl. Pglr-1::chc hub was made by PCR amplifying a region of the chc-1 coding
region containing sequence encoding residues 1075 - 1681 from N2 cDNA, homologous
to those reported in (Liu et al., 1998), and inserting into the pV6 expression vector using
NheI/KpnI restriction sites. pzEx283 was generated by injecting Pglr-1::chc hub at 25
ng/µl alongside the coinjection marker Pmyo2::nls::cherry at 10 ng/µl. Pglr-1::rfp::lgg-1
was generated by PCR amplifying the lgg-1 coding sequence from N2 cDNA, and
inserting into the pV6 expression vector using NheI/KpnI restriction sites. MCherry
flanked by NotI restriction sites was then subcloned into the plasmid containing Pglr1::lgg-1 with a NotI restriction site engineered immediately before the second codon of
lgg-1. pzEx306 was generated by injecting Pglr-1::mcherry::lgg-1 at 25 ng/µl alongside
the coinjection marker Pttx-3::dsred at 75 ng/µl. pMT3::apm-2::flag was made by PCR
amplifying apm-2 coding sequence from Pglr-1::apm-2, and inserting into the pMT3
mammalian expression vector immediately upstream of the Flag sequence with PstI/NotI
restriction sites. Generation of HA(3x)::GLR-1 (pYZ253) for transfection of HEK cells
has been previously described (Zheng et al., 2006)

Fluorescence Imaging
All ventral nerve cord (VNC) imaging experiments were performed with a Carl Zeiss
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Axiovert M1 microscope (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) with a 100x Plan
Apochromat objective (1.4 numerical aperture) with GFP and RFP filter cubes. Images
were acquired with an Orca-ER charge-coupled device camera (Hamamatsu,
Hamamatsu, Japan), using MetaMorph, version 7.1 software (Molecular Devices,
Sunnyvale, CA). All L4 animals were immobilized with 30 mg/ml 2,3-butanedione
monoxamine (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for 6-8min before imaging. For heat shock
rescue experiments, L4 animals were shifted from 20º to 30º for 2.5 hours. After heat
shock, animals recovered at 20ºC for 17.5 hours before imaging. All images were
acquired from the anterior portion of the VNC, posterior to RIG and AVG neuronal cell
bodies. To quantitate fluorescent puncta in the VNC, maximum intensity projections of
Z-series stacks (1µm depth) were made. Exposure settings and gain were optimized to
fill the 12-bit dynamic range without saturation, and set identically for all images acquired
within an experiment with a given fluorescent marker. Line scans of VNC puncta were
made using MetaMorph (version 6.0) software. Line scan data was analyzed with Igor
Pro (versions 5 and 6, Wavemetrics, Portland, OR), using custom-written software (gift
from Jeremy Dittman, Well Cornell Medical College, New York) as described previously
(Burbea et al., 2002). To normalize arc lamp output, the fluorescence intensity of 0.5 µm
FluoSphere beads (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was measured for each day of imaging.
Puncta intensities were normalized to the average bead intensity for the corresponding
day. Graphs of puncta intensities display intensity values normalized to wild-type
controls. Puncta widths were calculated by measuring the width of each punctum at
50% of the maximal peak fluorescence intensity. Puncta densities were measured by
calculating the average number of puncta per 10 µm along the VNC. All imaging
quantification in the VNC is reported with average + SEM values, and statistical
significance was determined using Student’s t test for experiments with two genotypes or
the Tukey-Kramer test for experiments comparing > two genotypes.
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To quantify the amount of total GLR-1::GFP, surface HA::GLR-1::GFP, or
mCherry::LGG-1 in neuronal cell bodies, images were taken of PVC cell bodies with
GFP or RFP filters, and maximum-intensity projections were made from Z-series stacks
(2 µm depth) as previously described (Juo et al., 2007; Kowalski et al., 2011; Monteiro et
al., 2012). The average pixel intensities of one (mCherry::LGG-1) or three (GLR-1::GFP
or surface HA::GLR-1::GFP) distinct regions of each cell body were measured using
MetaMorph (version 6.0) software. The number of mCherry::LGG-1 puncta per cell body
was estimated by counting the number of puncta above the background signal. All
imaging quantification in PVC cell bodies is reported with average + SEM values, and
statistical significance was determined using the Student’s t test.

To quantify the ratio of GLR-1::GFP or GLR-1(R887A)::GFP in the VNC/CB, average
puncta intensities in the VNC and average pixel intensities in the PVC cell body were
calculated for each worm. The intensity value in the VNC was divided by the intensity
value in PVC to yield a VNC/CB ratio for each worm in the data set. The average of
these values was calculated for each strain, and statistical significance was determined
using the Student's t test.

Fluorescence imaging of GLR-1::GFP alongside RFP-tagged compartment markers was
performed using a Zeiss LSM510 confocal microscope with a 63X objective (NA1.4).
Images were acquired with a photomultiplier tube using Zeiss LSM 510 software. All L4
animals were immobilized with 30 mg/ml 2,3-butanedione monoxamine as described
above. All images were acquired of PVC cell bodies with GFP and RFP filters
simultaneously. To quantitate fluorescent puncta in PVC, images were acquired at all
depths for the entire cell, and a representative single plane with in-focus and strong GFP
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and RFP signal was selected. Exposure settings and gain for each fluorescent marker
were optimized to fill the 12-bit dynamic range without saturation. For the GFP channel,
these parameters were set identically for all images acquired within an experiment, and
for the RFP channel, these settings were optimized for each image to account for wormto-worm changes in expression of the non-integrated array. The pinhole was adjusted
such that airy diffraction was set to one for the RFP channel, and set accordingly in the
GFP channel to match the optical slice value of the RFP channel. For quantitative
analysis of single planes, Zeiss LSM 510 software was used. Background thresholds
were first applied to each image using the automatic threshold function to analyze all
pixels in a freehand image ROI around the cell of interest and a box around the image
background. The percentage and mean intensity of GLR-1::GFP pixels colocalized with
specific organelle markers within an image ROI around the cell of interest was calculated
automatically in LSM 510 software for each image. Mean percentage and intensity of
colocalized GLR-1::GFP pixels were then calculated for each strain by averaging the
percentage and mean intensity values determined for n > 20 animals. All imaging
quantification in PVC cell bodies is reported with average + SEM values, and statistical
significance was determined using Student’s t test.

Real-Time PCR
Total RNA was isolated from mixed-stage wild-type (nuIs24) and apm-2 mutant (nuIs24;
apm-2 (gm17)) strains using an RNeasy Fibrous Tissue Mini kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA)
as previously described (Kowalski et al., 2011; Monteiro et al., 2012). Three
independent RNA preparations were conducted for each genotype. cDNA from these
RNA preps was synthesized using Superscript III Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen).
Real-time PCR was performed on the MX3000P real-time PCR machine (Tufts Center
for Neuroscience Research, Boston, MA) using the Brilliant SYBR Green QPCR Master
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Mix and SureStart Taq (Stratagene, Santa Clara, CA). The relative amount of glr-1
mRNA compared with act-1 mRNA was determined as previously described (Pfaffl,
2001), after generating standard curves to calculate the efficiency of glr-1 and act-1
primers. The ratio of glr-1 mRNA to act-1 mRNA in apm-2 (gm17) mutants was
normalized to wild-type animals with average + SEM values reported. Statistical
significance was determined using the Student’s t test (n = 3 replicates of three
independent cDNAs for each genotype).

Western blots
Total GLR-1::GFP protein levels were measured by Western blot analysis of worm
lysates derived from mixed-stage populations of wild-type and apm-2 (gm17) animals
expressing GLR-1::GFP (nuIs25). Lysates were generated by harvesting worms from
NGM plates with M9 buffer (22 mM KH2PO4, 42 mM Na2HPO4, 86 mM NaCl, 1 mM
MgSO4), centrifuging, and then resuspending in SDS sample buffer (100 mM Tris, pH
6.8, 20% glycerol, 10% SDS, and 200 mM DTT). Resuspended lysates were loaded
onto 8% poly-acrylamide gels and run at 80 - 110 V by gel electrophoresis. Gel proteins
were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes at 30 V O/N at 4°C. Membranes were
washed and blocked in 5% milk/TBST for one hour, and then incubated with monoclonal
anti-GFP (JL-8, Clontech, Mountain View, CA) or anti-tubulin (Abcam, Cambridge, UK)
antibodies in 5% milk/TBST O/N at 4°C. Primary antibodies were then washed off, and
the membranes were subsequently incubated with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated
anti-mouse (GFP) or anti-rabbit (tubulin) secondary antibodies (GE Healthcare, Fairfield,
CT) in 5% milk/TBST for two hours at room temperature. Membranes were washed,
incubated with Pierce Super Signal chemiluminescence solution (Thermo Scientific,
Rockford, IL), and then imaged using a UVP imager. Integrated band densities were
quantified using Image J, and the ratio of GLR-1::GFP/tubulin band density calculated
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for each lysate. This ratio was determined for three independent lysates each from wildtype and apm-2 (gm17) worms. Graphs depict average and SEM values for each strain,
normalized to one for wild-type.

HEK cell culture and transfection
HEK293T cells (Gift of Grace Gill) were maintained in DMEM with 0.5% FCII and
Penicillin/Streptomycin (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), and transfected as previously
described (Dahlberg and Juo, 2014). Cells were transfected with 0.5 - 3 µg of plasmid
DNA using Lipofectamine 2000, according to manufacturer's directions. pCMV-GFP was
co-transfected as a control to monitor transfection efficiency.

Immunoprecipitation from HEK cells
Immunoprecipitation experiments were conducted as previously described (Dahlberg
and Juo, 2014). Cells were washed with PBS 24 hours post-transfection and lysed with
immunoprecipitation buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5% NP-40). Cell
lysates were then spun at 14,000 rpm for 10 minutes at 4°C, and incubated with Protein
A/G sepharose beads, mouse anti-Flag antibody (M2, Sigma-Aldrich), protease
inhibitors (10 µg/ml leupeptin, 5 µg/ml chymostatin, 3 µg/ml elastin, 1 µg/ml pepstatin A,
and 1 mM PMSF), and 1 mM DTT. Sepharose beads were washed four times with
immunoprecipitation buffer and then resuspended in SDS sample buffer. Resuspended
lysates were loaded on 10% polyacrylamide gels and run by gel electrophoresis as
described above. Protein transfer and nitrocellulose membrane processing was
conducted as described above. Membranes were probed with anti-GFP (JL8), anti-HA
(Roche, gift of Ira Herman), and anti-Flag antibodies (M2, Sigma Aldrich), followed by
incubation with appropriate horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies as
described above.
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Primary culture of C. elegans neurons
Neurons were isolated from WT and apm-2 mutants expressing Pglr-1::ha::glr-1::gfp
(pzIs12) and cultured as previously described (Christensen et al., 2002; Strange et al.,
2007). Briefly, egg-bearing adult worms were collected from age-synchronized plates
and washed repeatedly until free of bacteria. Worms were lysed in egg isolation solution
(2N NaOH, 20% bleach) for 5 minutes and washed several times with egg buffer (118
mM NaCl, 48 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgCl2, 25 mM HEPES pH7.3). Eggs were
harvested by sucrose float and digested under sterile conditions using Chitinase (SigmaAldrich). Digested eggs were then resuspended in sterile L-15 medium (Invitrogen)
containing 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Invitrogen), 50 U/ml
penicillin (Invitrogen), and 50 µg/ml streptomycin (Invitrogen). Cells were then gently
dissociated from the digested eggs by pipetting the cell suspension against the inside
wall of a sterile microcentrifuge tube, and then filtered using a 5 µm Durapore filter
(Millipore, Bedford, MA) with 3 ml syringe. Cells were seeded onto 18 mm glass
coverslips (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) coated with peanut-lectin (SigmaAldrich), and grown in L-15 media with FBS, penicillin, and streptomycin. Cell cultures
were maintained in humidified boxes at 20°C and immunolabeling experiments were
conducted on days 3-4 post-plating.

Immunolabeling
Primary cultured neurons were fixed and stained as previously described (Zheng et al.,
2004). Briefly, neurons were fixed in 3% paraformaldehyde at room temperature for 30
min. To label surface HA::GLR-1::GFP receptors, cells were blocked in 0.2% BSA for 20
min, and then incubated with 0.5 µg/ml anti-hemagglutinin (HA)-Alexa fluor 594
antibodies (16B12, Invitrogen) for 45 min. To label all HA::GLR-1::GFP receptors,
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neurons were permeabilized in 0.2% TritonX-100 for 2 min prior to blocking. Cells were
then washed in PBS and mounted onto glass slides for imaging.
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Introduction
AMPA-type ionotropic glutamate receptors (AMPARs) mediate the majority of excitatory
neurotransmission in the mammalian CNS, and their abundance at synapses can
directly alter synaptic strength. Alterations in synaptic strength are believed to underlie
the mechanism by which we learn and encode memory (Bredt and Nicoll, 2003;
Shepherd and Huganir, 2007), while aberrant glutamatergic signaling is thought to
contribute to several neurodegenerative diseases (Kwak and Weiss, 2006; Szydlowska
and Tymianski, 2010). Trafficking of transmembrane cargo in the biosynthetic pathway
is mediated, in part, by adaptor protein (AP) complexes which recruit cargo into vesicles
that bud from membranes of various organelles such as the ER, Golgi, endosomes, and
the plasma membrane (Boehm and Bonifacino, 2001). It is well-established that
AMPAR-containing vesicles can be transported from the cell body to the synapse by
members of the kinesin family of molecular motors that drive vesicle transport along
microtubules (Hirokawa et al., 2009, 2010). While many motors have been implicated in
the targeting of AMPARs to synapses (Hoerndli et al., 2013; Monteiro et al., 2012; Setou
et al., 2002; Shin et al., 2003; Wyszynski et al., 2002), much less is known about the
mechanisms and specific AP complexes that recruit AMPARs into vesicles earlier in the
biosynthetic trafficking pathway.

Adaptor Protein (AP) complexes are heterotetrameric protein complexes which mediate
the transport of transmembrane cargo throughout the endocytic and secretory pathways
(Chapter 1, Figure 1.4-1.5). Their main function is to recruit cargo via sorting motifs and
clathrin, in many cases, into budding vesicles (McMahon and Boucrot, 2011; Owen et
al., 2004; Robinson, 2004; Traub, 2009). Five AP complexes have been identified in
mammals including AP1 - AP5 (Dell’Angelica et al., 1999; Hirst et al., 2011; Keen, 1987;
Simpson et al., 1997), while three AP complexes are encoded in the C. elegans
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genome, AP1 - AP3 (Grant and Hirsh, 1999; Lee et al., 1994; Shim and Lee, 2005; Shim
et al., 2000). Similar to the other AP complexes, AP2 consists of two large subunits, α
and β2 (~ 90 kDa ea.), one medium subunit, µ2 (~ 50 kDa), and one small subunit, σ2 (~
20 kDa) (Matsui and Kirchhausen, 1990) (Figure 2.1). AP2 functions at the plasma
membrane to regulate the endocytosis of transmembrane proteins, as well as on
autolysosomal membranes to regulate the generation of lysosomes during autophagic
lysosome reformation (ALR) (Robinson, 2004; Rong et al., 2012; Traub, 2003). In
neurons, AP2 is a well-known regulator of synaptic vesicle (SV) endocytosis and
recycling, a process in which SV proteins are endocytosed from the presynaptic
membrane after SV fusion and reincorporated into new SVs to sustain
neurotransmission (Dittman and Ryan, 2009; González-Gaitán and Jäckle, 1997; Gu et
al., 2008, 2013; Kim and Ryan, 2009; Mullen et al., 2012). Localization of AP2 to the
plasma membrane and autolysosomes is largely mediated by direct interaction with
phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PI(4,5)P2) (Collins et al., 2002; Gaidarov et al.,
1996; Jackson et al., 2010; Rohde et al., 2002), which is enriched in these membranes
(Botelho et al., 2000; Mayinger, 2012; Di Paolo and De Camilli, 2006; Rong et al., 2012;
Várnai and Balla, 1998).

Several AP complexes have been implicated in the trafficking of ionotropic glutamate
receptors (iGluRs). Interference with the function of AP1, which localizes to the transGolgi network (TGN) and recycling endosomes (REs) (Boehm and Bonifacino, 2001),
results in the mistargeting of NR2A and NR2B subunits to axons in hippocampal
neurons, but interestingly the AMPAR subunits GluR1 and GluR2 are localized normally
(Farías et al., 2012). In C. elegans, loss of function in the AP1 µ1 homolog, unc-101,
results in increased levels of the AMPA-type glutamate receptor, GLR-1, in axons of the
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RIA and AVE interneurons (Margeta et al., 2009). Unc-101/µ1 appears to regulate the
transcytosis of GLR-1 from axons to dendrites, although the role of unc-101/µ1 in
regulating GLR-1 in other glr-1 expressing interneurons has not been addressed.
Additionally, although GLR-1 levels are reduced in RIA dendrites of unc-101/µ1 mutants,
GLR-1 is still present there (Margeta et al., 2009), suggesting that other sorting adaptors
may also promote the targeting of GLR-1 to postsynaptic sites. AP2 is required for the
activity-induced endocytosis of postsynaptic NMDARs as well as AMPARs in
mammalian neurons via direct interactions with the GluR2 subunit (Carroll et al., 1999a;
Han et al., 2013; Kastning et al., 2007; Lavezzari et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2002; Man et
al., 2000; Matsuda et al., 2013; Prybylowski et al., 2005; Roche et al., 2001; Unoki et al.,
2012). However, because AP2 knockout in mice is embryonic lethal (Mitsunari et al.,
2005), these studies were conducted in neuronal cell cultures with strategies that
inhibited, but did not ablate, AP2 function. Therefore, investigation of AMPAR regulation
in an AP2 null mutant background in an intact organism has not been addressed. AP3,
which functions in trafficking events between early and late endosomes and/or
lysosomes (Dell’Angelica, 2009), promotes the post-endocytic sorting of AMPARs away
from the recycling route and towards the lysosomal degradation pathway in response to
increased neuronal activity (Matsuda et al., 2013). Finally, knockout of the β4 subunit of
AP4, which localizes to the TGN and/or REs (Barois and Bakke, 2005), results in the
accumulation of AMPARs in autophagosomes that are localized to axons of
hippocampal neurons, although AMPAR localization to dendrites and spines is not
affected (Matsuda et al., 2008). These studies illustrate that: i) the AP complexes that
promote and maintain AMPAR abundance in dendrites of mammalian neurons have not
been identified, ii) other AP complexes besides AP1 are likely to contribute to the
targeting of AMPA-type iGluRs to synapses in C. elegans, and iii) the in vivo role of AP2
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in the regulation of AMPARs using an AP2 null mutant background has not been
investigated.

The genetic model organism C. elegans has been used to identify genes and
mechanisms that regulate the trafficking of iGluRs. The mechanisms that regulate the
sorting of iGluRs into vesicles early in the biosynthetic trafficking pathway are not well
understood. The C. elegans genome encodes ten iGluRs, two NMDA-type and eight
non-NMDA-type (Brockie et al., 2001). Of these iGluR homologs, GLR-1 is most similar
to mammalian AMPARs (Brockie et al., 2001; Hart et al., 1995; Maricq et al., 1995).
GLR-1 is expressed in the command interneurons of the locomotory control circuit where
it localizes to sensory-interneuron and interneuron-interneuron synapses (Brockie et al.,
2001; Burbea et al., 2002; Hart et al., 1995; Maricq et al., 1995; Rongo et al., 1998), and
is required for several glutamate-dependent behaviors (Chao et al., 2004; Hart et al.,
1995; Maricq et al., 1995; Mellem et al., 2002; Zheng et al., 1999) and various forms of
associative learning, memory, and habituation (Emtage et al., 2009; Morrison and van
der Kooy, 2001; Rose et al., 2003; Stetak et al., 2009; Vukojevic et al., 2012). In this
study, we demonstrate an unexpected role for the AP2 clathrin adaptor protein complex
in the regulation of GLR-1.

In Chapter 2, we show that AP2 functions in the mature nervous system to promote the
abundance of the AMPA-type glutamate receptor GLR-1 in the ventral nerve cord (VNC).
In contrast to loss of function of mutants for other components of the clathrin endocytic
machinery (Burbea et al., 2002), we find that GLR-1 levels are reduced in the VNC and
increased in the interneuron cell bodies of several AP2 loss of function mutants. This
phenotype does not appear to depend on the role of AP2 in SV endocytosis and
recycling (Dittman and Ryan, 2009; González-Gaitán and Jäckle, 1997; Gu et al., 2008,
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2013; Kim and Ryan, 2009; Mullen et al., 2012). Surprisingly, our genetic analyses
indicate that AP2 functions upstream of GLR-1 endocytosis in the VNC. Preliminary
evidence suggests that AP2 may directly interact with GLR-1 via the APM-2 (µ2) subunit,
and mutation of a conserved residue in GLR-1 demonstrated to be critical for the
interaction of AP2 µ2 with mammalian AMPARs results in reduced levels of GLR-1 in the
VNC and increased GLR-1 levels in the cell body. In the absence of AP2 function, GLR1 accumulates not at the plasma membrane of interneuron cell bodies as might be
expected for an endocytic adaptor, but instead in syntaxin-13 positive endosomal
compartments. These results raise the intriguing possibility that AP2 may regulate the
forward trafficking of GLR-1 in the biosynthetic pathway by mediating GLR-1 transport
events between intracellular compartments of the cell body or GLR-1 loading into
transport vesicles for motor-driven transport to the VNC. Additionally, preliminary
evidence is consistent with the idea that AP2 function in macroautophagy may contribute
to GLR-1 regulation. The results in this chapter therefore establish a novel role for the
AP2 clathrin adaptor in the regulation of AMPA-type iGluRs, and set the stage for future
mechanistic studies.

Results
AP2 functions in glr-1 expressing interneurons to promote GLR-1 abundance in
the ventral nerve cord
To study the trafficking of GLR-1, we analyze the distribution of a GFP-tagged GLR-1
subunit in which GFP is inserted within the cytoplasmic C-terminal tail (GLR-1::GFP)
(Rongo et al., 1998). GLR-1::GFP, when expressed under the glr-1 promoter, localizes
in a punctate pattern within the ventral nerve cord (VNC) (Chapter 1, Figure 1.7). Over
80% of these GLR-1::GFP puncta are closely apposed by presynaptic markers,
indicating that GLR-1::GFP is localized to postsynaptic sites (Burbea et al., 2002; Rongo
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et al., 1998). Additionally, expression of GLR-1::GFP under the glr-1 promoter rescues
the behavioral defects of glr-1 null mutants, indicating that GLR-1::GFP forms a
functional receptor (Rongo et al., 1998).

The abundance of synaptic iGluRs is regulated by clathrin-mediated endocytosis
(Burbea et al., 2002; Carroll et al., 1999a, 1999b; Kastning et al., 2007; Lüscher et al.,
1999; Man et al., 2000). Disruption of the gene encoding the clathrin adaptin unc11/AP180 in C. elegans, which causes defects in clathrin-mediated endocytosis (Nonet
et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 1998), results in increased levels of GLR-1 in the VNC (Burbea
et al., 2002). We tested whether mutations in the AP2 clathrin adaptor protein complex,
which also functions in clathrin-mediated endocytosis, affect GLR-1 distribution in the
VNC. We analyzed the distribution of GLR-1::GFP in four AP2 loss of function mutants
affecting the α subunit, apa-2 (ox422), µ2 subunit, apm-2 (gm17) and apm-2 (e840), and
σ2 subunit, aps-2 (tm2912) (Figure 2.1). Animals carrying homozygous apm-2 (e840) or
apa-2 (ox422) alleles are predicted to be null mutants for these AP2 subunits, while
apm-2 (gm17) recapitulates many of the phenotypes associated with apm-2 (e840), and
is likely to disrupt apm-2 function to a similar extent (Gu et al., 2008). Surprisingly, we
found that AP2 mutants expressing an integrated GLR-1::GFP transgene under the glr-1
promoter (nuIs24) exhibit a 25% - 32% reduction in GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities in the
VNC (p < 0.0001) compared to wild-type controls (Figure 2.2A-H; see Materials and
Methods for quantification). Expression of wild-type or mCherry-tagged apm-2 cDNA
under control of the glr-1 promoter corrects the GLR-1::GFP puncta intensity defect in
the VNC of apm-2 (e840) and apm-2 (gm17) mutants, respectively (Figure 2.2C,E,H).
Additionally, we found that expression of wild-type apm-2 cDNA in apm-2 (e840)
mutants results in a 66% increase in GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities in the VNC (p <
0.0001) compared to wild-type controls (Figure 2.2E,H). Taken together, these
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Figure 2.1

Figure 2.1. AP2 subunits in the C. elegans genome. AP2 α is encoded by the apa-2
gene; AP2 β is encoded by apb-1, a subunit that is shared between AP1 and AP2 in C.
elegans (Boehm and Bonifacino, 2001; Grant and Hirsh, 1999); AP2 µ2 is encoded by
apm-2, also known as dpy-23; and AP2 σ2 is encoded by aps-2.
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Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.2. GLR-1 abundance is reduced in the VNC of multiple AP2 loss of
function mutants
(A-G) Representative images of GLR-1::GFP puncta in the anterior VNC of L4 wild-type
(A), apm-2 (gm17) (B), mCherry-tag rescued apm-2 (gm17) (C), apm-2 (e840) (D),
rescued apm-2 (e840) (E), apa-2 (ox422) (F), and aps-2 (tm2912) (G) animals
expressing integrated GLR-1::GFP (nuIs24). All animals are oriented with anterior to the
left and ventral to the top in these and all subsequent images. (H) Quantification of
GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities (normalized) for the strains pictured in A-G. Shown are
the means and SEM for n = 121 wild-type, n = 57 apm-2 (gm17), n = 21 mCherry-tag
rescued apm-2 (gm17) animals, n = 60 apm-2 (e840), n = 27 rescued apm-2 (e840), n =
25 apa-2 (ox422), and n = 31 aps-2 (tm2912). The Tukey-Kramer test was used to
determine values that differ significantly from wild-type, denoted by asterisks (*) above
each bar (* p < 0.0001).
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results indicate that AP2 can function in glr-1-expressing interneurons to positively
regulate GLR-1 abundance in the VNC. Surprisingly, these results suggest that AP2 is
required for some other function besides clathrin-mediated endocytosis of GLR-1 in the
VNC in order to maintain normal GLR-1 levels in the VNC.

GLR-1 abundance is not further reduced in the VNC of apm-2 apa-2 mutants
Until recently, it was generally thought that AP complexes function exclusively as
tetramers, and that loss of one AP subunit destabilizes the entire complex (Collins et al.,
2002; Kim and Ryan, 2009; Meyer et al., 2000; Mitsunari et al., 2005; Motley et al., 2003;
Peden et al., 2002; Traub, 2003). A recent study by the Jorgensen lab however, showed
that AP2 hemicomplexes (α/σ2 and β/µ2) can function in the absence of single AP2
subunits in vivo (Gu et al., 2013). Consistent with previous results, this study found that
loss of apa-2 (α) function results in a significant loss of APM-2 (µ2) protein. However,
the remaining APM-2 was localized normally to synaptic regions along with the AP2
APB-1 (β) subunit. Similarly, in apm-2 mutants, APA-2 (α) protein was significantly
reduced, but it remain bound to the APS-2 (σ2) subunit, and localized normally to
synaptic regions (Gu et al., 2008, 2013). When apa-2 and apm-2 loss of function was
combined, there was an additive decrease in the number of synaptic vesicles (SVs) at
presynaptic nerve terminals compared to single apa-2 or apm-2 mutants. These results
suggest that AP2 heterodimers can regulate SV recycling in C. elegans, and are
consistent with a previous structural study showing that the active "open" conformation
of AP2 consists of two heterodimers (α/σ2 and β/µ2) that are only loosely associated
with one another (Jackson et al., 2010). These results raise the intriguing question of
whether AP2 heterodimers regulate other AP2-mediated processes.
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We investigated whether AP2 heterodimers contribute to GLR-1 regulation by examining
the distribution of GLR-1::GFP in the VNC of apm-2 apa-2 double mutants. We noted
that these worms were very sick, and had to be maintained in an apm-2 apa-2
heterozygous state with a chromosome balancer, as previously reported (Gu et al.,
2013). This indicates that loss of one AP2 subunit is less severe than loss of the entire
AP2 complex in regulating worm viability. Similar to loss of single AP2 subunits, we
found that GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities were reduced in the VNC of apm-2 apa-2
double mutants (p < 0.01) compared to wild-type controls (Figure 2.3). Surprisingly, we
found that puncta intensities for apm-2 apa-2 mutants were not significantly different (p >
0.05) compared to apm-2 or apa-2 single mutants (Figure 2.3). These results are in
contrast to the heterodimer function of AP2 in SV recycling, and suggest that AP2
functions as an obligate tetramer to regulate GLR-1. Alternatively, it is possible that high
levels of auto-fluorescence exhibited by apm-2 apa-2 double mutants (due to their
reduced viability) contributed to the measured GFP puncta intensities in the VNC. We
tested this idea by measuring GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities relative to the baseline
fluorescence in the VNC. We found that this ratio was not significantly different in apm-2
apa-2 double mutants (p > 0.05) compared to single apm-2 or apa-2 mutants (data not
shown). These results suggest that GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities are similar in AP2
mutants lacking function in single or double subunits. Taken together, these results
suggest that AP2 functions as an obligate tetramer to regulate GLR-1.

glr-1 transcript and GLR-1 protein levels are not reduced in apm-2 mutants
Since GLR-1::GFP levels were decreased in the VNC of multiple AP2 loss of function
mutants, we tested whether AP2 regulates glr-1 transcription. If AP2 regulates GLR1::GFP abundance in the VNC through glr-1 transcription, then we would expect that glr1 transcript levels would be reduced in AP2 mutant animals. We tested this idea by
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Figure 2.3
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Figure 2.3. GLR-1 levels are not further reduced in the VNC of apm-2 apa-2 double
mutants
(A-G) Representative images of GLR-1::GFP puncta in the anterior VNC of L4 wild-type
(A), apa-2 (ox422) (B), apm-2 (e840) (C), and apm-2 (e840) apa-2 (ox422) (D) animals
expressing integrated GLR-1::GFP (nuIs24). (E) Quantification of GLR-1::GFP puncta
intensities (normalized) for the strains pictured in A-D. Shown are the means and SEM
for n = 31 wild-type, n = 25 apa-2 (ox422), n = 30 apm-2 (e840), and n = 22 apm-2
(e840) apa-2 (ox422) animals. The Tukey-Kramer test was used to determine values
that differ significantly from wild-type, denoted by asterisks (*) above each bar (* p <
0.01). n.s. denotes no significance (p > 0.05).
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measuring the amount of glr-1 to act-1 (actin) mRNA by real-time PCR in wild-type and
apm-2 (gm17) mutants. Instead of a decrease in glr-1 transcript levels, we observed a
2.3-fold increase in glr-1 mRNA in apm-2 (gm17) mutants (p < 0.01) compared to wildtype controls (Figure 2.4A). This indicates that the decrease in GLR-1::GFP in the VNC
of apm-2 mutants is not due to a reduction in glr-1 transcription. Interestingly, this result
is similar to that seen in animals with loss of function mutations in other genes which
positively regulate the abundance of GLR-1 in the VNC, and may suggest a feedback
mechanism in which reductions in synaptic GLR-1 trigger increases in glr-1 transcription
in the cell (Kowalski et al., 2011; Monteiro et al., 2012).

Although glr-1 transcript levels were not reduced in AP2 mutants, it is possible that total
GLR-1 protein levels are decreased. The decrease in GLR-1::GFP observed in the VNC
of AP2 mutants could thus be a secondary consequence of reduced GLR-1 protein. We
tested whether AP2 post-transcriptionally regulates GLR-1 levels by measuring the
amount of GLR-1::GFP protein normalized to tubulin in wild-type and apm-2 mutants by
Western blot analysis of total worm lysates. We found that lysates from apm-2 mutants
exhibited no change in the ratio of GLR-1::GFP/tubulin (p > 0.05) compared to wild-type
controls (Figure 2.4B-C). Together, these results suggest that alterations in the
synthesis of GLR-1 cannot explain the observed decrease in GLR-1 abundance in the
VNC of AP2 mutants.

Loss of function mutations in genes that promote synaptic vesicle (SV)
abundance do not give rise to decreased GLR-1 levels in the VNC
AP2 regulates synaptic vesicle (SV) endocytosis and recycling in neurons in C. elegans,
Drosophila and mammals (Dittman and Ryan, 2009; González-Gaitán and Jäckle, 1997;
Gu et al., 2008, 2013). In C. elegans, the number of SVs at presynaptic nerve terminals
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Figure 2.4. GLR-1 mRNA and protein levels are not reduced in apm-2 mutants
(A) Real-time PCR analysis of mRNA levels in mixed-stage populations of wild-type and
apm-2 (gm17) animals expressing GLR-1::GFP (nuIs24). glr-1 and act-1 mRNA were
detected by linear range PCR amplification of total CDNA from each strain using gene
specific primers. Graph depicts the mean glr-1 to act-1 ratio (n=9 replicates for each
genotype from three independent mRNA preps). Error bars show SEM. The Student’s t
test was used to determine values that differ significantly from wild-type, denoted by
asterisks (*) above each bar (* p < 0.01). (B) Representative Western blot for total
GLR-1::GFP and tubulin in lysates from mixed-stage populations of wild-type and apm-2
(gm17) animals expressing GLR-1::GFP (nuIs25). The ratio of GLR-1::GFP to tubulin
was calculated for each strain and normalized to one for wild-type within each
experiment. (C) Quantification of the ratio of GLR-1::GFP/tubuln (normalized) in three
independent lysates each from wild-type and apm-2 (gm17) animals. The Student's t
test was used to determine values that differ significantly from wild-type.
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of motor neurons is greatly reduced in apm-2 mutants (Gu et al., 2008, 2013). Since
alterations in presynaptic activity can lead to changes in postsynaptic GLR-1 levels
(Grunwald et al., 2004), we conducted two experiments to test whether the effects of
apm-2 on SV numbers could indirectly affect GLR-1 in the VNC. First, we measured the
abundance of GLR-1::GFP in the VNC of animals containing mutations in the C. elegans
Stonin ortholog unc-41 (Mullen et al., 2012). Stonin family proteins interact with
endocytic machinery and have been implicated in mediating SV endocytosis and
recycling in C. elegans, Drosophila and mammals (Diril et al., 2006; Fergestad et al.,
1999; Kelly and Phillips, 2005; Martina et al., 2001; Walther et al., 2004). In C. elegans,
unc-41 mutants exhibit reductions in SV numbers at presynaptic sites that are almost
identical to apm-2 mutants (Gu et al., 2008; Mullen et al., 2012). Furthermore, unc-41;
apm-2 double mutants have reductions in SV numbers that are indistinguishable from
unc-41 single mutants (Mullen et al., 2012), indicating that unc-41 and apm-2 function in
the same genetic pathway to regulate SV numbers. If the decrease in GLR-1::GFP in
the VNC of apm-2 mutants was due to a postsynaptic response to reduced SVs, then we
would expect unc-41 mutants to have a similar decrease in GLR-1::GFP in the VNC as
apm-2 mutants. In contrast, we found that GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities were
unaltered in the VNC of unc-41 mutants (p > 0.05) compared to wild-type controls
(Figure 2.5A-C). This data suggests that a reduction in the number of SVs cannot
explain the decrease in GLR-1::GFP abundance in the VNC of apm-2 mutants. Second,
we measured the distribution of GLR-1::GFP in the VNC of unc-104/KIF1A mutants.
UNC-104 is required to transport SVs to presynaptic terminals in C. elegans neurons
(Hall and Hedgecock, 1991; Nonet et al., 1993) and SNB-1::GFP is absent from
synapses in the VNC of unc-104 mutants (Rongo et al., 1998). We found no difference
in the fluorescence intensity of GLR-1::GFP between wild type and unc-104 mutants
(Figure 2.5D-F), consistent with findings from a previous study (Rongo et al., 1998).
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Figure 2.5
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Figure 2.5. GLR-1 levels are not altered in the ventral nerve cord of loss of
function mutants for genes that promote SV abundance
(A-B) Representative images of the anterior VNC of L4 wild-type (A) and unc-41 (e268)
(B) animals expressing GLR-1::GFP (nuIs24). (C) Quantification of GLR-1::GFP puncta
intensities (normalized) for the strains pictured in A-B. Shown are the means and SEM
for n = 33 wild-type and n = 30 unc-41 (e268) animals. The Student’s t test was used to
determine values that differ significantly from wild-type. n.s. denotes no significant
difference (p > 0.05). (D-E) Representative images of the anterior VNC of L4 wild-type
(D) and unc-104 (e1265) (E) animals expressing GLR-1::GFP (nuIs25). (F)
Quantification of GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities (normalized) for the strains pictured in
D-E. Shown are the means and SEM for n = 29 wild-type and n = 25 unc-104 (e1265)
animals. The Student's t test was used to determine values that differ significantly from
wild-type. n.s. denotes no significant difference (p > 0.05).
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Together, these data suggest that the decrease in GLR-1 in the VNC of apm-2 is unlikely
a secondary consequence of the effects of AP2 on SV numbers.

APM-2 functions upstream of GLR-1 endocytosis in the ventral nerve cord
We next took two approaches to test whether AP2 functions at one of several steps in
the GLR-1 trafficking pathway. The biosynthetic transport of iGluRs involves vesiclemediated transport from the cell body to the synapse where they are delivered to the
plasma membrane via exocytosis. At the synaptic membrane, iGluRs undergo repeated
rounds of clathrin-mediated endocytosis followed by either recycling back to the plasma
membrane or degradation via the MVB-lysosome pathway (Ehlers, 2000; Lin et al.,
2000; Shepherd and Huganir, 2007). The reduction in GLR-1 abundance in the VNC of
AP2 mutants could arise from defects in the anterograde trafficking of GLR-1 from the
cell body to the VNC (upstream of GLR-1 endocytosis in the VNC), a reduction in postendocytic GLR-1 recycling, or increased post-endocytic GLR-1 degradation. In the first
approach, we tested whether AP2 functions upstream of GLR-1 endocytosis in the VNC
by measuring GLR-1::GFP distribution in the VNC of apm-2; unc-11 double mutants.
Mutations in the clathrin adaptin unc-11/AP180 block clathrin-mediated endocytosis
(Nonet et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 1998), and result in increased GLR-1::GFP abundance
in the VNC (Burbea et al., 2002). If AP2 functions upstream of GLR-1 endocytosis in the
VNC, then we would expect apm-2; unc-11 double mutants to have a similar reduction in
GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities in the VNC as observed in apm-2 single mutants.
Conversely, if AP2 functions downstream of GLR-1 endocytosis in the VNC to promote
post-endocytic recycling or inhibit degradation of GLR-1, then we would expect GLR1::GFP to accumulate in the VNC of apm-2; unc-11 double mutants to an extent similar
to that of unc-11 single mutants. We found that apm-2; unc-11 double mutants had a
non-significant 18% reduction in GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities in the VNC compared to
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wild-type controls (p > 0.05) that was similar to apm-2 single mutants (p = 0.63) and
significantly different from unc-11 single mutants (p < 0.0001) (Figure 2.6A-E). Although
these results indicate that apm-2 is not fully epistatic to unc-11, they are nonetheless
consistent with the idea that AP2 functions upstream of GLR-1 endocytosis in the VNC.

To further confirm that AP2 functions upstream of GLR-1 endocytosis in the VNC, we
tested whether the levels of a non-ubiquitinatable form of GFP-tagged GLR-1 (GLR1(4KR)::GFP) are reduced in the VNC of apm-2 mutants. GLR-1 ubiquitination is
required for clathrin-mediated endocytosis and lysosome-mediated degradation of GLR1, and mutation of all four lysines to arginines in the GLR-1 cytoplasmic tail prevents
ubiquitination. This block of GLR-1 endocytosis and degradation results in the
accumulation of GLR-1(4KR)::GFP in the VNC (Burbea et al., 2002). To further
determine whether AP2 functions upstream of GLR-1 endocytosis and degradation in
the VNC, we measured the abundance of GLR-1(4KR)::GFP in the VNC of apm-2
mutants. We found that GLR-1(4KR)::GFP puncta intensities were decreased by 41% in
the VNC of apm-2 mutants (p < 0.0001) compared to wild-type controls (Figure 2.6F-H).
This result is similar to the decrease of GLR-1::GFP in the VNC of apm-2 mutants
(Figure 2.2A, B, D, H), and suggests that AP2 functions upstream of the endocytosis and
post-endocytic degradation of GLR-1 in the VNC. Taken together, these results are
consistent with a role for AP2 in regulating the biosynthetic delivery of GLR-1 from the
cell body to the synapse.

GLR-1 accumulates in the neuronal cell bodies of AP2 mutants
If AP2 regulates GLR-1 trafficking from the cell body to the synapse, then we would
expect GLR-1 to accumulate in the interneuron cell bodies of AP2 mutants. We tested
this idea by measuring the abundance of GLR-1::GFP in PVC interneuron cell bodies of
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wild-type, apm-2 (e840), aps-2 (tm2912), and apa-2 (ox422) mutants. We found that
GLR-1::GFP cell body fluorescence increased by 81% and 72% in apm-2 (e840) and
apa-2 (ox422) mutants respectively (p < 0.0001) (Figure 2.6I, J, L, M), and by 16% in
aps-2 (tm2912) mutants (p > 0.05) (Figure 2.6I, K, M) compared to wild-type controls.
These results indicate that GLR-1 abundance is increased in the cell body of AP2
mutants, and are consistent with a role for AP2 in regulating the transport of GLR-1 from
the cell body to the VNC.
APM-2 is not required during early development to regulate GLR-1 abundance in
the VNC
We next tested whether the decrease in GLR-1 abundance in the VNC of AP2 mutants
was due to defects in early development. To test this idea, we expressed apm-2 cDNA
under a heat-shock inducible promoter (hsp16.2) in apm-2 (gm17) mutants. We raised
animals at 20° (inactive promoter) until the L4 stage, and then shifted the animals to 30°
for 2.5 hours to induce expression of apm-2 cDNA in apm-2 mutants. We then analyzed
GLR-1::GFP in the VNC of adult animals after 17.5 hours recovery at 20°. We found
that heat-shocked apm-2 (gm17) mutants exhibited a 30% decrease in GLR-1::GFP
puncta intensities in the VNC (p < 0.001) compared to wild-type controls (Figure 2.7A, B,
D), similar to that seen for apm-2 mutants raised at 20° (Figure 2.2A, B, H). Conversely,
apm-2 (gm17) mutants expressing heat-shock inducible apm-2 cDNA exhibited GLR1::GFP puncta intensities in the VNC that were 27% above wild-type levels (p < 0.01)
(Figure 2.7A, C, D). This result indicates that AP2 is not required during early
development to regulate GLR-1 levels in the VNC.
GLR-1 levels are not altered in the VNC of sol-1; stg-1; stg-2 mutants
One mechanism by which AP2 could regulate the biosynthetic delivery of GLR-1 from
the cell body to the synapse is by mediating the endocytosis of a chaperone protein
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Figure 2.6
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Figure 2.6. APM-2 functions prior to GLR-1 endocytosis in the ventral nerve cord
(A-D) Representative images of GLR-1::GFP puncta in the anterior VNC of L4 wild-type
(A), unc-11 (e47) (B), apm-2 (gm17) (C), and apm-2; unc-11 animals expressing GLR1::GFP (nuIs24). (E) Quantification of GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities (normalized) for
the strains pictured in A-D. Shown are the means and SEM for n = 49 wild-type, n = 22
unc-11 (e47), n = 57 apm-2 (gm17), and n = 26 apm-2; unc-11 animals. The TukeyKramer test was used to determine values that differ significantly from wild-type, denoted
by asterisks (*) above each bar (*p < 0.001). n.s. denotes no significant difference (p >
0.05). (F-G) Representative images of the anterior VNC of L4 wild-type (F) and apm-2
(gm17) (G) animals expressing integrated GLR-1(4KR)::GFP (nuIs108). (H)
Quantification of GLR-1(4KR)::GFP puncta intensities (normalized) for the strains
pictured in F-G. Shown are the means and SEMs for n = 27 wild-type and n = 38 apm-2
(gm17) animals. The Student’s t test was used to determine values that differ
significantly from wild-type, denoted by asterisks (*) above each bar (*p < 0.0001). (I-L)
Representative images of PVC neuron cell bodies of L4 wild-type (I), apm-2 (e840) (J),
aps-2 (tm2912) (K), and apa-2 (ox422) (L) animals expressing GLR-1::GFP (nuIs24).
(M) Quantification of GLR-1::GFP mean fluorescence intensity (normalized) for the
strains pictured in I-L. Shown are the means and SEM for n = 23 wild-type, n = 21 apm2 (e840), n = 25 aps-2 (tm2912), and n = 25 apa-2 (ox422) animals. The Tukey-Kramer
test was used to determine values that differ significantly from wild-type, denoted by
asterisks (*) above each bar (* p < 0.0001).
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Figure 2.7
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Figure 2.7. APM-2 functions in the mature nervous system to regulate the
abundance of GLR-1 in the ventral nerve cord
(A-C) Representative images of the anterior VNC of adult wild-type (A), apm-2 (gm17)
(B), and heat-shock rescued apm-2 (gm17) (C) animals expressing GLR-1::GFP
(nuIs24) after 2.5 hours of heat shock and 17.5 hours recovery. Heat-shock rescued
apm-2 mutant animals express wild-type apm-2 cDNA under control of the heat-shock
inducible promoter (pzEx259). Quantification of GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities
(normalized) for the strains pictured in A-C. Graph depicts mean and SEMs for n = 29
wild-type, n = 24 apm-2 (gm17), and n = 27 heat-shock rescued apm-2 (gm17) animals.
The Tukey-Kramer test was used to determine values that differ significantly from wildtype, denote by asterisks (*) above each bar (* p < 0.01).
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which is required for the forward trafficking of GLR-1. AP2 has been shown to function
in a similar manner in the regulation of MIG-14/Wntless, a Wnt-binding transmembrane
protein that must be endocytosed from the plasma membrane and trafficked back to the
Golgi to promote Wnt trafficking and secretion (Pan et al., 2008). In mammalian
neurons, members of the Transmembrane-AMPAR-Regulatory-Proteins (TARPs) can
directly associate with AMPARs and regulate their synaptic targeting. The µ2 subunit of
AP2 has been shown to interact directly with the TARP stargazin/γ2 in an activitydependent manner (Matsuda et al., 2013). In neurons which lack function in
stargazin/γ2, AMPARs remain trapped in the ER, thus reducing the number of synaptic
AMPARs (Chen et al., 2000). Interestingly, overexpression of the TARPs γ-3, γ-4, or γ-8
is sufficient to restore the reduction of AMPAR-mediated synaptic currents in neurons
which lack stargazin/γ-2 function (Tomita et al., 2003). This suggests that TARPs may
be able to functionally substitute for one another to regulate the synaptic targeting of
AMPARs. The C. elegans genome encodes four known TARP-related proteins that
include SOL-1, STG-1, STG-2, and the recently identified SOL-2. While these TARPs
are known to regulate GLR-1-mediated synaptic transmission, worms with loss of
function mutations in single TARPs or both stg-1 and stg-2 exhibit normal levels of GLR1 in the VNC (Wang et al., 2008, 2012; Zheng et al., 2004).

If AP2 mediated regulation of GLR-1 is dependent upon chaperone TARPs, then we
would expect GLR-1 levels to be reduced in the VNC of TARP mutants. Since loss of
function in single TARPs revealed no change in GLR-1 abundance in the VNC, we
tested the idea that C. elegans TARPs function redundantly to regulate the targeting of
GLR-1 to the VNC. We analyzed the distribution of GLR-1::GFP in the VNC of sol-1;
stg-1; stg-2 triple mutants, and found that GLR-1::GFP mean puncta intensities were
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Figure 2.8
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Figure 2.8. GLR-1 levels are not altered in the ventral nerve cord of sol-1; stg-1;
stg-2 mutants
(A-B) Representative images of the anterior VNC of L4 wild-type (A) and sol-1 (ak63);
stg-1 (ok3134); stg-2 (ok2540) (B) animals expressing GLR-1::GFP (nuIs24). (C)
Quantification of GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities (normalized) for the strains pictured in
A-B. Shown are the means and SEM for n = 24 wild-type and n = 25 sol-1 (ak63); stg-1
(ok3134); stg-2 (ok2540) animals. The Student’s t test was used to determine values
that differ significantly from wild-type. n.s. denotes no significant difference (p > 0.05).
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unaltered in sol-1 (ak63); stg-1 (ok3134); stg-2 (ok2540) triple mutants (p > 0.05)
compared to wild-type controls (Figure 2.8A-C). This result suggests that sol-1, stg-1,
and stg-2 do not function redundantly to regulate the targeting of GLR-1 to the VNC, and
that sol-1, stg-1, or stg-2 are not required for AP2 mediated regulation of GLR-1
abundance in the VNC. However, it is possible that sol-2 functions redundantly with
these TARPs to mediate GLR-1 targeting to the VNC, although sol-1, sol-2, stg-1, and
stg-2 appear to have distinct functions in modulating GLR-1 kinetics (Abbott et al., 2000;
Walker et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2008, 2012; Zheng et al., 2004, 2006).

Mutation of a conserved AP2 binding site in GLR-1 alters the distribution of GLR-1
in the VNC and cell body
Since GLR-1 levels in the VNC were unaffected by loss of function in multiple genes that
encode TARP-like proteins, we tested whether the regulation of GLR-1 by AP2 involved
a direct interaction. The µ2 subunit of AP2 has been shown to interact directly with the
AMPAR subunit GluR2 in mammalian neurons to mediate its endocytosis in response to
increased neuronal activity (Kastning et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2002). We tested whether
this binding is conserved in C. elegans by co-expressing HA-tagged GLR-1 with Flagtagged APM-2 in HEK cell cultures, and then immunoprecipitating cell lysates with antiFlag antibody. We found that the anti-Flag antibody could pull down APM-2::Flag along
with HA::GLR-1 in cells co-transfected with APM-2::Flag and HA::GLR-1 (lanes 3, 6) but
not when HA::GLR-1 was expressed alone (lanes 2, 5) (Figure 2.9). However, we noted
that the signal in the protein band corresponding to HA::GLR-1 was dim, indicating that
the interaction was weak or transient. These results suggest that AP2 may not bind
GLR-1 with the same affinity as the interaction with AMPARs in mammalian neurons.
Alternatively, it is possible that when expressed without other C. elegans AP2 subunits,
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Figure 2.9
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Figure 2.9. HA-tagged GLR-1 interacts weakly with Flag-tagged APM-2 in HEK
cells
(A) Representative Western blot for total input in lysates from HEK cells transfected with
HA::GLR-1 (lanes 2, 3), Flag::APM-2 (lanes 1, 3), and GFP as a loading control (lanes 1,
2, 3). (B) Western blot of lysates from (A) immunoprecipitated with anti-Flag antibodies.
Lanes 1, 2, and 3 in (A) correspond with lanes 4, 5, and 6, respectively in (B).
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APM-2 becomes unstable, as has been reported in other AP complex studies (Collins et
al., 2002; Meyer et al., 2000; Peden et al., 2002). Although APM-2 is highly homologous
to mammalian µ2, it may not incorporate with other endogenous AP2 subunits into full
AP2 complexes in HEK cells due to sequence differences. If not incorporated correctly,
APM-2 may not be in the proper location to mediate an interaction with GLR-1. Further
studies that utilize co-expression of all C. elegans AP2 subunits in mammalian cell
cultures or binding assays with C. elegans lysates will help resolve this issue.

Although we observed only a weak interaction between APM-2 and GLR-1, we did not
conclusively determine the affinity of this binding event due to the reasons described
above. To further characterize whether an interaction between AP2 and GLR-1 via
APM-2 is important for regulating GLR-1 abundance in the VNC, we mutated a
conserved residue of GLR-1 shown to be critical for the binding of AP2 µ2 with GluR2.
This binding site includes a stretch of basic residues similar to the binding region in other
synaptic proteins, suggesting that this may be a conserved sorting motif for AP2 cargo
(Grass, 2004; Kastning et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2002). Mutation of GluR2 K844A,
R845A, or K847A nearly abolishes the interaction of µ2 with GluR2 (Kastning et al.,
2007; Lee et al., 2002). In GLR-1, these residues are encoded by R887, K888, and
N890, respectively. K888 has previously shown to be important for the covalent
attachment of ubiquitin to GLR-1 and N890 is not a conserved basic residue (Burbea et
al., 2002). We therefore mutated R887A in GLR-1::GFP to investigate its effects on
GLR-1 abundance in the VNC and cell body. We reasoned that if AP2 interacts with
GLR-1 via R887 and this interaction is important for regulating GLR-1 transport from the
cell body to the VNC, then mutating this residue should phenocopy the effect of loss of
apm-2 function on GLR-1 abundance in the VNC (↓) and cell body (↑). We generated
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worms expressing transgenes encoding GLR-1::GFP (pzEx223) or GLR-1(R887A)::GFP
(pzEx214) on extrachromosomal arrays. Importantly, we conducted these experiments
in a background of glr-1 glr-2 loss of function, as endogenous GLR-1 and GLR-2
subunits are sufficient to efficiently traffic GLR-1::GFP mutant subunits that lack
important targeting sequences in the C-terminal tail, to the VNC (Chang and Rongo,
2005). We first measured the levels of these GLR-1 constructs by Western blot and
found similar expression in pzEx223 and pzEx214 strains compared to one another (p >
0.05) and to another strain, nuIs24 (p > 0.05), that was used to measure GLR-1::GFP in
most experiments in this thesis (Figure 2.10A-B). These results indicate that any
changes in GLR-1 distribution cannot be attributed to alterations in expression levels of
these various GLR-1 constructs.

We next investigated whether mutation of R887A affects GLR-1 distribution in the VNC
and cell body (CB). Because these GLR-1 constructs were expressed as
extrachromosomal arrays, we developed a method to normalize expression within each
worm, as expression variability is known to occur between worms of the same strain
carrying an extrachromosomal array (Evans, 2006). To do this, we measured the
average puncta intensities in the VNC normalized to the fluorescence intensity in the cell
body within each worm to generate a VNC/CB ratio value, and then calculated the
average of this value for all worms in each strain (see Materials and Methods). If AP2
interacts with GLR-1 via R887 and this residue is important for regulating GLR-1
transport from the cell body to the VNC, then we would predict that worms expressing
GLR-1(R887A)::GFP would have a decreased VNC/CB ratio compared to wild-type
GLR-1::GFP. We found that worms expressing GLR-1(R887A)::GFP exhibited a 27%
reduction in the VNC/CB ratio compared to worms expressing GLR-1::GFP (Figure
2.10C-G), indicating that more GLR-1(R887A)::GFP was retained in the cell body.
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Figure 2.10
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Figure 2.10. The VNC/CB ratio of GLR-1(R887A)::GFP is reduced compared to
GLR-1::GFP
(A) Representative Western blot for total GLR-1::GFP and tubulin in lysates from L4
wild-type animals expressing integrated GLR-1::GFP (nuIs24) and glr-1 (ky176) glr-2
(ak10) animals expressing GLR-1::GFP (pzEx223) or GLR-1(R887A)::GFP (pzEx214).
The ratio of GLR-1::GFP to tubulin was calculated for each strain and normalized to one
for nuIs24 within each experiment. (B) Quantification of the ratio of GLR-1::GFP/tubuln
(normalized) in three independent lysates each from wild-type animals expressing GLR1::GFP (nuIs24) and glr-1 (ky176) glr-2 (ak10) animals expressing GLR-1::GFP
(pzEx223) or GLR-1(R887A)::GFP (pzEx214). The Student's t test was used to
determine values that differ significantly from nuIs24. (C-D) Representative images of
PVC neuron cell bodies of L4 glr-1 (ky176) glr-2 (ak10) animals expressing GLR-1::GFP
(pzEx223) (C) or GLR-1(R887A)::GFP (pzEx214) (D). (E-F) Representative images of
GLR-1::GFP (E) or GLR-1(R887A)::GFP (F) puncta in the anterior VNC of L4 glr-1
(ky176) glr-2 (ak10) animals. (G) Quantification of the ratio of mean puncta peak
intensity in the VNC vs. mean fluorescence intensity in the PVC cell body for the strains
pictured in C-F (see Materials and Methods). Shown are the means and SEM for n = 30
glr-1 (ky176) glr-2 (ak10); GLR-1::GFP and n = 26 glr-1 (ky176) glr-2 (ak10); GLR1(R887A)::GFP. The Student's t test was used to determine values that differ
significantly from wild-type, denoted by asterisks (*) above each bar (* p < 0.01).
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Additionally, we found a significant reduction in puncta intensities in the VNC alone
(Average normalized puncta intensity for GLR-1::GFP: 1.0 +/- 0.02 SEM (n= 30), GLR1(R887A)::GFP 0.8 +/- 0.04 SEM (n= 26), p = 0.01) and increase in fluorescence in the
cell body alone (Average normalized fluorescence intensity for GLR-1::GFP: 1.0 +/- 0.04
SEM (n = 30), GLR-1(R887A)::GFP 1.3 +/- 0.08 SEM (n = 26), p < 0.01)) in worms
expressing GLR-1(R887A)::GFP compared to GLR-1::GFP. These results suggest that
R887 is an important determinant in regulating GLR-1 abundance in the VNC and cell
body, and are consistent with the idea that an interaction between AP2 and GLR-1 may
be important in regulating GLR-1 targeting to the VNC.

To determine whether an interaction between AP2 and R887 may be responsible for the
observed GLR-1 distribution defects in worms expressing GLR-1(R887A)::GFP, we
measured the VNC/CB ratio of GLR-1(R887A)::GFP in wild-type and AP2 mutants. We
reasoned that if AP2 interacts with GLR-1 via R887, and this interaction is necessary
and sufficient for AP2-mediated regulation of GLR-1, then GLR-1(R887A)::GFP
distribution in the VNC and cell body should be unaffected in AP2 mutants. We found
that the VNC/CB ratio of GLR-1(R887A)::GFP was not significantly different in apm-2
mutants (p > 0.05) compared to wild-type animals (Figure 2.11A-E). However, we noted
that this ratio was accompanied by a slight non-significant increase in GLR1(R887A)::GFP abundance in the VNC of apm-2 mutants (Average normalized puncta
intensity for GLR-1(R887A)::GFP: wild-type 1.0 +/- 0.06 SEM (n = 36), apm-2 (gm17)
1.09 +/- 0.09 SEM (n = 33), p > 0.05) (Figure 2.11C-D) and significant increase in the CB
of apm-2 mutants (Average normalized fluorescence intensity for GLR-1(R887A)::GFP:
wild-type 1.0 +/- 0.06 SEM (n = 36), apm-2 (gm17) 1.52 +/- 0.14 SEM (n = 36), p < 0.01)
(Figure 2.11A-B). Although R887A blocked the decrease in GLR-1::GFP abundance in
the VNC of apm-2 mutants, the increase in GLR-1(R887A)::GFP in the cell body of apm105
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Figure 2.11
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Figure 2.11. The VNC/CB ratio of GLR-1(R887A)::GFP is unaltered in apm-2
mutants
(A-B) Representative images of PVC cell bodies of L4 glr-1 (ky176) glr-2 (ak10) (A) and
glr-1 (ky176) glr-2 (ak10); apm-2 (gm17) (B) animals expressing GLR-1(R887A)::GFP
(pzEx214). (C-D) Representative images of GLR-1(R887A)::GFP puncta in the anterior
VNC of L4 glr-1 (ky176) glr-2 (ak10) (C) and glr-1 (ky176) glr-2 (ak10); apm-2 (gm17)
(D) animals. (E) Quantification of the ratio of mean puncta peak intensity in the VNC vs.
mean fluorescence intensity in the PVC cell body for the strains pictured in A-D (see
Materials and Methods). Shown are the means and SEM for n = 36 glr-1 (ky176) glr-2
(ak10) and n = 33 glr-1 (ky176) glr-2 (ak10); apm-2 (gm17) animals. The Student's t test
was used to determine values that differ significantly from glr-1 (ky176) glr-2 (ak10). n.s.
denotes no significance (p > 0.05).
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2 mutants suggests that R887 may not be the only determinant for AP2-mediated
regulation of GLR-1. One possibility is that interaction of AP2 with GLR-1 requires other
residues, so that mutating R887A is not sufficient for completely blocking the interaction.
Another possibility is that interaction of AP2 with GLR-1 is important in AP2-mediated
regulation of GLR-1, but that there are other aspects of this regulation such as an
unidentified AP2 target that also regulates GLR-1 trafficking. Alternatively, it is possible
that R887 is required for other non-AP2 mediated trafficking events in the cell body, such
as targeting to degradation routes, but not the VNC. Further studies examining whether
AP2 interacts with GLR-1 and the minimal sites required for the interaction will help
determine the importance of R887 in AP2-mediated regulation of GLR-1.

GLR-1 does not accumulate at the plasma membrane of the cell body in apm-2
mutants
As AP2 is a central component of clathrin-mediated endocytosis at the plasma
membrane and has previously been shown to interact with and mediate the activityinduced endocytosis of AMPARs in mammalian neurons, we next tested a model in
which AP2-mediated GLR-1 endocytosis could affect GLR-1 targeting from the cell body
to the VNC. In this model, one GLR-1 transport pathway would involve GLR-1 trafficking
from the Golgi to the surface of the cell body, subsequent endocytosis, and vesiclemediated transport to the VNC. GLR-1 has been observed on the surface of the cell
body (Zheng et al., 2004), but whether this pool is transported to the VNC and
dependent upon clathrin-mediated endocytosis has not been tested. This transport
pathway would be similar to that seen for the biosynthetic trafficking of MHC class II
receptors and LAMPs (lysosome-associated membrane proteins) which can be delivered
to the plasma membrane prior to transport to their target endosomal and lysosomal
compartments, respectively. In cells with defects in AP2 function, MHC class II
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receptors and LAMPs accumulate in the plasma membrane and are delivered to their
target organelles much less efficiently (Dugast et al., 2005; Janvier and Bonifacino,
2005; McCormick et al., 2005).

We tested whether AP2 functions in GLR-1 endocytosis at the plasma membrane of the
cell body by measuring the surface levels of an extracellular HA-tagged GLR-1::GFP
subunit (HA::GLR-1::GFP) in the cell body of wild-type and apm-2 (gm17) mutant
neurons that were dissociated and grown in culture (Christensen et al., 2002; Strange et
al., 2007; Zheng et al., 2004) (see Materials and Methods). If AP2 functions in GLR-1
endocytosis at the plasma membrane of interneuron cell bodies, then we would predict
that the surface levels of GLR-1 in the cell body would be higher in apm-2 mutants.
Similar to the increase of GLR-1::GFP fluorescence in the cell body of apm-2 mutants in
vivo (Figure 2.6I, J, M), we found that HA::GLR-1::GFP fluorescence was 1.3 fold higher
in the cell body of apm-2 (gm17) mutant neurons in culture (Figure 2.12B-C; Norm. total
HA::GLR-1::GFP: wild-type 1.0 + 0.08 SEM (n = 30), apm-2 (gm17) 1.32 + 0.11 SEM (n
= 30), p = 0.02). Under non-permeabilized conditions, an Alexa594-conjugated anti-HA
antibody labeled only cell surface HA::GLR-1::GFP (Figure 2.12B) while under
permeabilized conditions, the antibody labeled both surface and intracellular HA::GLR1::GFP in wild-type neurons (Figure 2.12A). When we fixed and stained wild-type and
apm-2 mutant cell cultures in non-permeabilized conditions, we found that anti-HAAlexa594 fluorescence intensity at the surface of the cell body was unaltered in apm-2
mutants compared to wild-type controls (p = 0.81) (Figure 2.12B-D). These results
suggest that GLR-1 levels at the plasma membrane of the cell body are unaltered in
apm-2 mutants. This suggests that AP2 is unlikely to function in GLR-1 endocytosis at
the surface of the cell body.
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Figure 2.12
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Figure 2.12. GLR-1 does not accumulate at the plasma membrane of the cell body
in apm-2 mutants
(A) Representative images of dissociated neurons in permeabilized conditions (see
Materials and Methods) from wild-type worms expressing an integrated extracellular HAtagged GLR-1::GFP receptor (HA::GLR-1::GFP) (pzIs12). Shown are the GFP (left),
Alexa594 (middle), and merged (right) channels. (B-C) Representative images of
dissociated neurons in non-permeabilized conditions (see Materials and Methods) from
wild-type (B) and apm-2 (gm17) (C) worms expressing HA::GLR-1::GFP (pzIs12).
Shown are the GFP (left), Alexa594 (middle), and merged (right) channels. (D)
Quantification of Alexa594 mean fluorescence intensity (normalized) in the cell body of
dissociated neurons for the wild-type and apm-2 (gm17) mutants. Shown are the means
and SEM for n = 30 wild-type and n = 30 apm-2 (gm17) animals. The Student’s t test
was used to determine values that differ significantly from wild-type. n.s. denotes no
significance (p > 0.05). Arrows denote surface HA::GLR-1::GFP signal, and arrowheads
denote HA::GLR-1::GFP internal accumulations.
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GLR-1 partially accumulates in syntaxin-13 positive endosomes of apm-2 mutants
Since GLR-1::GFP levels were increased in the cell bodies of AP2 mutants (Figure 2.6IM) but not at the plasma membrane (Figure 2.12B-D), these results suggest that GLR-1
accumulates in an intracellular compartment of AP2 mutants. We sought to identify this
compartment by determining whether GLR-1::GFP colocalized with several RFP-tagged
SNARE proteins that label specific organelles in the PVC interneuron cell bodies of wildtype and apm-2 (gm17) mutants including RFP::BET-1 (ERGIC), RFP::SYX-5 (cisGolgi), RFP::GOS-28 (Golgi), RFP::SYX-16 (trans-Golgi), and RFP::SYX-13 (early and
recycling endosomes) (Chun et al., 2008; Hay et al., 1998; Nagahama et al., 1996;
Prekeris et al., 1998; Simonsen et al., 1998; Subramaniam et al., 1996; Tang et al.,
1998; Xu et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 1997). We observed little colocalization between
GLR-1::GFP and RFP::BET-1, RFP::SYX-5, RFP::GOS-28, or RFP::SYX16 in apm-2
mutants (Figure 2.13A-H), but strong colocalization with RFP::SYX-13 (Figure 2.13I-J).
When we calculated the percentage of GLR-1::GFP pixels colocalized with RFP::SYX-13
(see Materials and Methods), we observed a slight non-significant increase in apm-2
mutants (p > 0.05) compared to wild-type controls (Figure 2.13K). Additionally, we
observed a statistically significant decrease in the percentage of GLR-1::GFP pixels
colocalized with RFP::SYX-16 in apm-2 mutants (p < 0.01) versus wild-type controls
(Figure 2.13G-H, K) and no change with RFP::BET-1 (p > 0.05) (Figure 2.13A-B, K). We
also calculated the mean intensity of GLR-1::GFP pixels colocalized with these organelle
markers and found a 1.9-fold increase in the intensity of GLR-1::GFP pixels colocalized
with RFP::SYX-13 in apm-2 mutants (p < 0.00001) (see Materials and Methods) versus
wild-type controls, and no change with RFP::BET-1 or RFP::SYX-16 (p > 0.05) (Figure
2.13L). These results suggest that GLR-1 partially accumulates in syntaxin-13 positive
endosomal structures and may be rerouted from other organelles of the biosynthetic
trafficking pathway such as the trans-Golgi network in the interneuron cell bodies of
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Figure 2.13
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Figure 2.13. GLR-1 partially accumulates in SYX-13 positive endosomes of apm-2
mutants
(A-J) Representative images of PVC neuron cell bodies of L4 wild-type (A, C, E, G, I)
and apm-2 (gm17) (B, D, F, H, J) animals expressing GLR-1::GFP (nuIs24) and RFPtagged markers for specific organelles including RFP::BET-1 (ERGIC) (A-B), RFP::SYX5 (cis-Golgi) (C-D), RFP::GOS-28 (Golgi) (E-F), RFP::SYX-16 (trans-Golgi) (G-H), and
RFP::SYX-13 (early and recycling endosomes) (I-J). (K) Quantification of the
percentage of GLR-1::GFP pixels colocalized with RFP::BET-1, RFP::SYX-16, and
RFP::SYX-13 in wild-type and apm-2 (gm17) animals (see Materials and Methods).
Graph depicts mean and SEM values for n = 20 wild-type and n = 24 apm-2 (gm17) for
RFP::BET-1, n = 23 wild-type and n = 24 apm-2 (gm17) for RFP::SYX-16, and n = 26
wild-type and n = 33 apm-2 (gm17) for RFP::SYX-13. The Student's t test was used to
determine values that differ significantly from wild-type (*p < 0.01). (L) Quantification of
the mean intensity of GLR-1::GFP pixels colocalized with RFP::BET-1, RFP::SYX-16,
and RFP::SYX-13 (normalized) in wild-type and apm-2 (gm17) animals (see Materials
and Methods). Graph depicts mean and SEM values for the n values indicated in (K).
The Student's t test was used to determine values that differ significantly from wild-type
(*p < 0.00001).
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apm-2 mutants. These results are consistent with other studies demonstrating that in
the absence of AP complex function, target cargoes can become rerouted to alternate
cellular localizations (Dwyer et al., 2001; Farías et al., 2012; Fölsch et al., 1999; Margeta
et al., 2009; Matsuda et al., 2008; Simmen et al., 2002).

A small pool of GLR-1 accumulates in autophagosomes or autolysosomes of AP2
mutants
In addition to the accumulation of GLR-1::GFP in SYX-13-positive compartments in the
cell bodies of apm-2 mutants, we also frequently observed clusters of bright GLR-1::GFP
pixels that did not colocalize with RFP::SYX-13 (Figure 2.13J). This prompted us to
investigate whether these clusters colocalized with a marker for autophagosomes and
autolysosomes. Our rationale was two-fold. First, AP2 has been shown to play a role in
the late stages of macroautophagy, a process by which long-lived proteins and
organelles are degraded in autolysosomal compartments formed by the fusion of
autophagosomes with lysosomes (Meléndez and Levine, 2009). In order to maintain the
proper abundance of lysosomes in the cell, a mechanism to regenerate lysosomes after
autolysosome formation is required. This mechanism, known as autophagic lysosome
reformation (ALR), has only recently been described and AP2 has been shown to play a
crucial role in this process (Chen and Yu, 2013; Rong et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2010).
During ALR, AP2 is recruited to autolysosomal membranes via small microdomains of
phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PI(4,5)P2) that are generated by the kinase
activity of PIP5K1B on phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate (PI(4)P). AP2 facilitates the
budding of nascent lysosomes from these autolysosome microdomains, and in the
absence of AP2 function, the number of autolysosomes is dramatically increased in
response to starvation (Rong et al., 2012). It is therefore possible that the role of AP2 in
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ALR may contribute to the GLR-1 accumulation in the interneuron cell bodies of apm-2
mutants and lead to an increased abundance of GLR-1 in autolysosomes.

Second, it has previously been shown that in the absence of another clathrin adaptor,
AP4, AMPARs accumulate in autophagosomes that are localized to axons of cultured
hippocampal neurons (Matsuda et al., 2008). This is due to the polarized sorting
function of AP4, which binds directly to the TARP family member ϒ3, an auxiliary
AMPAR subunit that can regulate the synaptic targeting of AMPARs (Tomita et al.,
2003). Additionally, AP4 is also required for ALR, and in the absence of AP4 function,
the pool of autolysosomes is dramatically increased in cells that have undergone
macroautophagy, similar to the phenotype of AP2 mutant cells (Rong et al., 2012).
Since there is no AP4 complex encoded in the C. elegans genome, the targeting of
GLR-1 to the ventral nerve cord may be performed by another clathrin adaptor such as
AP2. In the absence of AP2, we may then expect an accumulation of GLR-1 in
autophagosomal or autolysosomal compartments.

To determine whether the role of AP2 in ALR may be conserved in C. elegans neurons,
we tested whether AP2 affects the pool of autolysosomes in glr-1 expressing
interneurons. To do this, we imaged the interneuron cell bodies of wild-type and AP2
mutants expressing mCherry-tagged LGG-1, a homolog of LC3 and reliable marker used
to label autophagosomes and autolysosomes in C. elegans (Meléndez et al., 2003). In
wild-type cells, we frequently observed one dim puncta in a background of diffuse
mCherry::LGG-1 signal, consistent with low levels of autophagosome and autolysosome
populations. Surprisingly, we found that mCherry::LGG-1 fluorescence intensity
increased by 2.2-fold in apm-2 mutants and 1.8-fold in apa-2 mutants (p < 0.0001)
compared to wild-type controls under basal conditions (Figure 2.14A-C,D). Additionally,
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Figure 2.14
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Figure 2.14. mCherry-tagged LGG-1 positive compartments accumulate in the
PVC cell body of apm-2 and apa-2 mutants
(A-C) Representative images of PVC neuron cell bodies of L4 wild-type (A), apm-2
(gm17) (B), and apa-2 (ox422) (C) animals expressing mCherry::LGG-1 (pzEx306). (D)
Quantification of mCherry::LGG-1 mean fluorescence intensity (normalized) for the
strains pictured in A-C. Shown are the means and SEM for n = 31 wild-type, n = 30
apm-2 (gm17), and n = 30 apa-2 (ox422) animals. The Student's t test was used to
determine values that differ significantly from wild-type, denoted by asterisks (*) above
each bar (*p < 0.01). (E) Quantification of the mean number of mCherry::LGG-1 puncta
per PVC cell body for the n values indicated in (D). The Student's t test was used to
determine values that differ significantly from wild-type, denoted by asterisks (*) above
each bar (*p < 0.01).
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we found that the number of mCherry::LGG-1 puncta increased in apm-2 and apa-2
mutants (p < 0.01) compared to wild-type controls (Figure 2.14A-C,E). These results are
similar to the autolysosome accumulations in starved mammalian cells with AP2
knockdown (Rong et al., 2012). Additionally, these results further suggest that AP2 may
be required for macroautophagy regulation under basal conditions in interneurons of C.
elegans.

Since our results are consistent with the idea that AP2 regulates macroautophagy in
interneurons of C. elegans, we investigated whether some fraction of the total GLR1::GFP pool accumulated in autophagosomes or autolysosomes of AP2 mutants. To do
this, we measured the abundance of GLR-1::GFP in interneuron cell bodies colocalized
with mCherry::LGG-1. In wild-type animals, we found very little colocalization between
GLR-1::GFP and mCherry::LGG-1 (~5%) (Figure 2.15A,D). This suggests that very little
GLR-1 is targeted to autophagosomes or autolysosomes under basal conditions, or that
very little GLR-1 is trafficking through these compartments. In AP2 mutants however,
the percentage of GLR-1::GFP colocalized with RFP::LGG-1 increased by over 2-fold in
apm-2 mutants (~13% colocalization) and apa-2 mutants (~10% colocalization) (Figure
2.15B-D). Additionally, we found that the mean intensity of colocalized GLR-1::GFP
pixels was 1.5-fold and 2.2-fold higher in apm-2 and apa-2 mutants, respectively (Figure
2.15B-C, E). These results suggest that a small pool of GLR-1 accumulates in
autophagosomes or autolysosomes in addition to SYX-13-positive endosomes in the
interneuron cell bodies of AP2 mutants.

Loss of function in atg-18, but not epg-5, affects GLR-1 distribution in the VNC
If the role of AP2 in macroautophagy is responsible for the GLR-1 trafficking defect we
observed in AP2 mutants, then we hypothesized that mutants with defects in
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Figure 2.15
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Figure 2.15. A small pool of GLR-1::GFP accumulates in LGG-1 positive
compartments in the cell bodies of apm-2 and apa-2 mutants
(A-C) Representative images of PVC neuron cell bodies of L4 wild-type (A), apm-2
(gm17) (B), and apa-2 (ox422) (C) animals expressing GLR-1::GFP (nuIs24) and
mCherry::LGG-1 (pzEx306). (D) Quantification of the percentage of GLR-1::GFP pixels
colocalized with RFP::LGG-1 in wild-type, apm-2 (gm17), and apa-2 (ox422) animals
(see Materials and Methods). Graph depicts mean and SEM values for n = 26 wild-type,
n = 24 apm-2 (gm17), and n = 35 apa-2 (ox422). The Student's t test was used to
determine values that differ significantly from wild-type (*p < 0.01). (E) Quantification of
the mean intensity of GLR-1::GFP pixels colocalized with RFP::LGG-1 (normalized) in
wild-type, apm-2 (gm17), and apa-2 (ox422) animals (see Materials and Methods).
Graph depicts mean and SEM values for the n values indicated in (D). The Student's t
test was used to determine values that differ significantly from wild-type (*p < 0.01).
Arrows denote regions of colocalized GLR-1::GFP and mCherry::LGG-1 signal.
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macroautophagy should exhibit similar defects in GLR-1. To investigate this, we looked
at the distribution of GLR-1::GFP in the VNC of loss of function mutants for key
regulators of macroautophagy including atg-18 and epg-5. Atg-18 encodes a PI(3,5)P2
binding protein that is required for the retrograde transport of ATG-9, a central protein
that mediates membrane delivery to the phagophore assembly site (PAS) from
membranes of peripheral organelles (Meléndez and Neufeld, 2008; Yang and Klionsky,
2009). In the absence of atg-18 function in C. elegans, autophagosome formation is
disrupted (Tian et al., 2010). Epg-5 is a recently characterized gene shown to regulate
the formation of degradation-competent autolysosomes in C. elegans. In the absence of
epg-5, autolysosomes form but fail to degrade their contents (Tian et al., 2010). Thus,
atg-18 and epg-5 function at distinct steps of macroautophagy, with atg-18 upstream of
epg-5. Surprisingly, we found that the puncta intensities of GLR-1::GFP were reduced in
the VNC of atg-18 (gk378) mutants (p < 0.01) compared to wild-type controls (Figure
2.16A-B, D) to a similar extent as AP2 loss of function mutants (Figure 2.2). However,
we found that GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities were unaltered in the VNC of epg-5
(tm3425) mutants (p > 0.05) compared to wild-type controls (Figure 2.16A, C-D). Since
both mutant alleles are predicted to be null mutants (Borsos et al., 2011; Tian et al.,
2010), these results indicate that atg-18, but not epg-5, regulates GLR-1 abundance in
the VNC. These results suggest that disruption of distinct steps of macroautophagy, but
not others, leads to altered GLR-1 distribution in the VNC. Alternatively, it is possible
that epg-5 does not function in glr-1 expressing neurons, as rigorous promoter
expression studies have not been conducted (Tian et al., 2010).
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Figure 2.16
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Figure 2.16. The abundance of GLR-1::GFP is reduced in the VNC of atg-18 but
not epg-5 mutants
(A-C) Representative images of GLR-1::GFP puncta in the anterior VNC of L4 wild-type
(A), atg-18 (gk378) (B), and epg-5 (tm3425) (C) animals expressing integrated GLR1::GFP (nuIs24). (D) Quantification of GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities (normalized) for
the strains pictured in A-C. Shown are the means and SEM for n = 32 wild-type, n = 27
atg-18 (gk378), and n = 26 epg-5 (tm3425) animals. The Tukey-Kramer test was used
to determine values that differ significantly from wild-type, denoted by asterisks (*) above
each bar (* p < 0.01).
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APM-2::GFP colocalizes with SYX-16 positive compartments in the cell bodies of
glr-1 expressing interneurons
Since we observed GLR-1 accumulation in intracellular compartments of AP2 mutants
(Figure 2.13-2.14), we wondered whether AP2 localized to an internal compartment.
Although AP2 has only been shown to localize to the plasma membrane or to
autolysosomes in previous studies, subcellular localization studies in C. elegans are
lacking (Robinson, 2004; Rong et al., 2012; Traub, 2003). Additionally, AP2 is recruited
to target membranes via PI(4,5)P2 (Collins et al., 2002; Gaidarov et al., 1996; Jackson et
al., 2010; Rohde et al., 2002), and an increasing body of work has indicated that
PI(4,5)P2 is also synthesized at and localized to other organelle membranes including
the Golgi (Godi et al., 1999; Jones et al., 2000; De Matteis et al., 2002, 2005; Di Paolo
and De Camilli, 2006; Watt et al., 2002), endosomes (Watt et al., 2002), lysosomes
(Arneson et al., 1999), and autolysosomes (Rong et al., 2012). We tested whether AP2
may be localized to an intracellular compartment in interneurons of C. elegans by
generating a C-terminal GFP tagged APM-2 construct and expressing it under the glr-1
promoter. Importantly, we demonstrated that a C-terminal mCherry-tagged APM-2 can
rescue the decrease in GLR-1 abundance in the VNC of apm-2 mutants (Figure 2.2),
suggesting that this tagged protein is functional, consistent with previous studies (Gu et
al., 2008, 2013). Surprisingly, we found that APM-2::GFP frequently colocalized with a
marker for the trans-Golgi network, RFP::SYX-16 (Figure 2.17A), but not with other
markers including RFP::GOS-28 (Golgi) or RFP::SYX-5 (cis-Golgi) (Figure 2.17B-C).
Additionally, while we did not observe colocalization between APM-2::GFP and
RFP::SYX-13 (early and recycling endosomes), we noted that APM-2::GFP signal was
frequently localized just adjacent to RFP::SYX-13 positive compartments (Figure 2.17D).
These results suggest that AP2 may localize to the TGN in C. elegans interneurons.
However, more rigorous localization studies are needed to corroborate this finding (see
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Figure 2.17

Figure 2.17. GFP-tagged APM-2 colocalizes with SYX-16 positive compartments in
the cell bodies of glr-1 expressing interneurons
(A-D) Representative images of glr-1 expressing cell bodies of L4 wild-type animals
expressing APM-2::GFP (pzEx226) and RFP-tagged markers for specific organelles
including RFP::SYX-16 (trans-Golgi) (A), RFP::GOS-28 (Golgi) (B), RFP::SYX-5 (cisGolgi) (C), and RFP::SYX-13 (early and recycling endosomes) (D). Arrow in (A) denotes
region of colocalized APM-2::GFP with RFP::SYX-16. Arrowheads in (D) denote regions
of closely apposed APM-2::GFP and RFP::SYX-13.
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Chapter 4). In light of our data demonstrating that GLR-1 partially accumulates in SYX13 positive compartments and is reduced in SYX-16 positive compartments of AP2
mutant cell bodies (Figure 2.13G-L), these results are consistent with a model in which
AP2 functions to regulate GLR-1 transport between the TGN and endosomes in the cell
body. Several possible models for how AP2 function at the TGN may regulate GLR-1 will
be discussed (See Chapter 4).

Mutating the homologous PI(4,5)P2 binding sites of APM-2 does not affect the
rescue of GLR-1 abundance in the VNC in apm-2 mutants
AP2 is localized to membranes enriched in PI(4,5)P2 (Collins et al., 2002; Gaidarov et
al., 1996; Jackson et al., 2010; Mayinger, 2012; Di Paolo and De Camilli, 2006; Rohde et
al., 2002; Rong et al., 2012). While it was once largely believed that PI(4,5)P2 was
restricted to the plasma membrane (Botelho et al., 2000; Várnai and Balla, 1998), an
increasing body of work has indicated that PI(4,5)P2 is also synthesized at and localized
to other organelle membranes including the Golgi (Godi et al., 1999; Jones et al., 2000;
De Matteis et al., 2002, 2005; Di Paolo and De Camilli, 2006; Watt et al., 2002),
endosomes (Watt et al., 2002), lysosomes (Arneson et al., 1999), and autolysosomes
(Rong et al., 2012). In light of our APM-2 localization studies, and accumulation of GLR1 in intracellular compartments of AP2 mutants, we wondered how loss of PI(4,5)P2
binding sites would affect AP2-mediated regulation of GLR-1. A previous study
demonstrated that mutation of a conserved PI(4,5)P2 binding site of µ2 (K345E, K354E,
K356E) blocks µ2 recruitment to PI(4,5)P2-containing membranes and inhibits clathrinmediated endocytosis of TfRs (Transferrin receptors) (Rohde et al., 2002). We
investigated whether the published PI(4,5)P2 binding sites of µ2 are necessary for AP2mediated regulation of GLR-1 by mutating the homologous residues in APM-2 (K343E,
K352E, K354E) and expressing this construct in apm-2 mutants. We found that
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expression of apm-2 (3k/3e) cDNA could rescue the reduction in GLR-1::GFP puncta
intensities in the VNC of apm-2 mutants (Figure 2.18), and resulted in an increase (p <
0.05) compared to wild-type controls, similar to that seen for expression of wild-type
apm-2 cDNA (Figure 2.2). These results suggest that the published PI(4,5)P2 binding
sites of APM-2 are dispensable for GLR-1 regulation, and support structural studies that
have demonstrated that the PI(4,5)P2 binding sites of AP2 α and β2 are the critical
determinants of AP2 association with PI(4,5)P2 containing membranes (Collins et al.,
2002; Jackson et al., 2010). Alternatively, it is possible that the reported PI(4,5)P2
binding site of µ2 in this previous study was not correct. A follow-up study reported that
the PI(4,5P)2 binding residues were slightly different (K341E, K343E, K345E), based on
an AP2 structural study that was published after the first report (Collins et al., 2002;
Motley et al., 2006). Further studies that determine which residues are required for the
interaction of PI(4,5)P2 with µ2 (APM-2) and α (APA-2) in C. elegans combined with
rescue experiments with PI(4,5)P2 binding deficient constructs, will be necessary to
determine the importance of AP2 binding to PI(4,5)P2 in the regulation of GLR-1.
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Figure 2.18
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Figure 2.18. Expression of apm-2 (K343E, K352E, K354E) cDNA can rescue the
reduction of GLR-1::GFP abundance in the VNC of apm-2 mutants
(A-C) Representative images of GLR-1::GFP puncta in the anterior VNC of L4 wild-type
(A), apm-2 (gm17) (B), and apm-2 (gm17); apm-2 3k/3e Rescue (pzEx267) (C) animals
expressing integrated GLR-1::GFP (nuIs24). (D) Quantification of GLR-1::GFP puncta
intensities (normalized) for the strains pictured in A-C. Shown are the means and SEM
for n = 23 wild-type, n = 36 apm-2 (gm17), and n = 28 apm-2 (gm17); apm-2 3k/3e
Rescue animals. The Tukey-Kramer test was used to determine values that differ
significantly from wild-type, denoted by asterisks (*) and pound signs (#) above each bar
(*p < 0.01, #p< 0.05).
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Introduction
In the previous chapter, we identified a novel function for the AP2 clathrin adaptor
protein complex in the regulation of GLR-1 glutamate receptors in the ventral nerve cord
(VNC) of C. elegans. We showed that GLR-1 levels were reduced in the VNC (Figure
2.2) and increased in the cell bodies (Figure 2.6) of multiple loss of function mutants for
AP2 subunits. Surprisingly, our genetic epistasis experiments suggest that AP2
functions upstream of GLR-1 endocytosis in the VNC (Figure 2.6). Preliminary evidence
suggests that AP2 may directly interact with GLR-1 via the APM-2 (µ2) subunit (Figure
2.9), and mutation of a conserved residue in GLR-1 demonstrated to be critical for the
interaction of AP2 µ2 with mammalian AMPARs results in reduced levels of GLR-1 in the
VNC and increased GLR-1 levels in the cell bodies (Figure 2.10). Additionally, we found
that GLR-1 did not accumulate at the plasma membrane of AP2 mutants (Figure 2.12),
as might be expected for an endocytic adaptor, but instead in syntaxin-13 positive
endosomal compartments of the cell body (Figure 2.13). These results raise the
intriguing possibility that AP2 may regulate the forward trafficking of GLR-1 in the
biosynthetic pathway by mediating GLR-1 transport events between intracellular
compartments of the cell body or GLR-1 loading into transport vesicles for motor-driven
transport to the VNC. In this chapter, we used genetic epistasis analysis to investigate
the relationship between AP2 and other genes that regulate GLR-1 trafficking including:
i) the kinesin motor klp-4 (Monteiro et al., 2012), ii) the AP1 µ1 subunit unc-101 (Margeta
et al., 2009), and iii) clathrin heavy chain, chc-1.

Our lab identified klp-4 in a screen for mutants which suppress the increased abundance
of GLR-1::GFP in the VNC of worms overexpressing the serine/threonine kinase cdk-5
(Monteiro et al., 2012). KLP-4 is a "plus end" directed motor and member of the kinesin3 family that is most homologous to Drosophila KHC-73 and mammalian KIF13. In klp-4
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mutants, GLR-1 levels are reduced in the VNC, to a similar extent as AP2 mutants
(Figure 3.1)(Monteiro et al., 2012). Additionally, overexpression of klp-4 in glr-1
expressing neurons increases the abundance of GLR-1 in the VNC compared to wildtype animals, similar to the effect observed with apm-2 overexpression (Figure 2.2, 3.2,
3.3)(Monteiro et al., 2012). Kymograph analysis of GLR-1 transport revealed that klp-4
mutants have a decrease in the total number of GLR-1 puncta moving from the cell body
to the synapse, as well as the overall distance these puncta traveled. Additionally, KLP4::mCherry and GLR-1::GFP were observed to comigrate in the cell body. These results
suggest that KLP-4 regulates the anterograde trafficking of GLR-1 from the cell body to
the VNC. Given the similar loss of function and overexpression phenotypes of klp-4 and
AP2 subunits, we wondered whether AP2 and klp-4 function in a common pathway to
regulate GLR-1.

Additionally, we were interested in testing the hypothesis that AP2 functions as an
adaptor to connect KLP-4 to its target GLR-1 cargo for delivery to the VNC. Similar
functions have been attributed to other AP complexes. For example, the AP1 complex
functions as an adaptor to link the mammalian homolog of KLP-4, KIF13B, to M6PRs for
targeting to the plasma membrane of epithelial cells (Nakagawa et al., 2000). Direct
interaction of AP1 with KIF13B is mediated by the AP1 β-subunit, which is shared in C.
elegans (Boehm and Bonifacino, 2001; Grant and Hirsh, 1999). In another study, AP1
was shown to form a complex with the accessory protein γ-BAR and the kinesin motor
KIF5 to regulate the positioning of endosomal vesicles derived from the trans-Golgi
network (Schmidt et al., 2009). In a third study, AP2 was shown to interact in a complex
with the AMPAR subunit GluR2 and the myosin-6 motor in hippocampal neurons
(Osterweil et al., 2005). These studies indicate that AP complexes can function as
adaptors to link motors to their target cargo, and raise the intriguing possibility that AP2
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functions as an adaptor to link KLP-4 with GLR-1. In this chapter, we conducted several
preliminary experiments to test this hypothesis.

Previous studies have demonstrated important roles for the AP1 complex in the
polarized sorting of transmembrane cargo to distinct domains of epithelial cells and
neurons (see Introduction). In mammalian neurons, AP1 has been shown to be required
for the sorting of NMDARs and mGluRs to dendrites, but interestingly not AMPARs
(Farías et al., 2012). In C. elegans however, loss of function in one of two AP1 µ1
subunit isoforms, unc-101, results in the missorting of GLR-1 to axons of RIA and AVE
interneurons (Margeta et al., 2009). This phenotype was observed for other
postsynaptic cargos including ACR-16, CAM-1, and ODR-10, suggesting that AP1
complexes containing the UNC-101 µ1 subunit may be used generally by many
postsynaptic cargo to reach their target sites (Dwyer et al., 2001; Margeta et al., 2009).
Interestingly, overexpression of a dominant-negative dynamin construct phenocopied the
effect of unc-101/µ1 loss of function on GLR-1 missorting, and was non-additive when
combined with unc-101/µ1 mutation. Additionally, UNC-101 localized to presynaptic
regions of glr-1 expressing neurons. These results are consistent with a model in which
GLR-1 is non-selectively delivered to both presynaptic and postsynaptic membranes
followed by selective endocytosis in axonal compartments and subsequent delivery to
dendrites. This type of polarized sorting has been observed for many cargoes (Lasiecka
and Winckler, 2011), and suggests that AP1 may function on sorting endosomes in
presynaptic processes to recruit GLR-1 into transport vesicles that will be targeted back
to the cell body or directly to postsynaptic regions. Alternatively, it is possible that AP1
UNC-101 functions to regulate the recruitment of GLR-1 into vesicles at the TGN, and in
the absence of unc-101/µ1, GLR-1 becomes missorted to presynaptic regions in an
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alternative pathway. Whether unc-101/µ1 functions in other glr-1 expressing neurons to
limit GLR-1 accumulation in presynaptic regions has not been investigated. Additionally,
how this GLR-1 trafficking pathway intersects with other GLR-1 transport mechanisms,
including those mediated by AP2 and klp-4, is also unknown. In this chapter, we carried
out several experiments to investigate these questions.

Clathrin is a key coat protein that forms around budding vesicles at various organelle
membranes, functioning to sort proteins and generate membrane curvature. A clathrin
hexacomplex consisting of three heavy chain subunits (CHCs) and three light chain
subunits (CLCs) self assembles into a polyhedral "lattice" on budding membranes. The
formation of CCVs (Clathrin coated vesicles) is critical for the transport of
transmembrane cargo at the plasma membrane, endosomes, and the trans-Golgi
network (TGN) (Brodsky, 2012). The importance of clathrin is underscored by the
embryonic lethality phenotypes observed in several model organisms lacking clathrin
function, including C. elegans (Royle, 2006). Clathrin recruitment to budding vesicles is
largely mediated by the interaction of the C-terminal domain of CHC with clathrin box
motifs (LφXφ[DE]) in AP complex subunits or CLASPs (Clathrin-associated sorting
proteins) (Brodsky, 2012). While the human genome encodes two CHCs that function at
different organelle membranes, the C. elegans genome contains a sole CHC homolog,
chc-1.

Although clathrin-mediated endocytosis of AMPARs has been intensely studied (see
Introduction), the role of clathrin in regulating the targeting of AMPARs to dendrites has
not been very well characterized. A recent study investigated the contribution of clathrin
to the sorting of TfRs (Transferrin receptors) to dendrites of hippocampal neurons. TfR
is a transmembrane receptor that binds to iron-linked transferrin at the plasma
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membrane and localizes to the somatodendritic domain of neurons (Cameron et al.,
1991). In cells expressing a dominant negative form of clathrin that competes with
endogenous clathrin and blocks clathrin lattice assembly (Liu et al., 1998), TfRs become
mislocalized to axonal regions (Farías et al., 2012). Interestingly, this phenotype is
similar to that seen for hippocampal neurons lacking function of the AP1 clathrin adaptor
protein complex. This is consistent with a model in which AP1 and clathrin function
together to restrict postsynaptic cargo to dendrites in neurons. Whether inhibition of
clathrin function has a similar effect on iGluRs has not been investigated. In this
chapter, we examined the effects of clathrin inhibition on GLR-1 abundance in the VNC
and characterized the genetic interaction of clathrin with AP2 in this process.

In Chapter 3, we investigated the relationship of AP2 with several other genes that
regulate GLR-1 trafficking including the kinesin motor klp-4, the AP1 µ1 subunit unc-101,
and the clathrin heavy chain (chc-1). We generated preliminary results to test the
hypotheses that: i) AP2 functions as an adaptor to link KLP-4 with its GLR-1 target
cargo, ii) unc-101 functions in many glr-1 expressing interneurons to regulate the
polarized sorting of GLR-1, and whether AP2 and klp-4 function up- or downstream of
this trafficking step, and iii) chc-1 regulates GLR-1 abundance in the ventral nerve cord,
and whether AP2 functions up- or downstream of this step.

Results
Loss of klp-4 function does not further reduce GLR-1 abundance in the VNC of
apm-2 mutants
Loss of AP2 or klp-4 function results in a similar decrease in GLR-1 abundance in the
VNC (Chapter 2, Figure 2.2)(Monteiro et al., 2012). We tested whether AP2 and klp-4
function in a common pathway to regulate GLR-1 trafficking by analyzing apm-2 klp-4
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double mutants. If AP2 and klp-4 function in the same genetic pathway, then we would
expect apm-2 klp-4 double mutants to have a similar reduction in GLR-1 abundance in
the VNC compared to either single mutant. Conversely, if AP2 and klp-4 function in
separate pathways, then we would expect apm-2 klp-4 double mutants to have an
additive decrease in the abundance of GLR-1 in the VNC compared to apm-2 or klp-4
single mutants. We found that GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities in the VNC were reduced
by 34% in apm-2 klp-4 double mutants (p < 0.01) compared to wild-type controls, a
decrease that was similar (p > 0.05) to that observed for apm-2 (e840) or klp-4 (tm2114)
single mutants (Figure 3.1). These results suggest that apm-2 and klp-4 function in a
common genetic pathway to regulate GLR-1 abundance in the VNC.
Klp-4 may function downstream of apm-2 to regulate GLR-1 abundance in the VNC
Since the results of our genetic epistasis experiment suggest that apm-2 and klp-4
function in a common pathway to regulate GLR-1 abundance in the VNC, we next tested
whether the increase in GLR-1 abundance in the VNC induced by overexpression of
apm-2 or klp-4 is dependent upon klp-4 and apm-2, respectively. First, we tested
whether apm-2 is required for the effect of klp-4 overexpression on GLR-1. Similar to
the effects of apm-2 overexpression, GLR-1 abundance in the VNC is increased by 30 50% in worms overexpressing klp-4 (Figure 3.2)(Monteiro et al., 2012). While apm-2
(e840) mutants exhibited a 24% decrease in GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities in the VNC
(p < 0.01) compared to wild-type controls, expression of mCherry-tagged klp-4 cDNA in
apm-2 mutants resulted in an increase in puncta intensities (p < 0.01) that was similar to
worms overexpressing klp-4 in a wild-type background (p < 0.05) (Figure 3.2). These
results suggest that apm-2 is not required for the effects of klp-4 overexpression on
GLR-1. Although these results are consistent with the idea that apm-2 and klp-4
function in separate pathways, they also suggest that klp-4 may function downstream of
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apm-2 in light of the GLR-1::GFP phenotype of apm-2 klp-4 double mutants (Figure 3.1).
Next, we tested whether loss of klp-4 blocked the effect of apm-2 overexpression on
GLR-1. In worms overexpressing apm-2, GLR-1 abundance in the VNC is increased by
30 - 50% relative to wild-type animals (Figure 2.2, 3.3), suggesting that the level of apm2 is a limiting factor for regulating GLR-1 abundance in the VNC. While klp-4 (tm2114)
mutants exhibit a 38% decrease in GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities in the VNC (p < 0.01)
compared to wild-type controls, mutation of klp-4 partially blocked the effect of apm-2
cDNA expression by reducing puncta intensities to wild-type levels (p > 0.05) (Figure
3.3). These results suggest that KLP-4 contributes to regulating GLR-1 abundance in
the VNC of worms overexpressing apm-2, but is not absolutely required for the effects of
apm-2 overexpression. Taken together with our previous results (Figure 3.1, 3.2), these
data suggest that apm-2 and klp-4 function in the same genetic pathway to regulate
GLR-1, and that klp-4 may function downstream of apm-2 to regulate GLR-1.
Loss of function in the unc-101 isoform of the AP1 µ1 subunit increases GLR-1
abundance in the VNC
AP1 is a well-known regulator of polarized sorting in epithelial cells and neurons. Loss
of function in one of two µ1 subunit isoforms of AP1, unc-101, results in increased levels
of GLR-1 in axonal compartments of the glr-1 expressing interneurons, RIA and AVE
(Margeta et al., 2009). GLR-1 is expressed in many other interneurons however (>10)
(Brockie et al., 2001), and the contribution of unc-101 to regulating GLR-1 in this
population of neurons has not been investigated. We therefore investigated the effects
of unc-101 loss of function on the abundance of GLR-1 in the VNC. Since the VNC is
composed of bundled pre- and postsynaptic processes, we were not able to clearly
separate axonal and dendritic populations of GLR-1 (White et al., 1986). We found that
unc-101 (m1) mutants exhibited a 23% increase in GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities in the
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Figure 3.1
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Figure 3.1. GLR-1::GFP is not further reduced in the VNC of apm-2 klp-4 double
mutants
(A-D) Representative images of GLR-1::GFP puncta in the anterior VNC of L4 wild-type
(A), apm-2 (e840) (B), klp-4 (tm2114) (C), and apm-2 (e840) klp-4 (tm2114) (D) animals
expressing integrated GLR-1::GFP (nuIs24). (E) Quantification of GLR-1::GFP puncta
intensities (normalized) for the strains pictured in A-D. Shown are the means and SEM
for n = 25 wild-type, n = 41 apm-2 (e840), n = 33 klp-4 (tm2114), and n = 28 apm-2
(e840) klp-4 (tm2114) animals. The Tukey-Kramer test was used to determine values
that differ significantly from wild-type, denoted by asterisks (*) above each bar (* p <
0.01). n.s. denotes no significance (p > 0.05).
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Figure 3.2
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Figure 3.2. Loss of function in apm-2 does not block the increase in GLR-1::GFP
in worms overexpressing klp-4
(A-D) Representative images of GLR-1::GFP puncta in the anterior VNC of L4 wild-type
(A), apm-2 (e840) (B), klp-4::mCherry OE (pzEx218) (C), and apm-2 (e840); klp4::mCherry OE (D) animals expressing integrated GLR-1::GFP (nuIs24). (E)
Quantification of GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities (normalized) for the strains pictured in
A-D. Shown are the means and SEM for n = 24 wild-type, n = 30 apm-2 (e840), n = 28
klp-4::mCherry OE, and n = 31 apm-2 (e840); klp-4::mCherry OE animals. The TukeyKramer test was used to determine values that differ significantly from wild-type, denoted
by asterisks (*) and pound signs (#) above each bar (* p < 0.01, #p < 0.05). n.s. denotes
no significance (p > 0.05).
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Figure 3.3
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Figure 3.3. Loss of function in klp-4 partially blocks the increase in GLR-1::GFP in
the VNC of worms overexpressing apm-2 cDNA
(A-D) Representative images of GLR-1::GFP puncta in the anterior VNC of L4 wild-type
(A), klp-4 (tm2114) (B), apm-2 OE (pzEx74) (C), and klp-4 (tm2114); apm-2 OE (D)
animals expressing integrated GLR-1::GFP (nuIs24). (E) Quantification of GLR-1::GFP
puncta intensities (normalized) for the strains pictured in A-D. Shown are the means
and SEM for n = 22 wild-type, n = 29 klp-4 (tm2114), n = 32 apm-2 OE, and n = 36 klp-4
(tm2114); apm-2 OE animals. The Tukey-Kramer test was used to determine values
that differ significantly from wild-type, denoted by asterisks (*) above each bar (* p <
0.01).
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VNC (p < 0.01), as well as a 30% increase in the width of GLR-1::GFP puncta (p < 0.01)
compared to wild-type controls (Figure 3.4). These results are consistent with the idea
that unc-101 limits axonal accumulations of GLR-1 in many glr-1 expressing neurons,
not just RIA and AVE. Due to the limits of our system however, further studies are
required to directly examine whether this accumulation occurs in pre- or postsynaptic
regions of these processes. Additionally, it will be interesting to determine whether the
amount of GLR-1 at postsynaptic sites of the VNC is decreased in unc-101 mutants,
similar to what has been observed in the RIA interneuron (Margeta et al., 2009).

Unc-101 functions upstream of apm-2 and klp-4 to regulate GLR-1 abundance in
the VNC
Although we were not able to resolve whether GLR-1 accumulated in axonal or dendritic
regions of interneurons in unc-101 mutants, we were interested in determining whether
the effect of unc-101 on GLR-1 distribution in the VNC was mediated up- or downstream
of other GLR-1 regulators including AP2 and klp-4. We therefore combined loss of apm2 or klp-4 function in the unc-101 mutant background, and conducted two genetic
epistasis experiments. In the first experiment, we found that while apm-2 (gm17)
mutants had a 32% decrease in GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities in the VNC (p < 0.01)
compared to wild-type controls, apm-2; unc-101 double mutants exhibited a 44%
increase in puncta intensities (p < 0.01) that was similar to single unc-101 (m1) mutants
(p > 0.05) (Figure 3.5A-E). Additionally, we found that loss of apm-2 function was not
able to suppress the increase in GLR-1::GFP puncta width observed in unc-101 mutants
(Figure 3.5A-D, F). These results suggest that unc-101 functions upstream of apm-2 to
regulate GLR-1 abundance in the VNC.
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Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.4. GLR-1::GFP levels are increased in the VNC of unc-101 mutants
(A-B) Representative images of GLR-1::GFP puncta in the anterior VNC of L4 wild-type
(A) and unc-101 (m1) (B) animals expressing integrated GLR-1::GFP (nuIs25). (C)
Quantification of GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities (normalized) for the strains pictured in
A-B. Shown are the means and SEM for n = 45 wild-type and n = 47 unc-101 (m1)
animals. The Student's t test was used to determine values that differ significantly from
wild-type, denoted by asterisks (*) above each bar (*p < 0.01). (D) Quantification of
GLR-1::GFP puncta widths for the strains pictured in A-B. Shown are the means and
SEM for the n values indicated in (C). The Student's t test was used to determine values
that differ significantly from wild-type, denoted by asterisks (*) above each bar (*p <
0.01).
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Figure 3.5
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Figure 3.5. Loss of function in apm-2 does not block the increase in GLR-1::GFP
abundance in the VNC of unc-101 mutants
(A-D) Representative images of GLR-1::GFP puncta in the anterior VNC of L4 wild-type
(A), apm-2 (gm17) (B), unc-101 (m1) (C), and apm-2 (gm17); unc-101 (m1) (D) animals
expressing integrated GLR-1::GFP (nuIs25). (E) Quantification of GLR-1::GFP puncta
intensities (normalized) for the strains pictured in A-D. Shown are the means and SEM
for n = 45 wild-type, n = 24 apm-2 (gm17), n = 47 unc-101 (m1), and n = 23 apm-2
(gm17); unc-101 (m1) animals. The Tukey-Kramer test was used to determine values
that differ significantly from wild-type, denoted by asterisks (*) above each bar (*p <
0.01). n.s. denotes no significance (p > 0.05). (D) Quantification of GLR-1::GFP puncta
widths for the strains pictured in A-D. Shown are the means and SEM for the n values
indicated in (C). The Tukey-Kramer test was used to determine values that differ
significantly from wild-type, denoted by asterisks (*) above each bar (*p < 0.01).
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In the second experiment, we found that loss of klp-4 function in unc-101 (m1) mutants
gave rise to GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities in the VNC that were intermediate in value
(6% increase vs. wild-type) between klp-4 (tm2114) mutants (35% decrease vs. wildtype) and unc-101 (m1) mutants (23% increase vs. wild-type), and not significantly
different from wild-type controls (p > 0.05) (Figure 3.6A-E). This result suggests that the
accumulation of GLR-1 in the VNC of unc-101 mutants may be more dependent on klp-4
than apm-2, or that klp-4 and unc-101 function in separate pathways. However, we
noted that while GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities in the VNC of klp-4; unc-101 mutants
were significantly different from klp-4 single mutants (p < 0.01), they were not
significantly different from unc-101 single mutants (p > 0.05) (Figure 3E). Additionally,
we found that GLR-1::GFP puncta widths were increased in the VNC of klp-4; unc-101
mutants (p < 0.01) to a similar extent as unc-101 (m1) single mutants (p > 0.05) (Figure
3.6A-D, F). Taken together, these data suggest that unc-101 functions upstream of klp4 to regulate the abundance of GLR-1 in the VNC, although the GLR-1 accumulation in
unc-101 mutants may be partially dependent on klp-4 function.

Inhibition of clathrin increases GLR-1 abundance in the VNC
The formation of clathrin-coated vesicles (CCVs) is critical for the transport of
transmembrane cargo from the plasma membrane, endosomes, and trans-Golgi network
(TGN) (Brodsky, 2012). Although clathrin-mediated endocytosis of AMPARs has been
intensely studied, the contribution of clathrin to the targeting of AMPARs to neuronal
processes has not been investigated. As inhibition of clathrin gives rise to a similar
missorting phenotype of other dendritic cargo as AP1 loss of function (Farías et al.,
2012), we were interested in determining the effect of clathrin inhibition on GLR-1
abundance in the VNC. To do this, we expressed a dominant-negative form of clathrin
heavy chain (CHC-1) that consisted of the C-terminal third of CHC-1 (residues 1075 142
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Figure 3.6
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Figure 3.6. Loss of function in klp-4 partially blocks the increase in GLR-1::GFP
abundance in the VNC of unc-101 mutants
(A-D) Representative images of GLR-1::GFP puncta in the anterior VNC of L4 wild-type
(A), klp-4 (tm2114) (B), unc-101 (m1) (C), and klp-4 (tm2114); unc-101 (m1) (D) animals
expressing integrated GLR-1::GFP (nuIs25). (E) Quantification of GLR-1::GFP puncta
intensities (normalized) for the strains pictured in A-D. Shown are the means and SEM
for n = 45 wild-type, n = 28 klp-4 (tm2114), n = 47 unc-101 (m1), and n = 27 klp-4
(tm2114); unc-101 (m1) animals. The Tukey-Kramer test was used to determine values
that differ significantly from wild-type, denoted by asterisks (*) above each bar (*p <
0.01). n.s. denotes no significance (p > 0.05). (F) Quantification of GLR-1::GFP puncta
widths for the strains pictured in A-D. Shown are the means and SEM for the n values
indicated in (D). The Tukey-Kramer test was used to determine values that differ
significantly from wild-type, denoted by asterisks (*) above each bar (*p < 0.01).
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1681), known as "CHC Hub". Expression of "CHC Hub" has been shown to interfere
with clathrin function by competing with endogenous CHCs for binding to CLCs (Liu et
al., 1998). In worms overexpressing "CHC Hub", we observed a 70% increase in GLR1::GFP puncta intensities in the VNC (p < 0.01) compared to wild-type controls (Figure
3.7). These results are similar to the effects of loss of unc-101 function on GLR-1
abundance in the VNC (Figure 3.4), and are consistent with a model in which GLR-1
becomes missorted to axonal compartments when either clathrin or unc-101 function is
blocked. However, because clathrin functions at the plasma membrane to regulate the
endocytosis of GLR-1 (see Introduction), it is likely that disrupting clathrin affects the
endocytosis of GLR-1 in postsynaptic processes in the VNC. Further studies examining
whether this GLR-1 accumulation is in pre- or postsynaptic processes, or both, will aid in
addressing this. Additionally, genetic epistasis experiments combining clathrin inhibition
with unc-101 loss of function will help determine whether clathrin and unc-101 function
together to limit GLR-1 accumulation in axons.

Loss of apm-2 function does not block the increase in GLR-1 abundance of worms
with clathrin inhibition
Since GLR-1 abundance was increased in the VNC of worms expressing "CHC Hub",
similar to the phenotype observed for loss of function unc-101 mutants (Figure 3.4, 3.7),
we next wanted to determine the genetic interaction of AP2 with clathrin. We therefore
conducted a genetic epistasis experiment in which we combined apm-2 loss of function
with expression of "CHC Hub". Similar to our previous results, we found that apm-2
(gm17) mutants worms exhibited a 38% decrease in GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities in
the VNC (p < 0.05) compared to wild-type controls (Figure 3.8A-B,E). However,
expression of "CHC Hub" increased puncta intensities (p < 0.01) by 53% in apm-2
mutants compared to wild-type controls, a phenotype that was similar to worms
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Figure 3.7
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Figure 3.7. Expression of dominant negative clathrin increases GLR-1::GFP
abundance in the VNC
(A-B) Representative images of GLR-1::GFP puncta in the anterior VNC of L4 wild-type
(A) and CHC Hub OE (pzEx283) (B) animals expressing integrated GLR-1::GFP
(nuIs24). (C) Quantification of GLR-1::GFP puncta intensities (normalized) for the
strains pictured in A-B. Shown are the means and SEM for n = 32 wild-type and n = 35
CHC Hub OE animals. The Student's t test was used to determine values that differ
significantly from wild-type, denoted by asterisks (*) above each bar (*p < 0.01).
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expressing "CHC Hub" in the wild-type background (p > 0.05) (Figure 3.8A,C-E). These
results are similar to those observed in apm-2; unc-101 mutants, and suggest that chc-1
functions upstream of apm-2 to regulate GLR-1 abundance in the VNC. Taken together
with our previous results (Figure 3.4-3.5), these data are consistent with the model that
AP1 unc-101 and clathrin function together to limit GLR-1 accumulation in axonal
compartments, and that this step occurs upstream of GLR-1 regulation by AP2. One
possible model to explain these results is that a pool of GLR-1 traffics to the axon that is
dependent upon AP1 and clathrin for retrieval and subsequent trafficking back to the cell
body where AP2 mediates its transport to dendrites. Alternatively, it is possible that the
pool of GLR-1 that is sequestered from axons is different than the GLR-1 pool that AP2
regulates. Due to the limits of our system, further studies that examine GLR-1
accumulation in pre- and post-synaptic regions in various mutant backgrounds are
required to test these models.
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Figure 3.8
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Figure 3.8. Loss of function in apm-2 does not block the increase in GLR-1::GFP
in the VNC of worms overexpressing dominant negative clathrin
(A-D) Representative images of GLR-1::GFP puncta in the anterior VNC of L4 wild-type
(A), apm-2 (gm17) (B), CHC Hub OE (pzEx283) (C), and apm-2 (gm17); CHC Hub OE
(D) animals expressing integrated GLR-1::GFP (nuIs24). (E) Quantification of GLR1::GFP puncta intensities (normalized) for the strains pictured in A-D. Shown are the
means and SEM for n = 32 wild-type, n = 44 apm-2 (gm17), n = 35 CHC Hub OE, and n
= 34 apm-2 (gm17); CHC Hub OE animals. The Tukey-Kramer test was used to
determine values that differ significantly from wild-type, denoted by asterisks (*) above
each bar (*p < 0.01). n.s. denotes no significance (p > 0.05).
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Discussion
Modulation of AMPAR abundance at synapses is critical for mechanisms that underlie
learning and memory, while excess glutamatergic signaling has been implicated in the
pathology of several neurodegenerative diseases. While AMPARs are known to be
transported in vesicles between organelles of the biosynthetic pathway and directly to
the synapse via molecular motors, the mechanisms that mediate AMPAR recruitment
into vesicles are not well understood. Transport of transmembrane cargo throughout the
endocytic and secretory pathway is largely mediated by a family of adaptor protein (AP)
complexes. The clathrin adaptor AP2 functions at the plasma membrane to regulate
clathrin-mediated endocytosis and on autolysosomal membranes to promote the
budding of lysosomes during the late stages of macroautophagy. While AP2 is known to
mediate the activity-induced endocytosis of AMPARs in mammalian neurons, these
studies were done in cell culture using methods that inhibited but did not ablate AP2
function. In this thesis, we show for the first time the effects of AP2 subunit null
mutations on AMPAR regulation in vivo using the C. elegans model system.

We found that the levels of the AMPAR homolog GLR-1 were reduced in neuronal
processes of the ventral nerve cord (VNC) (Figure 2.2) and increased in the interneuron
cell bodies (Figure 2.6) of multiple loss of function mutants for AP2 subunits. These
findings are surprising because blockade of other genes that regulate the clathrinmediated endocytosis of GLR-1, such as the clathrin adaptin unc-11/AP180, results in
an accumulation of GLR-1 in the VNC (Burbea et al., 2002). Interestingly, our genetic
epistasis experiments suggest that AP2 functions upstream of GLR-1 endocytosis in the
VNC (Figure 2.6). Preliminary evidence suggests that AP2 may directly interact with
GLR-1 via the APM-2 (µ2) subunit (Figure 2.9), and mutation of a conserved residue in
GLR-1 demonstrated to be critical for the interaction of AP2 µ2 with mammalian
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AMPARs results in reduced levels of GLR-1 in the VNC and increased GLR-1 levels in
the cell bodies (Figure 2.10). Additionally, we found that GLR-1 did not accumulate at
the plasma membrane of the cell body of AP2 mutants (Figure 2.12), as might be
expected for an endocytic adaptor, but instead accumulates in syntaxin-13 positive
endosomal compartments (Figure 2.13), and partially in LGG-1 labeled autophagosomal
or autolysosomal compartments (Figure 2.15). Surprisingly, we found that functional
GFP-tagged APM-2 colocalized with a marker for the trans-Golgi network, RFP::SYX-16
(Figure 2.17). These results are consistent with several possible models that are
described below.

We also characterized the genetic interaction of AP2 with other known and novel
regulators of GLR-1 including i) the kinesin motor klp-4/Kif13 and ii) the AP1 µ1 subunit
unc-101, and, iii) clathrin heavy chain, chc-1. We found that apm-2/µ2 and the kinesin
motor klp-4/Kif13 function in a common genetic pathway to regulate GLR-1 abundance
in the VNC, but when the levels of apm-2 or klp-4 are not limiting, neither gene is
dependent upon one another. We also found that loss of function in unc-101, one of two
µ1 subunit isoforms of AP1, or the clathrin heavy chain chc-1 results in increased levels
of GLR-1 in the VNC. These results are consistent with previous data examining the
role of unc-101 in RIA and AVE (Margeta et al., 2009), and suggest that unc-101 may
function generally in glr-1 expressing interneurons to limit axonal accumulations of GLR1. Additionally, we found that unc-101 and chc-1 function upstream of apm-2. One
possible model to explain these results is that a pool of GLR-1 traffics to the axon that is
dependent upon AP1 and clathrin for retrieval and subsequent trafficking back to the cell
body where AP2 mediates its transport to dendrites. Alternatively, it is possible that the
pool of GLR-1 that is sequestered from axons is different than the GLR-1 pool that AP2
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regulates. Higher resolution studies that examine GLR-1 accumulation in pre- and postsynaptic processes in various mutant backgrounds will be required to test these models.

AP2 functions upstream of GLR-1 endocytosis in the VNC to promote the
abundance of GLR-1
In contrast to other regulators of clathrin-mediated endocytosis (Burbea et al., 2002), our
results suggest that AP2 functions in glr-1 expressing interneurons to promote the
abundance of GLR-1 in the VNC. Surprisingly, our data also suggests that AP2
functions upstream of the endocytosis of GLR-1 in the VNC. Several pieces of evidence
support these claims. First, the abundance of GLR-1::GFP in the VNC is reduced in
several loss of function mutants for multiple subunits of the AP2 complex including µ2
(apm-2), α (apa-2), and σ2 (aps-2), and expression of apm-2 cDNA in interneurons
corrects the GLR-1::GFP puncta intensity defect in the VNC of apm-2 mutants (Figure
2.2). This phenotype is opposite to that of loss of function mutants for other genes that
regulate GLR-1 endocytosis in the VNC, such as the clathrin adaptin unc11/AP180
(Burbea et al., 2002). Second, apm-2 mutant animals which lack function of unc11/AP180 have a similar distribution of GLR-1::GFP in the VNC as single apm-2 mutants
(Figure 2.6). Third, blocking ubiquitination of GLR-1, a posttranslational modification that
promotes GLR-1 internalization and degradation in the VNC (Burbea et al., 2002), does
not prevent the decrease in GLR-1::GFP abundance observed in the VNC of apm-2
mutants (Figure 2.6). Fourth, GLR-1::GFP accumulates in the interneuron cell bodies of
apm-2 and apa-2/α loss of function mutants (Figure 2.6), similar to the phenotype
observed for worms with loss of function in other genes that promote GLR-1 transport
from the cell body to the synapse including cdk-5 and unc-43/CamKII (Juo et al., 2007;
Rongo and Kaplan, 1999). Fifth, the reduction of GLR-1::GFP in the VNC of apm-2
mutants can be rescued by temporal expression of apm-2 cDNA in the adult nervous
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system (Figure 2.7). Taken together, these results suggest that AP2 functions upstream
of GLR-1 endocytosis in the VNC, and are consistent with a model in which AP2
promotes the transport of GLR-1 from the cell body to the VNC.

Given the known role of AP2 in regulating the activity-induced endocytosis of AMPARs
at synapses of mammalian neurons (Carroll et al., 1999; Kastning et al., 2007; Lee et al.,
2002; Man et al., 2000; Matsuda et al., 2013; Unoki et al., 2012), these results are
surprising and suggest that AP2 has an alternative or additional role in regulating iGluR
localization in the VNC of C. elegans. It is important to note that the AP2 studies in
mammalian neurons were not conducted in AP2 null mutant backgrounds in an intact
organism. To block the function of AP2, these studies utilized strategies such as
inhibitory peptides to disrupt AP2 binding to AMPAR subunits, mutagenesis of the AP2
binding site of AMPAR subunits (Kastning et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2002), or siRNA to
knock down specific AP2 subunits (Matsuda et al., 2013). It is therefore possible that
residual AP2 function in these neurons "masked" the function of AP2 in other AMPAR
processes including AMPAR targeting to dendrites. Additionally, these studies were
principally concerned with the function of AP2 in AMPAR endocytosis. Since total
AMPAR populations in dendrites were normalized to one for all backgrounds in order to
determine an AMPAR "surface/total" ratio, alterations in total dendritic AMPAR pools
may have been missed in these studies (Kastning et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2002). In our
system, GLR-1::GFP fluoresces equally on both the surface and in internal
compartments, and thus our measurements took into account the total GLR-1 population
in VNC processes.

Examining the role of AP2 in vivo has been complicated by the fact that AP2 loss of
function in mice leads to embryonic lethality (Mitsunari et al., 2005). It is possible that
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residual AP2 function in neurons with RNAi knockdown or peptide interference, or the
differential requirements of neurons in culture for AP2, may account for the observed cell
viability. In C. elegans, animals that carry loss of function mutant alleles for single
subunits of the AP2 complex are viable, thus providing a model system in which to study
AP2 function in vivo. Additionally, worms carrying homozygous apm-2 (e840) or apa-2
(ox422) alleles are known to be null mutants for these AP2 subunits (Gu et al., 2008,
2013). Using this system, we identified a novel role for AP2 in promoting the abundance
of the AMPA-type glutamate receptor GLR-1 in the VNC. However, it is possible that
AP2 also promotes the endocytosis of AMPA-type glutamate receptors in the VNC of C.
elegans at a downstream step. Thus, in AP2 loss of function mutants, lack of AP2
function upstream would "mask" its function in GLR-1 endocytosis in the VNC. This
would be in line with our analysis of unc-11; apm-2 double mutants, in which the amount
of GLR-1::GFP in the VNC was similar to single apm-2 mutants (Figure 2.6). Since
these results indicate that apm-2 functions upstream of GLR-1 endocytosis in the VNC,
any contribution of apm-2 to this GLR-1 endocytosis step would be masked by the
effects of apm-2 upstream. Examining the "surface/total" ratio of GLR-1 in the ventral
nerve cord of wild-type and AP2 mutants will be helpful in addressing whether AP2 has
dual roles in the regulation of GLR-1 in C. elegans. Additionally, it will also be interesting
to identify whether changes in synaptic activity affect the role of AP2 in regulating GLR-1
given the results of previous studies that examined AP2 function in mammalian neurons.

Our results are consistent with several potential models to explain the regulation of GLR1 by AP2 including: i) recruitment of GLR-1 into vesicles for transport between
intracellular compartments of the cell body or direct delivery to the VNC (Figure 4.1-4.2),
ii) function as an adaptor to link a motor protein such as KLP-4 with GLR-1 to regulate its
anterograde trafficking (Figure 4.3), iii) macroautophagy-mediated regulation of GLR-1
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(Figure 4.4), or iv) endocytosis of a transmembrane protein that functions as a
chaperone to regulate GLR-1 forward trafficking (Figure 4.5). Further experiments are
required to test these models, and they are described below.

AP2 may regulate the recruitment of GLR-1 into vesicles for transport between
intracellular compartments of the cell body or direct delivery to the VNC
Our results are consistent with the idea that AP2 functions in the cell body to promote
the recruitment of GLR-1 into vesicles that will be targeted to other organelles of the
biosynthetic pathway or directly to the VNC. There are several possible ways that AP2
could regulate GLR-1 in this manner. First, AP2 could regulate the endocytosis of GLR1 at the plasma membrane that arrives there in vesicles delivered from the trans-Golgi
network (TGN). Post-endocytosis, GLR-1 containing vesicles could then be trafficked to
the VNC by motor proteins such as KLP-4 or UNC-116 (Hoerndli et al., 2013; Monteiro
et al., 2012). Although this transcytosis role would be in line with the function of AP2 in
regulating the biosynthetic transport of MHC class II receptors and LAMPs (Dugast et
al., 2005; Janvier and Bonifacino, 2005; McCormick et al., 2005), we did not observe an
increase in the surface levels of HA-tagged GLR-1::GFP in the cell bodies of apm-2
mutant neurons in culture (Figure 2.12), suggesting that AP2 is not required for GLR-1
endocytosis in the cell body. Second, AP2 could function to sort GLR-1 away from the
MVB/lysosome degradation pathway in the cell body, resulting in reduced GLR-1
degradation. We think this is unlikely because blocking GLR-1 degradation by mutating
the four cytoplasmic lysines to arginines in the GLR-1 C-terminal tail to prevent
ubiquitination, does not block the decrease in GLR-1::GFP in the VNC of apm-2 mutants
(Figure 2.6). Additionally, total GLR-1::GFP protein levels were unaltered in apm-2
mutants (Figure 2.4). Third, AP2 could function at an intracellular compartment such as
the TGN or sorting endosome to regulate the recruitment of GLR-1 into vesicles that will
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eventually be targeted to the VNC, presumably by members of the kinesin or dynein
motor family (Figure 4.1-4.2). This is perhaps the most unexpected potential model, but
is in line with our data. In addition to the observed decrease in GLR-1::GFP in the VNC
of AP2 mutants (Figure 2.2), we observed a 70 - 80% increase in GLR-1::GFP in the
cell bodies of apa-2/α and apm-2 mutants (Figure 2.6), consistent with the idea that
GLR-1 gets "stuck" in the cell body in the absence of AP2. Further, we found that GLR1::GFP partially accumulates in syntaxin-13 positive compartments (early and recycling
endosomes) of the cell body, and is reduced in syntaxin-16 positive compartments
(trans-Golgi network) (Figure 2.13). Additionally, we found that GFP-tagged APM-2
colocalized with RFP::SYX-16 (trans-Golgi network) (Figure 2.17). These results are
consistent with the idea that in the absence of AP2, GLR-1 becomes rerouted from the
trans-Golgi network to endosomes in the cell body. Thus, it is possible that AP2
functions i) directly at the TGN to promote GLR-1 recruitment into vesicles bound for the
VNC (Figure 4.2), or ii) to retrieve GLR-1 that is inappropriately trafficked to endosomes
of the cell body back to the TGN for delivery to the VNC (Figure 4.1).

Previous studies have demonstrated that in the absence of AP complex function, target
cargoes are oftentimes rerouted to alternate cellular localizations. Loss of function in C.
elegans AP1 µ1, unc-101, results in the missorting of ODR-10 odorant receptors and
GLR-1 to axons of chemosensory neurons and interneurons, respectively (Dwyer et al.,
2001; Margeta et al., 2009). Similarly, loss of AP1 function in mammals results in
mislocalization of the mGluR1, NR2A, and NR2B glutamate receptor subunits to axons
of hippocampal neurons (Farías et al., 2012), and missorting of LDL and transferrin
receptors to the apical side of epithelial cells (Fölsch et al., 1999). In hippocampal
neurons lacking AP4 function, AMPAR subunits become mislocalized to axons (Matsuda
et al., 2008), while AP4 knockdown in epithelial cells leads to the accumulation of LDL
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Figure 4.1. AP2 may regulate the retrieval of GLR-1 at endosomes or endosomederived vesicles in transit to the TGN in the cell body.
(A) In this model, a pool of GLR-1 is trafficked from the trans-Golgi network (TGN) to
endosomes in the cell body. Subsequently, this pool is trafficked back in a retrograde
AP2-dependent manner to the TGN for eventual targeting to the synapse. (B) In the
absence of AP2, GLR-1 does not efficiently traffic back to the TGN and instead
accumulates in endosomes.
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Figure 4.2
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Figure 4.2. AP2 may regulate the recruitment of GLR-1 into transport vesicles at
the trans-Golgi network (TGN) for subsequent delivery to the synapse.
(A) In this model, AP2 functions to promote the recruitment of GLR-1 into transport
vesicles at the TGN that will be delivered to the synapse. (B) In the absence of AP2,
GLR-1 cannot be recruited into transport vesicles and instead becomes shunted to
endosomes of the cell body.
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and mannose-6-phosphate receptors in apical regions (Simmen et al., 2002).
Interestingly, neurons without AP4 function accumulate AMPARs in autophagosomes
(Matsuda et al., 2008). These studies illustrate a common theme that lack of AP
complex function can lead to the accumulation of target cargo in inappropriate cellular
localizations, and are thus consistent with the GLR-1 phenotype of AP2 mutants.

The neuronal phenotypes observed in the absence of AP1 or AP4 can be attributed to a
function for these AP complexes in one of two models: i) localization to sorting
endosomes of axons to retrieve inappropriately targeted cargo, or ii) localization at the
TGN of the cell body to mediate recruitment of cargo into transport vesicles bound for
dendrites, and/or to inhibit this cargo from being loaded into axonal carriers. Margeta et
al. propose that AP1 functions in the first model to regulate GLR-1 targeting to dendrites
because AP1 localizes to axons, and inhibition of clathrin-mediated endocytosis
phenocopies the missorting phenotype of AP1 mutants, an effect that is not additive
when combined with unc-101 loss of function (Margeta et al., 2009). Although this
suggests that GLR-1 is first delivered to the plasma membrane of axons and retrieved
there by AP1 post-endocytosis, further experiments are needed to rule out the second
model. Conversely, in mammalian neurons, AP1 predominantly localizes to the cell
body and dendrites, and appears to regulate the exclusion of dendritic cargo from axonal
carriers. Farías et al. used kymograph analysis to demonstrate that the anterograde
transport of dendritic cargo (TfRs) into the axon was significantly increased in neurons
lacking AP1 function, but retrograde trafficking from the axon back towards the cell body
was unaffected (Farías et al., 2012). Thus, AP1 appears to specifically restrict dendritic
cargo from reaching axons in mammalian neurons as opposed to regulating its retrieval
there. For AP4-mediated trafficking of AMPARs, neither model was ruled out (Matsuda
et al., 2008).
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In light of these studies and our results that are consistent with a rerouting of GLR-1
from the TGN to endosomes in the cell body of AP2 mutants, we propose that AP2 could
function to i) retrieve GLR-1 cargo delivered to sorting endosomes in the cell body and
traffic GLR-1 back to the TGN (Figure 4.1), or ii) directly regulate the sorting of GLR-1
into transport vesicles at the TGN for targeting to the VNC (Figure 4.2). Further studies
that combine high resolution time-lapse imaging of AP2 and GLR-1 alongside organelle
markers in wild-type and AP2 mutant backgrounds, will help address this issue.
Additionally, although we have demonstrated that GLR-1 is reduced in the VNC and
accumulates in the cell bodies of AP2 mutants, we have not established a direct link to
these events. To test whether these events are linked, we recommend using time-lapse
kymograph analysis of GLR-1 vesicles moving from the cell body to the VNC.
Importantly, this technique has been used as a reliable method to measure GLR-1
trafficking events in other studies (Hoerndli et al., 2013; Monteiro et al., 2012).

In the models described above (Figure 4.1-4.2), we would predict that GLR-1 is a direct
target of AP2. AP2 has previously been demonstrated to interact directly with the
AMPAR subunit GluR2 to regulate its localization in mammalian neurons (Kastning et
al., 2007; Lee et al., 2002). Additionally, our preliminary evidence suggests that AP2
interacts with GLR-1 via the APM-2 subunit (Figure 2.9), and mutation of a conserved
residue in GLR-1 shown to be critical for the interaction of AP2 with GluR2, results in
decreased levels of GLR-1 in the VNC and increased levels in the cell body (Figure
2.10). These results are consistent with the idea that AP2 interaction with GLR-1 affects
the efficient targeting of GLR-1 to the VNC. However, we note that our coIP experiment
in HEK cells transfected with HA::GLR-1 and APM-2::Flag yielded a weak interaction
(Figure 2.9). This result may indicate that the µ2 subunit of AP2 does not interact with
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GLR-1 with as high an affinity as it does with AMPARs in mammalian neurons. In this
scenario, it is possible that the effects of AP2 on regulating GLR-1 abundance in the
VNC are mediated by another AP2 target, such as an unidentified TARP-like protein.
Alternatively, it is possible that the interaction of AP2 with GLR-1 is mediated by a
binding surface of the α/σ2 subunits. Although the [D/E]XXXL[L/I] sorting motif that is
known to be recognized by α/σ2 is not present in its full form in the cytosolic tail of GLR1 (Chang and Rongo, 2005), variations on specific sorting motifs recognized by AP2
have been reported (Traub, 2009). It is also possible that APM-2 interacts with GLR-1 in
C. elegans, but when expressed as a single subunit in HEK cells, APM-2 does not
incorporate with endogenous AP2 subunits in HEK cells. If not incorporated into AP2
complexes, APM-2 may not be in the proper location to interact with GLR-1, or might be
subject to degradation as has been shown in previous studies of AP complexes lacking
specific subunits (Collins et al., 2002; Meyer et al., 2000; Peden et al., 2002). Although
APM-2 is highly homologous to mammalian µ2 (Shim and Lee, 2000), whether APM-2
can form functional AP2 complexes with mammalian AP2 subunits has not been
investigated. Further studies that conduct binding assays with mammalian cell cultures
that co-express all C. elegans AP2 subunits, or coIP experiments with C. elegans
lysates will help resolve this issue.

If AP2 functions directly at the TGN to promote GLR-1 recruitment into vesicles bound
for the VNC (Figure 4.2), or to retrieve GLR-1 that is inappropriately trafficked to
endosomes of the cell body back to the TGN for delivery to the VNC (Figure 4.1), then
we would predict AP2 to localize to the TGN, endosomes, or an intermediary
compartment between these organelles. Although we show that a C-terminal GFPtagged APM-2 colocalizes with a TGN marker, and that an mCherry-tagged APM-2 at
the same C-terminal site can rescue the decrease in GLR-1::GFP observed in the VNC
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of AP2 mutants (Figure 2.2), there are several possibilities to explain this surprising
localization. First, overexpression of APM-2 may function as a dominant negative.
Because AP2 is a heterotetramer, overexpression of individual AP2 subunits may disrupt
the stoichiometry of AP2 subunits, leading to dominant negative effects. In this scenario,
the subcellular localization of overexpressed GFP-tagged APM-2 may reflect the
localization of a dominant negative subunit. We note that while we observed that we
could rescue the GLR-1 phenotype of apm-2 mutants with overexpression of apm-2, we
also observed a significant increase in the abundance of GLR-1 in the VNC (Figure 2.2).
Although this phenotype is similar to the distribution of GLR-1 in the VNC of worms that
overexpress other genes that promote GLR-1 transport to the VNC including klp-4 and
cdk-5, it is also reminiscent of unc-11/AP180 mutants, which have defects in GLR-1
endocytosis in the VNC (Burbea et al., 2002; Juo et al., 2007; Monteiro et al., 2012).
Although we have not demonstrated that AP2 functions in GLR-1 endocytosis in the
VNC, we cannot rule this secondary function out (see above). If AP2 has an additional
role in regulating GLR-1 endocytosis in the VNC, it is possible that disruption of AP2
would lead to an increase in GLR-1 abundance in the VNC. Why APM-2 overexpression
could rescue this upstream step but block this later GLR-1 endocytosis step is not clear.
Further studies that attempt rescue and subcellular localization experiments with single
copy insertions of wild-type or GFP-tagged apm-2 using methods such as MosTIC
(Mos1 excision induced transgene-instructed gene conversion) will help address this
issue (Robert, 2012; Robert and Bessereau, 2011).

Second, when overexpressed, it is possible that APM-2 localizes to membranes that
endogenous APM-2 does not localize to. Although we make efforts to express these
constructs at the lowest level possible, we acknowledge that we frequently have to
increase expression in order to visualize the signal of fluorescent protein tagged
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molecules in transgenic animals. When overexpressed, it is possible that APM-2 is
recruited to the TGN via APB-1, the sole C. elegans homolog of the β-subunit. The βsubunit is shared between AP1 and AP2 in C. elegans (Boehm and Bonifacino, 2001;
Grant and Hirsh, 1999), and able to function in a µ2/β heterodimer due to its close
association with the µ2 subunit in the AP2 "core" (Gu et al., 2013; Jackson et al., 2010).
It is therefore possible that APM-2 recruitment to the TGN is mediated by the β-subunit
(APB-1) that is able to sequester APM-2 when overexpressed. In this scenario, it is
possible that APB-1/APM-2 heterodimers or AP1 complexes assembled with the µ2
(APM-2) subunit instead of µ1 (UNC-101 or APM-1), are localized to the TGN in this
complex. Indeed, a previous study demonstrated that AP2 complexes can incorporate
the β1 subunit when β2 is knocked down, suggesting a precedent for assembly of
alternative AP complexes that incorporate non-canonical subunits under certain
conditions (Keyel et al., 2008). Further studies that examine whether other AP2 subunits
also localize to the TGN will help address this issue. To do this, we recommend using
superresolution imaging techniques such as STED (Stimulated emission depletion
microscopy) or PALM (Photo-activated localization microscopy) in combination with
immunocytochemical electron microscopy to more reliably assess AP2 localization at
particular organelle localizations (Watanabe et al., 2011).

What would account for the ability of AP2 to localize to organelles of the biosynthetic
trafficking pathway? Localization of AP2 to the plasma membrane appears to depend, in
large part, on interaction with the PI(4,5)P2 phosphoinositide which is enriched in the
plasma membrane (Collins et al., 2002; Gaidarov et al., 1996; Jackson et al., 2010;
Mayinger, 2012; Di Paolo and De Camilli, 2006; Rohde et al., 2002). While it was once
largely believed that PI(4,5)P2 was restricted to the plasma membrane (Botelho et al.,
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2000; Várnai and Balla, 1998), an increasing body of work has indicated that PI(4,5)P2 is
also synthesized at and localized to other organelle membranes including the Golgi
(Godi et al., 1999; Jones et al., 2000; De Matteis et al., 2002, 2005; Di Paolo and De
Camilli, 2006; Watt et al., 2002), endosomes (Watt et al., 2002), lysosomes (Arneson et
al., 1999), and autolysosomes (Rong et al., 2012). Since PI(4,5)P2 is a major AP2
recruitment factor, these studies suggest that the canonical localization of AP2 at the
plasma membrane and its role in clathrin-mediated endocytosis may not be the complete
picture. Indeed, AP2 was recently shown to promote clathrin recruitment and vesicle
budding directly on autolysosomal membranes during autophagic lysosome reformation
(ALR) (Rong et al., 2012). Treatment of cell cultures with an antibody against PI(4,5)P2
prevents the starvation induced recruitment of AP2 to autolysosomes, suggesting that
PI(4,5)P2 is required for AP2 recruitment. Therefore, in addition to determining the
subcellular localization of AP2 using rigorous superresolution imaging techniques, it will
also be useful to identify PI(4,5)P2-containing intracellular organelle membranes, and
whether blocking the interaction of AP2 with PI(4,5)P2 prevents AP2 localization at
specific intracellular compartments. Several methods exist to probe the localization of
PI(4,5)P2 including the use of fluorescent protein tagged PH and ENTH domains that
specifically interact with PI(4,5)P2 and not other phosphoinositides (Martin, 2001).

Although we found that mutation of the conserved PI(4,5)P2 binding site of APM-2 (µ2)
did not affect the ability of APM-2 to rescue the GLR-1 phenotype of apm-2 mutants
(Figure 2.18), it is possible that this site is dispensable for membrane localization.
Indeed, structural studies have demonstrated that interaction of AP2 α and β2 with
PI(4,5)P2 is the crucial determinant of AP2 interaction with PI(4,5)P2-containing
membranes (Jackson et al., 2010). However, one study suggested that a slightly
different set of residues is involved in the binding of µ2 to PI(4,5)P2 than was cited in
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previous reports, and demonstrated that mutation of these sites did not affect the
endocytosis of TfRs (Motley et al., 2006). Therefore, to test the importance of AP2
interaction with PI(4,5)P2 in future studies, it will be crucial to map the specific PI(4,5)P2
binding sites of the AP2 α (APA-2) and µ2 (APM-2) subunits. Once these sites are
mapped, rescue experiments with PI(4,5)P2 binding deficient APA-2 and APM-2 in the
apa-2 and apm-2 mutant backgrounds respectively, will help address this issue.
Alternatively, we could use PI(4,5)P2 antibodies to block the association of AP2 with
PI(4,5)P2-containing membranes and determine how this affects the subcellular
localization of GFP-tagged AP2 subunits.

Does AP2 function as an adaptor to link KLP-4/KIF13 with GLR-1?
Another potential model in line with our data is that AP2 could function as an adaptor to
link motor-driven transport with GLR-1 cargo (Figure 4.3). Several molecular motors
have been implicated in the trafficking of AMPARs in mammals while two have been
identified in C. elegans. KLP-4, the C. elegans homolog of KIF13, promotes the
anterograde trafficking of GLR-1 from the cell body to the VNC (Monteiro et al., 2012),
while the KIF5 homolog, UNC-116, is required for the trafficking of GLR-1 between
synapses in the VNC (Hoerndli et al., 2013). Previous work demonstrated that AP1
forms a complex with KIF13A, the mammalian homolog of KLP-4, to transport MPRs
from the TGN to the plasma membrane of epithelial cells (Nakagawa et al., 2000), and
also with KIF5 to transport endosomal vesicles derived from the TGN to the cell
periphery (Schmidt et al., 2009). Additionally, the actin-based motor Myosin VI has been
shown to form a complex with AP2, GluR2, and the PDZ protein Sap97 to promote
activity-induced endocytosis of AMPARs in hippocampal neurons (Osterweil et al.,
2005). These studies indicate that AP complexes can function as adaptors to link
molecular motors with target cargo to mediate intracellular trafficking. Additionally, the
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Figure 4.3

Figure 4.3. AP2 may function as an adaptor to link a kinesin motor such as KLP-4
with GLR-1 cargo for trafficking to the synapse.
In this model, AP2 links a kinesin motor, such as KLP-4/KIF13 with GLR-1 transport
vesicles in the cell body. This complex then traffics along microtubules to the synapse.
Adapted from (Hirokawa and Takemura, 2005).
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binding of AP1 to KIF13A is mediated by the β-subunit of AP1, and this subunit is shared
between AP1 and AP2 in C. elegans (Boehm and Bonifacino, 2001). It is therefore
possible that in C. elegans, AP2 may bind to other molecular motors known to interact
with AP1 to regulate cargo transport.

We were interested in investigating the hypothesis that AP2 functions as an adaptor to
link KLP-4 with GLR-1 to regulate its anterograde trafficking to the VNC (Figure 4.3).
This hypothesis was founded on the similar GLR-1 phenotypes of AP2 and klp-4
mutants, as well as data demonstrating that the AP1 complex functions as an adaptor to
link the mammalian homolog of KLP-4, KIF13A, with its target cargo in epithelial cells.
As a first step in investigating this hypothesis, we conducted a genetic epistasis
experiment to determine whether apm-2 and klp-4 function in the same pathway.
Consistent with this hypothesis, we found that loss of function in klp-4 does not further
reduce the levels of GLR-1 in apm-2 mutants (Figure 3.1). In light of these results, we
tested whether increases in GLR-1 abundance in the VNC induced by overexpression of
apm-2 or klp-4 are dependent upon klp-4 and apm-2, respectively. We found that loss of
function in apm-2 did not affect GLR-1 levels in the VNC of worms overexpressing klp-4,
while loss of klp-4 function partially blocked the increase in GLR-1 abundance in the
VNC induced by apm-2 overexpression (Figure 3.2-3.3). Taken together with results
from our genetic epistasis experiment (Figure 3.1), these results suggest that apm-2 and
klp-4 function in a common pathway to regulate GLR-1, and that klp-4 may function
downstream of apm-2. One possible explanation for these results is that KLP-4 normally
transports a pool of GLR-1 that is regulated by AP2, but when klp-4 is highly expressed,
KLP-4 can transport other GLR-1 pools that are not regulated by AP2. Similarly, while
KLP-4 is required to transport a portion of the GLR-1 pool that is regulated by AP2 when
apm-2 is overexpressed, there is some part of this GLR-1 pool that can traffic to the
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VNC independent of KLP-4. This line of reasoning would be in line with AP2 function in
one of several steps upstream of klp-4 such as AP2-dependent regulation of GLR-1
trafficking between the TGN and endosomes (Figure 4.1) or recruitment of GLR-1 cargo
at the TGN (Figure 4.2). This population of GLR-1 would then be subject to KLP-4
dependent regulation of GLR-1 transport to the VNC. Alternatively, it is possible that
that AP2 does function as an adaptor to link KLP-4 with its GLR-1 target cargo (Figure
4.3). In light of our overexpression results however, these models are only consistent
when apm-2 and klp-4 are expressed at endogenous levels.

In order to definitively test this KLP-4/AP2/GLR-1 hypothesis, many further studies are
required including: i) binding assays to determine whether KLP-4 and AP2, and AP2 and
GLR-1 interact directly, and whether KLP-4/AP2/GLR-1 forms a complex in C. elegans,
ii) analysis of the effects of AP2 binding-deficient KLP-4 and KLP-4 binding deficient AP2
on GLR-1 abundance in the VNC, iii) co-migration experiments analyzing the
simultaneous movement of fluorescent protein tagged KLP-4, AP2 subunits, and GLR-1
in the cell body and VNC, and iv) time-lapse kymograph analysis of GLR-1 vesicle
movement in AP2 mutant and apm-2 klp-4 double mutant backgrounds. While it is also
possible that AP2 functions as an adaptor to link GLR-1 with other motors, there are
some loss of function phenotypes that do not align for AP2 and UNC-116, the only other
motor known to regulate GLR-1 trafficking. For example, GLR-1 levels are increased in
the very proximal regions (relative to the cell body) of neuronal processes in unc-116
mutants, and we do not observe this effect for AP2 mutants (data not shown)(Hoerndli et
al., 2013). Additionally, examination by eye reveals several other areas of GLR-1::GFP
accumulation in the VNC of unc-116 mutants that are not present in AP2 mutants (data
not shown). These observations argue against the hypothesis that AP2 and UNC-116
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function together to regulate GLR-1, although quantitative experiments such as those
described above are required to formally rule this out.

Does the role of AP2 in macroautophagy contribute to GLR-1 regulation by AP2?
In addition to a well-established role in regulating clathrin-mediated endocytosis, AP2
also regulates autophagic lysosome reformation (ALR), a process at the very late stages
of macroautophagy in which nascent lysosomes bud from tubules that extend from
autolysosomes (Rong et al., 2012). In mammalian cells that have undergone
macroautophagy, autolysosomal pools are dramatically increased in the absence of AP2
function. Although macroautophagy is associated with enhanced cellular stress or
starvation, increasing evidence suggests that macroautophagy also occurs under normal
growth conditions (Meléndez and Neufeld, 2008; Yang and Klionsky, 2009). Several
neurotransmitter receptors are known to be degraded via macroautophagy. In the
absence of presynaptic GABAergic inputs at neuromuscular junctions in C. elegans,
surface GABAA receptors are endocytosed and trafficked to autophagosomes (Rowland
et al., 2006). Induction of LTD in cultured hippocampal neurons results in an increased
abundance of autophagosomes at synapses and macroautophagy-dependent
degradation of GluR1-containing AMPARs (Shehata et al., 2012). In neurons lacking
function in the AP4 clathrin adaptor, AMPARs accumulate in axons where they
colocalize with LC3, a marker for autophagosomes and autolysosomes (Matsuda et al.,
2008). Interestingly, AP4 also plays a role in ALR by recruiting lysosomal proteins to
autolysosomal membranes (Rong et al., 2012). In the absence of AP4, autolysosome
compartments are significantly increased in cells that have undergone macroautophagy,
similar to the phenotype observed in cells with loss of AP2 function. Whether the role of
AP4 in ALR contributes to AMPAR accumulation in autophagosomes of AP4 mutants
has not been investigated.
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Since AP2 also regulates ALR, and we found that AP2 mutants exhibited aberrant
accumulations of GLR-1 in the cell body (Figure 2.6), some of which did not colocalize
with our panel of markers (Figure 2.13A-J), we tested whether GLR-1 accumulated in
autophagosomes or autolysosomes of AP2 mutants. We reasoned that if the role of
AP4 in ALR contributes to AMPAR accumulation in autophagosomes of AP4 mutants,
then we might expect to see a similar phenotype for AP2. Further, because there is no
AP4 encoded in the C. elegans genome, defects in macroautophagy may be more
pronounced in AP2 mutants, leading to an even stronger accumulation phenotype.
Similar to observations in starved mammalian cells lacking AP2 function, we observed
an increase in the abundance of punctate LGG-1 signal, a marker for autophagosomes
and autolysosomes, in the cell bodies of AP2 mutants (Figure 2.14). These results are
consistent with the idea that AP2 regulates macroautophagy under basal conditions in
neurons of C. elegans. Supporting the idea that GLR-1 accumulates in
autophagosomes of AP2 mutants, we also found an increase in the percentage of GLR1::GFP colocalized with mCherry::LGG-1, and an increase in the intensity of GLR1::GFP pixels in LGG-1 positive compartments (Figure 2.15). However, we noted that
while the colocalization percentage increased by 2 - 2.5-fold , it was still only 12 - 15% of
the total pool of GLR-1::GFP. These results suggest that only a small pool of GLR-1
accumulates in autophagosomes or autolysosomes of AP2 mutants. If GLR-1 does not
accumulate in these compartments of AP2 mutants, can the role of AP2 in
macroautophagy explain the GLR-1 phenotype of AP2 mutants (Figure 4.4)?

To begin to address this question, we looked at loss of function mutants for genes that
play key roles during macroautophagy. Specifically, we looked at mutants for i) atg-18,
which encodes a PI(3,5)P2 binding protein that regulates the cycling of ATG-9, a protein
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Figure 4.4
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Figure 4.4. The role of AP2 in macroautophagy may contribute to AP2-mediated
regulation of GLR-1.
(A) In this model, GLR-1 is subject to an unidentified quality control mechanism that
targets inappropriately folded or non-functional GLR-1 subunits for degradation via
macroautophagy under basal conditions. (B) In the absence of AP2 function, the
macroautophagy pathway is disrupted and GLR-1 cannot be degraded via
autolysosomes. While some small pool of GLR-1 may accumulate in autophagosomes
or autolysosomes of AP2 mutants, it cannot be efficiently degraded and GLR-1 also
accumulates in an intermediary endosomal compartment.
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required for membrane delivery to the phagophore assembly site, and ii) epg-5, a gene
required for the formation of degradation-competent autolysosomes in C. elegans
embryos (Meléndez and Neufeld, 2008; Tian et al., 2010). Surprisingly, we found
different phenotypes for these mutants. While epg-5 mutants exhibited a normal
distribution of GLR-1::GFP in the VNC, atg-18 mutants had reduced levels (Figure 2.16),
to a similar extent as AP2 mutants (Figure 2.2). What accounts for these differing
phenotypes? One possibility is that epg-5 is not expressed in glr-1 expressing
interneurons, as rigorous epg-5 expression studies have not been conducted (Tian et al.,
2010). Another possibility is that only disruption of specific steps of macroautophagy
affects GLR-1 distribution in the VNC. Atg-18 is required at a very early stage of
macroautophagy, to initially form the phagophore that will eventually expand into a
double membrane autophagosome, while epg-5 functions much later, after
autophagosomes have fused with lysosomes to generate autolysosomes. It is therefore
possible that regulation of GLR-1 by macroautophagy is step-specific. Examining GLR-1
distribution in loss of function mutants for genes that affect ATG-9 cycling (the atg-18
step) including atg-1/unc-51, atg-2, and atg-9, as well as genes that regulate other
discrete steps will help test this hypothesis.

In addition to the role of AP2 during ALR, a recent study found that AP2 also regulates
the cycling of ATG-9, indicating that AP2 and atg-18 may regulate a similar step in
macroautophagy. While the source of membrane delivered to the phagophore assembly
site is not entirely clear, ATG-9 is believed to play a role in this process. Mammalian
ATG-9 has been shown to localize to several regions within the cell including the TGN,
recycling endosomes, late endosomes, and recently the plasma membrane (Chan and
Tang, 2013; Meléndez and Neufeld, 2008; Popovic and Dikic, 2014; Young et al., 2006).
AP2 binds directly to ATG-9 and increasingly colocalizes with it over the course of
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macroautophagy in epithelial cells (Popovic and Dikic, 2014). Inhibiting clathrinmediated endocytosis through AP2 knockdown or dynamin blockade resulted in an
increase in ATG-9 localized at the plasma membrane. It is therefore possible that the
cycling of ATG-9, a common target of both ATG-18 and AP2, may be important for GLR1 regulation. Further experiments are required to test this idea including analysis of
GLR-1 distribution in i) atg-9 mutants to determine whether it phenocopies loss of apm-2
and atg-18 function, and ii) various atg-9, atg-18, and apm-2 double and triple mutant
backgrounds (if viable) to determine whether they function in a common pathway. If
these studies support the idea that a common ATG-9 target of AP2 and ATG-18 is
required for maintaining GLR-1 levels in the VNC, further studies that examine iii) the
distribution of GFP-tagged ATG-9 in atg-18 and AP2 mutant backgrounds are required
to test this model. While our preliminary results raise the intriguing possibility that
macroautophagy may contribute to GLR-1 regulation in C. elegans, how might this
occur?

One idea is that macroautophagy functions downstream of a quality control mechanism
that recognizes misfolded or non-functional proteins and targets them for degradation.
For example, members of the HSP (Heat shock protein) molecular chaperone family can
recognize and bind misfolded proteins, after which they can be re-folded through
interaction with other molecular chaperones, or degraded via the 26S proteasome
(Young et al., 2004). In C. elegans, the unfolded protein response (UPR) pathway
functions to upregulate the expression of ER-resident chaperone proteins that can assist
in the folding of transmembrane proteins in the ER (Kaufman et al., 2002). In loss of
function mutants for genes that function in the UPR pathway, GLR-1 abundance is
dramatically reduced in the VNC and increased in interneuron cell bodies (Shim et al.,
2004). Although macroautophagy was once thought to solely be a means to degrade
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nonspecific cytosolic components, increasing evidence suggests that this degradation
mechanism can involve specific cargo recognition (Kraft et al., 2010). Recently, a
chaperone complex consisting of HspB8 and Bag3 was shown to recognize and
stimulate the degradation of the pathogenic Htt43Q form of Huntingtin via
macroautophagy (Carra et al., 2005). If macroautophagy is used to degrade misfolded
or non-functional GLR-1 receptors in C. elegans, it is therefore possible that defects in
macroautophagy could lead to aberrant accumulations of GLR-1 in the cell body (Figure
4.3). In apm-2 mutant cell bodies, we observed a significant increase in the abundance
of GLR-1 in syntaxin-13 positive endosomal compartments (Figure 2.13). It is possible
that this pool of GLR-1 would be targeted to autophagosomes in the presence of a
functional macroautophagy system. While aberrant accumulations of GLR-1 in the cell
body could be explained by this model, it is not entirely clear how this could lead to
defects in GLR-1 transport to the VNC. Further experiments that examine i) time-lapse
imaging of GLR-1 alongside fluorescent protein tagged organelle markers in the cell
body, and ii) time-lapse kymograph analysis of GLR-1 transport to the VNC in
macroautophagy mutant backgrounds will help test and further develop this model.

AP2 may be required for the endocytosis of another target protein that regulates
GLR-1 forward trafficking
In another potential model, AP2 could regulate the endocytosis of a transmembrane
chaperone protein that is required in the cell body to promote the abundance of GLR-1 in
the VNC (Figure 4.5). This would be in line with a study that demonstrated that
endocytosis of the Wnt-binding receptor MIG-14/Wntless by AP2 is required for the
biosynthetic trafficking of Wnt to the cell periphery in C. elegans (Pan et al., 2008). In
the absence of AP2 function, MIG-14/Wntless accumulates on the plasma membrane,
and several phenotypes consistent with Wnt secretion defects were observed. One
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Figure 4.5
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Figure 4.5. AP2 may be required for the endocytosis of a chaperone protein that
targets GLR-1 to the synapse.
(A) In this model, AP2 is required for the endocytosis of a chaperone protein, such as a
TARP (Transmembrane AMPAR regulatory protein), that is required for the forward
trafficking of GLR-1 from the cell body to the synapse. AP2 functions to endocytose this
chaperone protein that is then trafficked in a retrograde manner back to the cell body to
promote further rounds of GLR-1 transport. (B) In the absence of AP2 function, this
chaperone protein accumulates at the synaptic membrane and GLR-1 is trafficked much
less efficiently to the synapse, perhaps being shunted to endosomal compartments.
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candidate protein for this type of GLR-1 regulation would be a member of the TARP
(Transmembrane AMPAR regulatory protein) family. TARPs can bind AMPARs at
intracellular compartments and at the synapse, and have been shown to regulate
AMPAR trafficking in mammalian neurons. In the absence of the stargazin/γ2 TARP,
AMPARs remain trapped in the ER and reach synapses much less efficiently (Bedoukian
et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2000). Additionally, the µ2 subunit of AP2 has been shown to
interact directly with Stargazin/γ2 in mammalian neurons (Matsuda et al., 2013).
Although loss of single TARP-like proteins does not alter GLR-1 abundance in the VNC
(Wang et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 2004), we tested the hypothesis that TARPs function
redundantly in a GLR-1 chaperone capacity. A previous study demonstrated that
overexpression of the γ-3, γ-4, or γ-8 TARPs is sufficient to restore the reduction of
AMPAR-mediated synaptic currents in neurons which lack stargazin/γ2 function (Tomita
et al., 2003). This result suggests that TARPs may be able to functionally substitute for
one another to regulate the synaptic targeting of AMPARs. However, we did not
observe any change in GLR-1 distribution in the VNC of worms lacking simultaneous
function in three TARP-like proteins including sol-1, stg-1, and stg-2 (Figure 2.8). These
results suggest that AP2-mediated regulation of GLR-1 does not require TARP function,
however we acknowledge that a fourth TARP-like gene, sol-2, was identified in the C.
elegans genome after we conducted this experiment.

Sol-2 encodes a single pass transmembrane protein with two CUB domains and a large
intracellular C-terminal tail with multiple AP2 consensus sorting motifs (Wang et al.,
2012). Although GLR-1 levels are unaltered in the VNC of sol-2 single mutants, it is
possible that SOL-2 functions redundantly with SOL-1, STG-1, and/or STG-2 to regulate
GLR-1 transport to the VNC. Future experiments that combine loss of function in all of
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these TARP-like proteins will help test this idea. Alternatively, it is possible that a GLR-1
chaperone function is performed by some other type of AMPAR auxiliary subunit, such
as a member of the cornichon family of proteins that have been shown to regulate
AMPAR trafficking in mammalian neurons (Harmel et al., 2012). However the sole C.
elegans cornichon, CNI-1, was recently shown to inhibit the exit of GLR-1 from the ER,
resulting in reduced levels of GLR-1 in the VNC, a manner of regulation that is opposite
that of AP2 (Brockie et al., 2013). Thus, it is likely that some other unidentified auxiliary
transmembrane protein(s) would be the AP2 target in this model. Further studies
examining the role of AP2 canonical and novel targets in GLR-1 regulation will help test
this model.

AP1 unc-101/µ 1 and clathrin function upstream of AP2 to regulate GLR-1
abundance in the VNC
Previous studies have demonstrated that AP1 plays a key role in the polarized sorting of
transmembrane cargo in neurons. In the absence of the UNC-101 isoform of the AP1 µ1
subunit, GLR-1 accumulates in axons of RIA and AVE interneurons (Margeta et al.,
2009). Whether GLR-1 accumulates in axonal regions of other glr-1 expressing
interneurons of unc-101/µ1 mutants has not been investigated. Consistent with this idea,
our results indicate that GLR-1::GFP accumulates in the VNC of unc-101 mutants
(Figure 3.4). However, due to the limits of our system, we were not able to directly
examine whether this accumulation was axonal or dendritic. Examining GLR-1
distribution in the VNC is complicated by the fact that it consists of bundled processes
that contain both pre- and postsynaptic regions (White et al., 1986). Further studies that
i) examine GLR-1::GFP distribution relative to presynaptic markers and/or ii) utilize
specific promoters to drive expression of GLR-1::GFP in single interneurons with clear
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pre- and postsynaptic regions will help address this issue. A combination of both
approaches is likely the best method.

Interestingly, we also found that expression of a dominant-negative version of clathrin
heavy chain ("CHC Hub") results in a similar GLR-1::GFP accumulation phenotype as
exhibited by unc-101 mutants (Figure 3.4, 3.7). Because clathrin functions at the plasma
membrane, endosomes, and the trans-Golgi network (TGN) (Brodsky, 2012), elucidating
the specific GLR-1 trafficking step that is defective in worms expressing "CHC Hub"
cannot be deciphered with this experiment alone. One likely possibility is that "CHC
Hub" expression blocks GLR-1 trafficking at all of these steps. Blocking clathrin function
at the plasma membrane is likely to increase GLR-1 abundance at postsynaptic sites,
while blocking clathrin function at endosomes or the TGN is likely to result in GLR-1
accumulation in axons. This rationale is based on two observations. The first is that
loss of function in unc-11/AP180, a clathrin adaptin that functions in clathrin-mediated
endocytosis, leads to an increase in GLR-1 abundance at postsynaptic sites (Burbea et
al., 2002). The second is that loss of function in unc-101/µ1, which functions in a
complex that recruits clathrin, leads to accumulation of GLR-1 in axons (Margeta et al.,
2009). Indeed, expression of dominant negative clathrin in hippocampal neurons
phenocopies the mislocalization of TfRs in axons observed in AP1 mutants (Farías et al.,
2012). Thus, clathrin function in unc-11/AP180 and unc-101 mediated regulation of
GLR-1 should be affected at both of these steps in the presence of "CHC Hub". Several
genetic epistasis experiments would be useful in addressing this issue including analysis
of GLR-1::GFP in unc-11/AP180 and unc-101 mutants expressing "CHC Hub". If "CHC
Hub" expression only affects clathrin-mediated endocytosis of GLR-1 at postsynaptic
sites, then expression of "CHC Hub" in unc-11/AP180 mutants should not result in an
additive increase in GLR-1 abundance in the VNC. Conversely, if "CHC Hub"
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expression disrupts GLR-1 trafficking at another step, then the GLR-1 phenotype of unc11/AP180 mutants expressing "CHC Hub" should be additive. Similarly, expression of
"CHC Hub" in unc-101 mutants should not give rise to an additive phenotype if "CHC
Hub" expression disrupts GLR-1 trafficking specifically at the same step mediated by
unc-101, but not others. As above, a strategy of single neuron expression of GLR1::GFP alongside presynaptic markers in these double mutant backgrounds will likely be
the best method to determine at which steps clathrin participates.

In addition to our finding that GLR-1 accumulates in the VNC of worms deficient for unc101 or clathrin function, our data also show that loss of apm-2 does not prevent GLR-1
accumulation in these mutant backgrounds (Figure 3.5, 3.8). These results suggest that
AP1 and clathrin function upstream of AP2-mediated regulation of GLR-1. Further, it
suggests that AP1 and clathrin may regulate a similar GLR-1 trafficking step because
apm-2 functions upstream of unc-11/AP180 (Figure 2.7), but downstream of both unc101 and clathrin (Figure 3.5, 3.8). One possible model to explain these results is that a
pool of GLR-1 traffics to the axon that is dependent upon AP1 and clathrin for retrieval
and subsequent trafficking back to the cell body where AP2 mediates its transport to
dendrites. Alternatively, it is possible that the pool of GLR-1 that is sequestered from
axons is different than the GLR-1 pool that AP2 regulates. One observation that helps in
addressing this question is that GLR-1 abundance is also reduced in dendrites of the
RIA interneuron of unc-101 mutants (Margeta et al., 2009). If unc-101 mutants have a
similar reduction in dendritic GLR-1 in other interneurons, and AP2 specifically affects
GLR-1 accumulation at postsynaptic sites, then we can make the following predictions:
i) if the pool of GLR-1 that accumulates in axons of unc-101 mutants is regulated by
AP2, then we would expect that the reduction in GLR-1 in dendrites is non-additive in
apm-2; unc-101 compared to single unc-101 mutants. Conversely, ii) if the pool of GLR180
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1 that accumulates in axons of unc-101 mutants is not regulated by AP2, then we would
expect an additive reduction in GLR-1 in dendrites of apm-2; unc-101 mutants compared
to single unc-101 or apm-2 mutants. In both i) and ii), we would expect GLR-1
accumulation in axonal compartments to be non-additive in apm-2; unc-101 compared to
single unc-101 mutants.

Several follow-up experiments are required to test these models. First, we need to test
whether GLR-1 in dendrites is reduced in other interneurons of unc-101 mutants, as
described above. Second, it is important to identify whether the reduction in GLR-1 in
the VNC of AP2 mutants is due to decreased levels of postsynaptic GLR-1. Although
>80% of GLR-1::GFP is closely apposed by presynaptic markers in wild-type worms
(Burbea et al., 2002; Rongo et al., 1998), it is possible that the distribution of GLR1::GFP in axons and dendrites of AP2 mutant neurons is disrupted. Finally, it will be
necessary to analyze GLR-1::GFP in axons and dendrites of apm-2; unc-101 double
mutants compared to single apm-2 and unc-101 mutants. Taken together, the studies
described above should be instrumental in determining whether i) AP1 unc-101/µ1 has a
similar function to restrict GLR-1 from accumulating in axons of many glr-1 expressing
interneurons, ii) clathrin functions at multiple GLR-1 trafficking steps, and iii) AP2
regulates the pool of GLR-1 that accumulates in axons of unc-101 mutants.

Concluding Remarks
This thesis identifies a novel function for the AP2 clathrin adaptor in the regulation of
AMPA-type glutamate receptors in C. elegans. In contrast to other regulators of clathrinmediated endocytosis, such as AP180/unc-11 (Burbea et al., 2002), our results are
consistent with the idea that AP2 regulates GLR-1 trafficking events in the cell body to
promote GLR-1 abundance in the ventral nerve cord. In light of previous studies in
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rodent neuronal cultures demonstrating a function for AP2 in regulating the activityinduced endocytosis of AMPARs (Carroll et al., 1999b; Kastning et al., 2007; Lee et al.,
2002; Man et al., 2000; Matsuda et al., 2013; Unoki et al., 2012), our results suggest that
AP2 has an alternative or additional role in the regulation of AMPA-type glutamate
receptors in C. elegans. Further, since these studies utilized techniques to inhibit but not
ablate AP2 function, it is possible that residual AP2 function in these neuronal cultures
masked the effects of AP2 at other upstream steps, such as promoting AMPAR
trafficking to synapses. Additionally, our study shows for the first time the effects of AP2
subunit null mutations on AMPA-type glutamate receptors in vivo. In light of these
results, further studies that examine the effects of AP2 null mutations in mammalian
systems in vivo, perhaps by brain region specific ablation of AP2 subunits, will be a
worthwhile pursuit. Although we have not established a conclusive model for AP2mediated regulation of GLR-1 in C. elegans, our data provide a solid foundation upon
which further mechanistic studies can be pursued.
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